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Tindal, Richolae, A 
The most important chapter of the English Constitution ie 
the one devoted to the Right to personal liberty. V/ithout ample 
guarantee for this most eaored right of the people, government 
whoso ultimate end must ever be the highest welfare of thoss 
governed, inevltablf ̂dogonerates into a more engine of oppresemoi 
ion. Tho English £*oople enjoy the honor and distinotion of havtoj 
ing formed through the course of centuries a type of government 
whioh guarantees to each member of its society to a greater ex-
tent than among other nations, the greatest degree of personal 
freedom consistent with an equal enjoyment of the same right 
by others. The English guarantees of personal liberty unlike 
those of other countries are not founded upon written law, but 
upon custom and practices extending back to ths very beginnings 
of Kngllsh History. The laws on these subjects found in the 
Statute books are merely confirmations of existing customs, or 
remedies for defects growing out of changing conditions, 
"The right to personal liberty as understood in Kngland," 
says aicey, "means in eubstanoe a prisoner's right not to be 
subjected to imprisonment, arrost, or other physical coercion 
in any manner that does not admit of local justification? ' 
Among the many guarantees of personal liberty, the most 
important is the right enjoyed *by everyone held in physical 
detention to demand a writ of Habeas Corpus. As v,-e shall pre* 
ssntly oonsider the details of the legal process known as Hah* 
oao Corpus, it will be sufficient for ths moment to say that 
ths writ is issued by a oourt of competent jurtsdlotion to an 
officer or any person holding another in custody commanding 
him to bring at ones the body of the prisoner before the oourt 
and show the reasons for his dotentlon. If in the judgement 
of the court the charges are not sufficient to. justify deten-
tion the prisoner is discharged, to*if the alleged offense is 
a bailable one, he is rsleased on furnishing suitable ball, 
otherwise he is remanded to prison again. 
the right to tho writ of Habeas Corpus is popularly, 
though erroneously ascribed to the famous statute boaring that 
name passed by Parliament in 1679.. This sot however served m 
merely to oorreot oertain defects in and abuses of a praotioa 
known at Common Law slnoe Anglo Saxon times. "Jrom the earl-
iest records of English law," says Hallam, "no freoman could 
be detained in prison except upon criminal charge, or convict-
ion, or olvil debt."* Cur meager knowledge of Anglo Saxon in-
stitutions fail, to reveal to us the means by whioh this prin-
ciple was oarricd out in praotioe. It seems quits probable 
however that the punishment by imprisonment was but little 
ussd dfering the oarly period. The well known custom of re-
quiring everyone on pain of outlawry to furnish ssourity for 
his oonduot rendered Imprisonment before trial except in cases 
whsn the liberty of the accused endangered the safety of the 
/ fa ft* 

oommunity unnecessary. If imprisoned w a s little ueed there was] little danger Sf its abuse. 
"ith the coming of the Normans, the status of personal 
liberty was oonelderably modified. Though at least nominally 
administering justice through the old channels, the Hormans 
Introduced many new practices. It wae an age of violence,and 
the Eorman nobles and barons seized the opportunity of violat-
ing personal freedom for eelfieh purpose*. But the ppsrogratieo 
of the crown having been greatly extended, the king beoame the 
souroe, the fountain of justice.*' It was in bim that personal 
liberty must find its protection. Special write took the place 
of the old common law praoticee. four kinds of special writs 
seem to have appeared with the coming of the Eormans. 1. lo 
otls ot atla, £. mainprlze or manuoantis. 3. 4s homlnl rey-
lesiando. 4. Habeas Corjauef'**These write issued from tho king's 
bench not as rights but as prlveleges. If the king was him-
self just and hlsauthorlty obeyed .these writ prlveleges 
though they wsttssTprove effeotive remedies against violations 
of personal liberty. She reigns of Stephen and John however 
showed but toe clearly that these prlveleges could not be 
wholly relied upon. Tho l:ing not only permitted,but practic-
1 Violations of personal liberty. It was Magna 
~t changed these prlveloges into rights. 
Many writers find in Magna Charta the beginning of Hab-
eas Corpus. As ws have seen its principles extend back much 
farther. The writ issued from the ling's Benoh though prlv-
eleges as they were had for thoir purpoee tho sscurity of 
right running through all -inglo Saxon history, the personal 
liberty of the freeman. Magna Charta forced the king to grant 
as right what his immediate prodceossors had extended aa prlv-
eleges. Aeoordlng to tHe article 39, "Ho freeman shall be 
taken or imprisoned, or disseised, or outlawed, or exiled or 
anyway deetroyed nor will we go upon him, nor will we send-
upon him, unless by ths lawful Judgement of hie peers* or by 
the law of ths land." Again in article 4.0, we read, "To 
none ' , will we soil, to nono will we deny the right 
of justice.' The forgoing provision, it will be seen oreated 
no new right but oonfirmed those already existing. She king 
swore to protoot the subject in his right to personal free-
dom. 
In eplte of the repeated confirmations of Magna Charta 
by subsequent kings additional legislation was found neeessary 
to oheok its evasion by the over more powerful Srivy Council, 
In the twenty-fifth year of Edward III it was enacted that, 
v 0A 4 +s*. <m*mf. ZM It 3  9 9 *y O .9 
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3. 
"Ho on© shall be taken by petition, or suggestion of the king 
or his oounoil unless it be by indiotmont, or presentment, or b 
by writ original at common law." A long list of similar stat-
utes passed in this and suooeedlng reigns did good service 
by protecting the liberties of ths subject against arrogant as-
sumptions on the part of ambitious kings who wors striving 
by every means to extend the monarohial sway of ths crown. 
It became the duty of the king not merely to refrain himself 
from wanton violations of personal liberty, but being the 
fountain head of all justice to act as a positive oheok upon 
the abuses of that liberty by his subjects. The latter he no 
doubt willingly performed as it thereby inoreased that author-
ity for whioh he was constantly striving; the former he was 
obliged to observe, bound as hs was by Llagna Charts and sup-
plementary statutes. 
The reader who is at all familiar with English history 
nay naturally inquire why arbitrary and.unusual Imprisonments 
were tolerated under the Tudors and Stsfcarts. In the first 
place it must be bornsin mind that such violations of tho 
subject's righto were relatively very exceptional, while in 
the large majority of oases ths rules of common law, and sup-
plementary statutes respecting ths rights of personal liber-
ty were* strlotly followed. Still wo should seek to find the 
reason for tho exceptions, Hallam enumerates five essential 
shocks upon ths king's authority at ths opening of HenryVlI** 
reign. Among those checks he says, "Ho man could bs commit* 
ted to prison but by a legal warrant specifying his offense, 
and by an usage nearly tantamount to constitutional right, 
he must be spoodily brought to trial by means of regular sossio 
ions of gaol delivery."7 07/ing to the nature of the times 
and the strong character of the rulers, the Tudors were suo-
oossful in greatly increasing the authority of ths crown, and 
though*ttwayejTflaot 7;ithin the strict letter, they often 
ventured far Beyond the spirit of the lew. The Privy Oounoil 
and particularly that branch of the oounoil known aa the 
Star Chamber was made ;'/ a powerful Instrument in the hands 
of ths Tudors to tfy' 1 " their policy of absolutism. Sum-
mary jurisdiction in many oasos was recognized aa falling 
within it8 legal authority. It was to ths abuse of this power 
that nearly all violations of personal liberty under the Tu-
dors and the Stewarts wore duo. At the desire of ths king, 
or the oounoil, persons odious to the government were sent 
bofore the Star Chamber and after the mereest pretonse of 
4. 
a trial were fined, tortured or imprisoned. Although guilt-
yhimaelf of violation of the spirit of the law, the king 
saw that the law was etrlotly observed by others* The se-
cret of ths Tudor9 s suooess lay in their tact and good 
judgement. They know just how far their assumption would 
es tolerated by tho people and retreated at ths critical 
moment, always to their own advantage. 
f 1th the Stewarts it was wholly differ sat. Basing 
thslr claims to authority upon Divine Right they flatly de-
nied to tho people ths right to place any restrlotion up-
on ths full exercise of that authority. Sadly wanting in 
ths taot and sound judgement of their predecessors they en-
deavored not merely to maintain, but oxtend tho powoJ Of the 
Tudors. Any law or statute whioh served to check, or to 
impede the filleet exercise of ths royal will was an object, 
if not to be destroyed, at least to be evaded. Their will 
was law. Subjects mast obey.but themselves tho source, 
were above tho law* ieople wlio hesitated to obey deer ess 
wsrs fined or imprisoned at tho Icing's command,or order 
Of his council. With «£s*. theos violent assumptions on 
tho part of ths crown cameS equally violent re assert ions 
of tho anoient rights of tho pcSple. It was this popular 
demand for more effective guards to personal liberty that 
produced the series of acts whioh culminated fifty years 
later i n the well known Habeas Corpus Act of 1679. 
lO h a s * previously mentioned four special writs whioh 
made their appearance in Emgland about time of the Horman 
Conquest/ Prom the tvery first tho writ of Habeas Corpus 8 
seems to have proVeel the most effeotive and at length dis-
JÊ̂lltoĴJtMCŝtB̂̂8̂  ̂ feâM̂. ^̂ f̂î Ĵ Ĵ?1 ^̂ â̂ŝ'̂Ĵŝ  ip* jBn\̂^ * CĴJjeflêWQlĴ  * 3eŝĵRT • êJ3̂jjP* «̂!!<JP?̂ĴB̂êî̂  2jtiĵl̂'̂B>>1 
in prison WOO entitled to demand of the King's Bench a 
writ of Habeas Corpus, commanding ths person holding him 
in custody to brine the body of the prisoner and tho war-
rant for his arrest before the court. Be was than dis-
charged, released on bail,or remanded on the Ins m m Etas' 
aooordingly as tho law provided. The writ from Kings Bench 
very early came to be issued as a right to the froemcn, and 
legal prooeedure grow more complex. As tins wsnt on many 
defeots in the Common Law previsions made their appearance. 
Through these gaps or breaches ths Tudors sad particular-
ly tho Stewarts sslssd ths opportunity of extending their 
/ OS**.// j. 
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prerogative. The bo called Habeas Corpue Acts had for 
their purpoee the closing of the gap egainet Icing's agg-
ression cr personal liberty. 
In 16E7 the famous Darnel Case brought into prominence 
a question which had long been in diepute/ A writ of 
Habeas Corpue was denied on the fround that the Kings 
Bench had no authority to releeee sereons committed on the 
express command of the king, or the Privy Council, even 
if no epeeial charge had been preferred. Although no 
precedent in support of this intrepretation could be sited, 
the judges decided in the king's favor. The dooieiien was 
immediately taken up in Parliament/Xpril 3rd, 1628, the 
Commons by a unanimous resolution denied the right of the 
king, the privy Council, or any oneto imprieon or detain 
a freeman without legal warrant setting forth causes of 
detention, end affirmed the right of every man confined in 
prisoneven under the express command of the king, or the 
Privy Council, to obtain a writ of Habeas Corpus.*' These 
resolutions were followed by speeches, reports from spec-
ial committees end conferences on subject of personal liber-
ty? *May £7, the well known petition of Right was passed. 
After quoting the Article 39 of Magna Chartfrom an act 
ef 28th Bdward III, the document continues,- "Divere of 
your subjects have of late been imprisoned without any 
oauee showed end when for their deliverance they were 
brought before your Justices, by writs of Habeas Corpus,— 
end theis keepere commanded to certify the causes of their 
detainer, no cause wee certified, but that they were de-
tained by your Majesty's special command, signed by the 
Lords of your Privy Council, and yet were returned baek 
to^leveral prisons, without being charged with any thing 
to which they might make answer acoording to the law." 
Therefore they humbly prayed hie Kajeety that " no freeman 
in any such manner ae ie before mentioned, be imprisoned 
or detained. "* After a vigorous,but TaSanprotest the king 
signed ths document June 7, 1628, thereby giving it the 
force of law. ^ 
In spite of fcXa solemn promises to sespect the right of 
personal liberty, Charlee and hie council for more than a 
decade continued to act in utter oontempt of their prom-
lees. It is not at all strange that one of the first acts 
of thai Long Parliament wee to abolish the odious Star Cham-
ber, the eource of so many arbitrary violations of personal 
liberty and to provide thit anyone imprisoned by oraer of 
the king or Privy Council should be privileged to demand 
of the judges of the Kings Beneh, or of the Common Pleas 

In open oourt, a writ of Habeas Corpus. Refusal, on the 
part of the judges to comply with the true intentjjf this 
aot was made an offense punishable by a fine trebaT the 
amount of damages ths aggrovied person had suffered.' * 
So far as I can determine no farther change was mads 
in matter of Habeas Corpus during the psrlod of ths Com-
monwealth; but with the restoration of the Stewarts iqsiI.ii 
to ths throne)other defects in ths Common Law provision * 
and the few scattered statutory corrections soon became 
apparent. Ths unnecessary amd arbitrary delays in making 
returns to writs of Habeas Corpus in behalf of oertain 
state-prisoners under Lord Chancellor Clarendon.lead- the 
Commons aftsr 1660 to make several fruitless attempts to 
secure ths passage of a bill to prevent the refusal* to 
writ of Habeas Corpus. Theso mush needed remedies wore 
Selected by the hostile opposition of ths Lords. In lose 
the long delay in issuing a writ of Habeas Corpus to Jenfcs. 
who has been committed for a mutenons speech at Guildhall 
for the moment aroused much popular indignation.*' The * 
Justice at quarter session refused to issue a writ on the 
grounds that the prisoner had been committed by a superior 
oourt, while tho Chanoellor and Chief Just loo in their 
courts declared they had no authority to issue ths writ 
during vacation of tho oourt. After several weeks delay 
Jenks was rsleased sad tho political excitement whioh the 
case had arrousod at onos subsided. Tho incident however 
served to redouble tho energies of tho Commons to secure 
a reform. In this endeavor they were at length successful,*** 
May Ed, 1679.s 
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mong tho four great oharters of Knglish liberty. Like sfee 
Magna Charta, Ths Petition of Bight.ant tho Bill of Bight, 
it created no new privileges or irrmftmltios, but served to 
confirm and establish mors firmly those long recognized at 
struggle bstwssn ths crown and tho people were definitely 
settled, fhe king had endeavored In vain to make 11a will 
absolute in all departments of government. But as lim-
itations ons aftsr another were imposed upon those who 
were abusing thslr trust, ths king and his councillors sought 
to rstain ths oovstsd power through evasion of ths laws. 
In no more effective manner tt$» their motivos rovoaled than 
in their delay,or denial of justice, though the various laws 
statutes, and usages furnished all ths general rules for the 
administration of justice. Many questions arose from time 
to time whioh the judges construed to ths king's advantage at 
the expense of ths subject. In Co far as there were any de-
fects to' bs found in the workings of TJrlt of Habeas Corpus, 
ths greatest guarantee of personal liberty^just to that oxt-
tent would ths citizen be insecure aa against arbitrary op-
pression. As has bssn said, ths petition of right denied t 
the king and his council ths spsalsl privilege of committ-
ment except on legal warrant, while %*statute of 1641 guar-
antte the person detained even under this condition, tho ri 
right to demand and obtain a writ of Habeas Corpus. Many 
other evasions were still practiced, fhs Kings Bench, the 
only court accustomed to issue the writ, denied ths author-
ity of its judgss to issue the writ during vacation/ # 8 -
vaoatlon covered the greater portion of the year, relief 
waw not infrequently delayed many weeks, or svsn months. Fur-
thermore return to the writ could not be inforoed against 
ths gaolor until ths sscond (alias) or third (Plurss) writer 
had been issued. This needless delay was oftlmes materially 
prolonged by gaolors favorable to the king transfering ths 
prisoners from one prison to another. It was for tho purpose 
of oorreotlng those and similar dsfsots that tho "Act for t 
ths better Scouring the Liberty of tho Subjeot" was passed 
in 1679. 
According to the provisions of this sot, any person de-
tained for crime, exoept felony,or troaaon plainly expressed 
only to the Sings Bench ,or Oourt of tension floes, but also 
to the Court of Chanoory, er Court of the Exchequer, or if a** 
in vaoatlon to any one of the judges of the above mentioned 
for a writ of Habeas Corpus. In oass of appsal to tho oourt, 
the law furnished adequate remedy. In ease of appeal to the 
judges, the act required "Judge on view of a oopy of tho warp 
rant of committment, or on oath of two witnesses that such 
a cSpy had been denied, at once to the poreoTnio_J^sue a_jjrit_ 
of Habeas Corpus holding tho pewssn o f tho prisoner In cus-
tody, commanding him within three to ten days,( dspsnding up-
on dietancel to bring before himself ths body of tho pris-
oner and tho osusss for his committment. Within two days 
after ths prisoner was brought before him,the judge was re-
quired to make thorough investi£ationlk*W release on bail 
tho judge to whom tho proper demand had been made should rc-
î T̂ Ô ^ ^̂ C5̂ J isjJBk s5sf ŝ̂ Cp̂ Ê̂ 3P'̂ L •̂BPiJL'̂fehfê  f̂ejfes^e^ i s ^ J & ^ ^ ^ ^ a ^ ^ s *^fejj^e^ ^^^s^B^^Jp^Btw^l^^ Jfcl̂ J 
must forfeit the sum off600 % to the aggreived person. If 
8. 
gaolor should refuse to furnish a copy of tho warrant of 
commitment within six hours after demand was made, or 
should tranefer any prisoner into the custody of another 
except in obedience to legal process, or should fail to 
make proper return to ths writ of Habeas Corpus within 
speoifisd time, he must forfeit a sum oS-icoi to the ag-
frleved person. A person onoo released on writ of Habeas orpus was privileged against future arrest ̂bnAsame offonse. Although persons committed on legal warrant for felony,or 
treason, were denied writ of Habeas Corpus, oonviotion 
must bo had no later than the end of second session of 
oourt after commitment, in failures of whioh tho prlsonsr 
must be discharged. 
The remedies afforded by this aot to the defect in the 
Common Law provision on the subject of Habeas Corpus have 
proved themselves so elf loiont that no person charged with 
orlme need fear any considerable arbitrary violation of his 
right to personal freedom. Although the statute remftAiAC*̂  
and reconstructed the wall whioh separate*1 the people in 
their enjoyment of personal liberty from arbitrary spprees-
ion by the government, many broaches wore later discovered 
and closed before the wall attained its present complete-
ness. Three very important defects wsrs overlooked in 
the aot of 1679. ?irst,- Ho limit was placed upon the amoun 
of ball whioh could be demanded. The amount oould so eas-
ily be placed so high as to render ball impossible. This 
important defect was remedied by the Bill of Right*1689, 
which declared that, "Sxoesslvs bail oughtjTo be required"; 
Second, the statute affordet remedy for commitment on 
criminal charges only, leaving to the Common Law, protec-
tion against illogal i-prisone^t in civil cases; Third 
there was no moans of guarding against falsehood in tho 
gaolors return to the writ of Habeas Corpus. A very stren-
uous but fuitless attempt was mads in 1758 to afford rem-
edy by statute to thess last two do feet o. It wae not until 
1816 that a Ism was made by arllament extending the pro-
visions of ths aet cf 1679 to imprisonment on civil suit as 
wsll as criminal charges and empowered the judge to inves-
tigate and question the truth of the return, 
Slnoe 1817, the legal guarantees to personal liberty 
have been rendered as complete as human institutes can 
be mads. Absoluts freedom from legal detention would be 
distrustivs of its own end, einoo anarchy, the lnevltable 
rosuit would would make civil liberty impossible. Ths 
purpose of a good government is not o&ly to permit each 
person to exerolss all the rights and privileges recog-
nised as belonging to him, out te protect him in their en-
joyment against thoee who would deprive him of them. In 
other words, government must have the power to punish pereont 
who riolats ths rights of others. Thus 
g 
Thus personal liberty is necessarily llmitsd. aot absolute; 
One of the prime purposes of law is to define what ' 
constitutes an infringmont upSn the rights of other persons 
and provide adequate punishment for the same. Sinoe, how-
ever the interpretation and execution of tho laws must 
from necessity be entrusted to the few, the tendancy at 1 
least has ever heon for these persons to go beyond the in-
tent of the law and the power intrusted them, in order to 
farther their own ambitions ends. The executive from the 
very nature of his duties which empower him to make arrest 
and hold porsons for trial, is particularly subjeot to 
this tendency. Happily, however, one of the chief charac-
t eric tics of that system of government developed by the Eng-
lish psipls is its series of chocks between the different 
branches of the government rendering an undue preponder-
ance of one practically Impossible• It was only through 
long and bitter experlenee that the importance of this prin-
ciple waa learned and appreciated. A strong executive is 
absolutely necessary for an effective government, but as 
a cheek to the dangerous extension of this power, the Jud-
iciary has been found to be of greatest value. The Tudors 
and Stewarts recognising this truth, endeavored to make the 
judges mere instruments of ths crown. Ths tyranny of the 
former was largely due to the suoosss of the*endeavor, 
while tho most Important victory won by the people under 
the latter was the separation of these two essential de-
partments of government. The authority of the oourte to 
invostigato the legality of overy detention upon personal 
liberty and the power to oonfiwi ths detention or liberate 
the prisoner, restricts the power of arrest to legal ends. 
Thus the firm sstabllshomsnt of the right of the courts 
to issue writs of Hsbeas Corpus, sots as a dirsot limitation 
on the power of the executive ana confines it to public 
purposes. In conclusion we say that eaeh person is pro-
tected by the govemmsnt against infringmsnt upon his lib-
erty either by unruly members of eioloty. or by those to 
whom ths powers of government itsslf is intrusted. Tho 
duty of the state to tho individual le thus accomplished. 
We must now consider another very important duty of the 
state, a duty equally important with the guarantee and pre* 
teotion to personal liberty, namely the protection of tho 
stats Itsslf against thoss persons who would impair or dos-
ttoy its authority. Without ample provisions for the 1*>ttsr^ 
tho former .however complete in itsslf, might be 
rendered wholly Ineffective. Interference with state auth-
ority comes from without in tho form of invasion end from 
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within In the form of insurrection©, or rebellion. 
It is generally recognised that in the presence of such 
dangers the executive should be impeded as little as pos-
sible; he must have the power not only^mcet the enemy on 
the field of battle, but power also to detain particular 
persons whom he may reasonablysunpeot of inoouraglng or 
aiding the enemy. If the courts should bs obliged to in-
vestigate every arrest made under these conditions and to 
proceed upon trial as in ti ios of />caoê3£w3fe fatal hin-
dearanoo to the aotlon of the executive, would often re-
sult. Hence it is that during times of iminent public 
danger the Habeas Corpue Act has frequently been tempor-
ar iTylsus tended. 
These Suspension^ Aots do not imply as the title would 
eoem to signify, a total suspenelon of the privilege of 
Habeas Corpus, but simply denies persons apprehended on 
suspicion of treason, the privilege of demanding from the 
sourts or Judges the writ of Habeas Corpus. In all other 
cases the privileges guaranteed by the Aot Continues in 
full operation. The power is not voluntarily assumed by 
the orown but oonferred upon it by the people through their 
representatives in Parliament. Rven thus limited these 
sets affordsd ths executive a vsry important power over the 
liberties of the people and can only be justified by the 
emergencies of the ease when the libertlee of each and all 
are endangered. 
We have traced briefly the evolution of the privilege 
to the writ of Kabeae Corpue from ths broad general guaran-
tee against arbitrary imprisonment under the Anglo-Saxon 
laws through the various stsps by which the orown was lim-
ited in ths attempt to evade the spirit of the lawa, to 
its final and complete form as established in 181ft undo* 
fleergn III. We have oeen how this privilege has served aa 
the most important guarantee to personal liberty, yet we 
have also said that in prsssnee of great public peril it 
has often been found expedient to suspend its operation 
within its operation within a limited field for. a limited 
time. It le my purpose in this paper to discuss ths motive* 
which have led to ths Suspension of the Habeas Corpus .c., 
to determine the nature of ita suspenelon and its influence 
upon ths question of personal llbsrty. Since the passage 
of tho Habeas Corpue Act in 1679 this statute has been 
pert 1 ally suspended at nine different periods. The first 
fivs periods of suspension coincided with and aa aw shall 
ass wars occasioned by the five eerloue attempts of ths 
Jacobites at home and abroad to reinstate the Stewart fam-
ily 
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Tho sixth period ocmired during the American Revolution 
when it was believed that many persons within the kingdom 
wore offering aid to the rebels in the colonies. The seventh 
and eighth periods of suspension, 1794-5 and 1798-1801 res-
pectively, formed a part of the ropresslvn measures employ-
ed by the government to eheok the spread of French Republi-
can ideas and principles in England. The severe industrial 
crisis following tho close of the Hapoleonic wars occasioned 
suoh sevoro disturbance among certain laboring olassoe 
that tho Tories again for the lafit time in English History 
rooortod to the extreme measure of suspending the Habeas 
Corpus from Moroh 181Cto February 18l|\ 
Realizing that the Habeas Corpus Aot served as an im-
possible barrier to that system of absolute government 
which ho was aaorlfioing so mush to^setablish, James II 
laborod hard,but in vain to secure'who ropoal/ Although 
the statute had been passed by the higs whsn that party 
was in momentary ascendency, even the Tories, subservient 
to the king's will in nearly every other matt or, posit ivs-
ly refused to yield him this much coveted power - a power 
whioh would have given hire a dangerous control over ths 
personal liberty of his sublets and have enabled him to 
enforce obedience to his Adeas of government. 
Although James was c' , 0 unable to secure a repeal of 
the l^oaf Corpus Aot tor his own advantags whilo king, it 
irony of fate1 that tho first suspension authorized by 
Parliament placed in the hands of his affrosaffil rivals a 
powsr intended to prevent him from regaining his lost throne. 
That whidh he had so vainly desired while in authority .ser-
ved an a means to render his fall complete. An account of 
the causes leading to shd tho details of an evont so -oil 
known in English History as ths Rsvolution of 1688 would 
be out of plaoe in a paper Mkthe nature and scope of the 
present. It is sufficient for our purposes to remember 
that James finding himself helpless in the midst of his de-
fected troop and alienated subjsots.resolved upon^flight^ 
and accordingly embarked for Franco Deoomber ZZ* that at 
the solicitation of.ninety peers in London, fill lam of Orange 
summoned to meet atr Westminster all persons who had ser-
ved in Parliament under Charles II,*• that this body rlaced 
in ths Prince's hand the administration of public affairs 
4 ^ W ^ y . ^ < r > * r a j . 
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civil and military" that a convention of the people con-
vening January 22/1689,in one of the moot remarkable 
resolutions in English *»ietory declared the throne vacant 
and bestowed the orown upon William and fiery conjointly.** 
It is tcrhoted that en February 12, before the orown was 
of f 0£pjfeV&I14am and Mary both houses in a joint resolution 
to £&&L?ttjifrit Yittt presented a Declaration of Eights, set-
ting forth in a clear forcible mannerthe abueee and mie-
fovernment under James and reasserting old and long acknowl-edged rights? It is important for our purpose to not^also that among tho declaration of personal rights they t'oclarod 
that "Bxoesslve bail ought not to be required nor exoeoelve 
fines be imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflict-
ed. I have already mentioned the bearing that theee deolar-
ationS*embodied in the famous "Bill of Rights", had on the 
S ubjeot of Habeas Corpus, and through the Habeas Corpus 
on broader subject of personal liberty.* 
Even after the orown had at length been entrusted to 
William and Mary, the probierne which had confronted the 
hatlon einoe James II flight were by no moans satisfactor-
ily solved. Immediate reoovery aftorso violent a shock 
was impossible. There wasa nationalfor Instability. James 
had been reoolved with every mark ox consideration at the 
Preneh Oourt and It seemed suite probable that hie entreat-
ies for help In the work of regaining hie lost orown would 
not bein vain, fsgland, preferring a catholic to a protest-
ant loKtoraB in open revolt.while Scotland was on the point 
of taking up arms in behalf, of the national king. England 
herself, wae not unanimous in her support of Willie and 
Vary. Though a large majority of the people, through their 
representatives ijfr convention had conferred upon them their 
authority, many rersone questioned the strict legality of 
the act and believed that James had been grossly deprived 
of hie orown. others for motives of religion, or eelf in-
terest ii preferred the SteWrt to the Prince of Orange. 
Though certainly much magnified it la impossible to estimate 
the exaot extent of danger to whioh theee various sources 
of opposition nhiffllilTgri fttiSM given credit. There was a 
popular feeling too, that the datholioe as a body would prove 
unfe^vul and were only waiting an opportunity to restore 
the ̂ BBWarto. Later investigations' has prdve/ that* this 
fear was wholly unwarranted. Nevertheless it certainly 
exercised ̂great influence over the popular mind in thie per-
iod of uncertainty. Rumora of plot were afeantrTn this 
stats of affaire William beliovod that exceptional moans 
must be need to prevent farther epreed of defection among 
the people. 
Since Jane's flight on December SO, many persons who 
had had important influence in hie misgevensssnt and those 
who even believed to be laying a plot for hie reetoratlon 
/ (Po^^j. ^ ******* 
had beenBeized and retained in prison. ' During the vacancy 
*f tyfK^tiBM&r thftwfl persona could by no legal means secure 
their release since the operation of Habeas Corpus and trial 
proceedings had ceased. The ordinary courts however, would 
soon resume their work and many persons who had been detain-
ed on mere suspicion would obtain their release en writ of 
Habeas Corpus. Instead of exposing tho country m this 
critloal moment.to dangerous plots and sedition made pos-
sible by the liberty of these persons. William believed it 
would be Viser polioy.to totals them in prJLsoaj wi%out, trial 
until ths poril whichHheff tnreatonOd'tW Wtlotfmould ba 
pasaeA* i A Sudhf a *a$ep -.ooi&t not bo l^ally taken, however, wljhaut^onsont of.Pari isJnont| W havo airw&dj- »«en 
tisMlabeaa Corjiusf̂ dfctober l$W|^eouircd the courts to is-
sus* writs of Habeas Corpus on demanit by persons detained 
and to liberate , bail, or remand the prisoner as the law 
provided in the particular ease.*' How the courts, 0f6 even 
if they should wish.could not legally remand a person to 
prison oh more suspicion. Yet torn release him on ball, 
would ho to defeat tho very object for which ho ha* boon 
arrested. 
On liar oh 1, 1689, eeventeen days after thing crowned 
king, 7/llliam,addressing ths House through his privy council-
or, Hampden, Stated that ho had or editable Information 
that private meetings sad cabals wsre being hold in and a-
bout London for the purpose of aiding James > Accordingly 
he had ordered the arrest of several persons on suspioion 
of High Treason and felt sure that other persons ought to 
be arrested on a similar charge. "His majesty",said Hamp-
den" Is between two groat difficulties in this case/if ho 
sots thess persons at liberty^ that are apprehended he would 
be wanting in his own safety and tho safty of his govern-
ment and people. On tho other hand,if he should detain 
them, he is unwilling to do anjrthing but what shall be ful-
ly warranted by law, whioh he has so often declared ho 
would pressrvs."* Ths situation was Indeed hardfthe king 
had ordered ths arrast of certain persona, bel&evelng tkoir 
liberty to be a menace to his own safty and the safty of 
tho government. Yet through tho look of sufficient evidence, 
resulting from the unsettled state of affairs these offond-
srs would be released on writ of Habeas Corpus aa soon as 
the administration of justice could be resumed. The king 
frankly expressed his unwillingness to charge excossiv© 
ball, remembering that had boon one of tho grevlanoeo re-
cently presented to aim. Ordinary ball, however would be 
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wholly ineffective, since -persons promoting such great 
enterprisee as the above, would scarcely hesitate to forfeit 
a small sum of money in their hopes of large future returns. 
Ths advice of the House was humbly asked. 
The message was immediately debated. Though every 
member, it would seem fully appreciated the danger to whioh 
the king and the government were exposed, they differed 
widely in their opinionaoonoornlng the boat remedy. Cer-
tain ones.urging more^duaideration of the matter, proposed 
that the*xing be requeeted not to proceed immediately 
against the persons detained,and suggested that a vote of 
thanks be sent him for asking the advioe of the Commons,-
"A thing observed" Littleton, "not very usual in this place". 
Attention was called to serious disturbances among a cer-
tain class of discontented soldiers and the possibility 
that they might in ths near future join the enemy in Soot-
land. To antiolpate such an event Bosoawen pressed Tor 
most stringent disoiplin among tho troopi/ In addition ho 
proposed that an appl 1 cat î on be laid before the king ad-
vising him to afiSafr tho arrest of such poroons as he should 
suspeet of bslng obnoxious, and urged Parliament to pass 
an aot enabling the king to commit without benefit of Hab-
eas Corpus such persons as he should have oauoe to suspeet 
of treasonable designs, "o far as I can loam Bosoowen's 
was the first suggostion in Parliament that the Habeas Cor-
pus be suspended even for a limited time. 
It is not at all strange that the above proposition 
encountered a very considerable opposition. Only after a 
long struggle had ths Commons eeoured the passage of the 
Habeas Corpus Act. During the misgovernment of the pro-
ceeding reign they had come to regard this measure as the 
strongest safe-guard against sttempted violations of. person-
al liberty. How for Parliament itself to sacrifice even for 
b limited time any provision of the law, would establish, 
many believedLa dangerous precedent which might in ths fut-
ure load to an utter disregard of this precious right. They 
felt that they were on the point of repudiating fundamental 
principles announced two weeks earlier in the Declaration 
of Rights. In view of their fast erqerionaes, however, 
the Common's fears weno hot rjnk. I4f without reason. 
Many curious evaelons were proposedAthan retrench upon the Habeas Corpus Aot. Sir Thomas Clargee urged that excessive 
ball be imposed. Sir Richard Temple1 however, showed that such a policy would be as much a violation of personal lib-
erty as a total denial of bail. In turn he cuffested that 
until a spsolal law be peered, the king be advised to re-
fused asl proceedings to deliver persons hold on suspicion 
V 0»*J «4W ?sS *~ 
of treason, and to continue ordering such arreete aa ho still 
dsemeO expedient. The suggestion was Immediately dropped. 
Recourse muetrTeliad to legislative power to,render effective 
the proposed course. Hampden then moved for a temporary 
suspenelon of Habeas Corpue. The motion carrying,a bill 
was immediately drafted, read the first and sseond times t-
oommltted all In the earns day/ 
On^March 4, ths bill waa again taken up for monoid* 
oration* wide from inoidsntsl charges of undue haote and 
irregularity in passage, practically the only opposition 
mot on this date woo on the eueotlon of privilege of 
Parliament. The thought that members might be arrested 
on mere suspicion and before they hod boon adjudged criminal 
by tho house arroused very unpleasant recollections. Ths 
attempted arrest of tho five members Fifty years sarilor 
woo still an unhealed sore, as a result an amendment waa *. 
passed providing, "The not shall not any way of foot tho priv-
ilege of Parliament, or per eons of the members, till the ma-
matter of suspicion bs first communicated to the house'1. 
4 second amendment te the affect that the act should never 
be drawn into precedent or example was lost. After limit-
ing the operation to April 17. the bill was passed by the 
Commons Mar oh 4, and aent to the Lords who immediately 
gave their consent. Unfortunately neither the text of the 
statute/or a record of the votos are accessible. The Stat-
utes at Large gives us only the title, which reade, "An sot 
for empowering hlo Maicaty to apprehend and detain such 
persons as he shell find just cause to suspect arc con-
spiring against tho government.15 Slnoe, however, this stat-
ute was made the precedent end model for subsequent sus-
pensions, we may fesl tolerably certain the provisions of 
ths former did not differ materially from tho latter. We 
shall have occasion later to examine carefully one of those 
subeequent aote* 
One element whioh figures so prominently in nearly 
all the latter debates on luspeneion of Habeas Corpus is 
soarooly noticeable on this occasion. With tho single ex-
ception concerning the privilege of Parliament, it appears 
that hardly a member entertained a fear that the king and 
his minister* 1i frhtrr r  t %~f*~~-t*r**yrrrT would use ths ex-
traoauinary power permitted by the Suspension Aet for the, 
purpose of advancing their eon ambitious designs, private 
or political, at the expenee of the people's liberty. This 
a (PmJL UJU- i$t 
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fortunate look of distrust may be explained, I think, by 
the facte that nearly every one belloved that the king 
and the government ware actually in danger, and that 
there fi#s* as yst no acti«& party of opposition in par-
liament. The Commons,February £7, and the Lords the day 
following had voted nem. con, a Declaration of Lives and 
Fortunes in Williams behalf. In the common anxiety 
during December and January, the Whigs and ths Tories, 
laying sside their mutual jealousies and dislikes, had unit-
ed to place William and Mary on the throne. Hoping to 
oemfl&t and oomplste this momentary union tho king without 
discrimination as to sJAhsa party had chosed for his coun-
cillors the leaders of both. This policy destined to early 
failure AIM. *o* the moment discourage politioal opposition 
to than* in authority. Later when the administration was 
wholly in ths hand of one party, we shall see that the 
question ofSuspension of Habeas Corpus was supported,or 
oppoosd very largely on grounds of political consideration. 
The party in opposition almost invariably hesitated to 
give thir politioal enemies so great a power over the 
liberties of the people ae Suspension of the Habeas Corpus 
necessarily permits. It is Interesting to noto, therefore 
that on the present occasion tlicre was in Parliament no 
party opposition to tho raeasurs. 
the first Suspension of the Habeas Corpus, as had 
already been said was for a period of only six weeks, f 
(Maroh 5, to April 1Z). Just how effective this act prov-
ed it is impossible now to detormine. It certainly permitt-
ed the king to detain those persons previously arrested on 
suspislon of treason and enabled him to apprehend others 
of similar oharactsr• The faot alone that he had the> power 
tended to discourage the evil for which the aot was made a 
remedy. ?/e may feel quite certain, too, that no innocent 
person Buffered any considerable hardship by reason of this 
aot. Its duration was so short, nevertheless ths impress-
ion whioh ths statute created in the popular mind was not 
wholly desirable. As is so often the case, the king found 
himself the object of all the odium arising from the"Sua* 
psnsion Aot, RonqulllOja contemporary, wrote that all the 
male©tent8 outside of Parliament selxedToooaBlons to com-
plain that William ths deliverer, had before he was on 
the throne^ a month deprived the people of a previous 
right whioh James the tyrant had respected,*' t?e oan eas-
ily understand ths influence this radical charge had on the 
people. It was , however rank injustice to Ulliam, 
Jamss had in vain labored to secure the repeal of the act 
of 1679, and falling in this had violated its spirit by 
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imposing excessive bail. On the other hand, the present 
statute of suspension was an aot, not of the king but of the 
people themselves, through their representatives in Parlia-
ment. 
Scarcely had the aot expired, when on April 2 4 , the 
Lords sent tho Commone e message to the offeot thet several 
treasonable lettere written by the Duke Hamilton of Soot-
land had been fortunately intercepted and were now in their 
possesion.' Evidently theee letters oreated a powerful im-
pression in Parliament. The Houses immediately peseed a 
bill empowering hie Majesty to apprehend and detain without 
benefit of Habeas Corpus all suspected poreone. Unhappily 
the debate and the previsions of this second aot, so far as 
J, oan determine, are no where recorded. From the Parliament -
ary History we merely learn that such a 8totute waa passed, 
ttfhjle the Statutes at Lerge records onlyl tho title."̂ In the 
smtfltemsnt of the moment the bill waa no doubt hurried through 
both houses with little,or no opposition, serving ae a brief 
extenelon of the first Suspension Sot . The time for which 
the second wae made effeotlvo could not have£ been longer t 
than four weeks, for a third aot was intrdduoed Uey 2 2 . 
In the course of the debate on the latter, Hampden and Sir 
Robert Howard eaid that the Lords,not the Commons had out 
down the time of the aeoond act. In commenting on the colon 
of the upper house, Howard said that he wondered in the 
last aot that Lords could roduee the time so short as to 
make the aot useless, but he apprehended it was the modesty 
of the ntyle~ tho Lords used? Before tftklnp nfaJOHLMlfMf** 
ion the thirty and by far tho most important, 6U/f 3<•<,*/* >**U«»-v 
in this peridel of ,sunponntifin fi p=aiteiiaJwMr=#Bgpm it" would 
be well to tatte a brief survey of tho political circumstanooc 
which led Parliament to take this extraordinary course. 
After a long period of apparent indifferenoe to Europ-
ean polities, England had been induced by her new ruler to 
ento^lpfo a frotoctant Alliance with Holland agaiet tho -̂ Sgggw -ig,;ronaion of Li uis XIV. In consequence of the 
trench atrooitiee in the lalatinate a ̂formal declaration of 
war against ?rance was iesuod i'aroh yffi *'Cngland could not 
but appreciate the gravity of tho situation, for at no oth-
er tire in history had France been bettor prepared to proe-
ceutc ,cither defensive,or offensive war.-*" The Irish Revolt 
added materially to England's discomfiture*under the lead-
ership of Tyaconnel the rebels were vigorously contesting 
William's title "King of Ireland". Jaraee with reneh money 
/. <fiuS UcaJ fr*e* /rw; 
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and French troop had hastened to their assistance. The 
prospeot of combined invasion of JSngland by Proncha and 
Irish troop under James seemed quite favorable. At Kill-
iorankee, the Sootah Highlanders were holding the Unglish 
trdops jVsnMcx defiance. If Scotland, Ireland and France 
could be induoed to make preconcerted attack upon William 
he could not (hnse) but fall. At thle moment when perfeot 
harmony was most needed, many elemente of internal discords 
arose to make more difficult the king's arduous task. Ser-
ious mutiny had appeared among oertain of the English troop}, 
jealous of the Dutch soldiers and discontented with their 
share in the Revolution/ Bitter resentment, if not open 
defiance among the great mass of the Clergy, had resulted 
from the liberal church policy of the new government.* Old 
time loyalty was arousing in the mind of many a Tory a 
souroe of deepjjremorse for the part he had played in the . 
miefortune1°*i!l*di8grace of the Stewarts. The early en-thusiasm of the Whigs who had heJed4 in vain to find in 
William- a party leadet, was rapidly oooling. While it is 
nevertheless true that a large majority of the people would 
have unheeitatingly risked their lives and fortunee in .Vill-
iam's defense rather than risk the perils of another rev-
olution, lru*U>: impossible that among so many sources of 
discontent,no oonsidsrable number of the enthusiasts and 
fanatics stood ready to profit by unsettled state of affairs 
and to joopardlzo tho wolfaro of the king and tho people 
J"or private .or politioal reasons. Parliament̂ y/oke to a 
sudden realization that a well laid conspiracy operated in 
connection with Jamee from attioad might at any moment pre-
cipitate in revolution, the roeult of whioh no one would 
dare to predict. It was with fear in mindL that Hampden 
asked leave to bring in a bill for suspending the Habeas 
Corpus May 2£. /61T. 
John Hampden, the leader of the radical Vhigs was 
probably the staunoheBt advocate in Parliament of the per-
sonal rights.4 fitrange as it may appear at first glance 
it was he who introduced and carried to the final passage 
the first, probably the second, and certainly the third 
aot for suspension of the Habeas Corpue. 31th clear 
judgement, he saw that during periods of groat peril to the 
state, to yield for the moment a fragment of the constitu-
tion for the ultimate preservation of tho whole ,wae much 
wiser than to cling to the fragnont aj the risk of loosing 
all. Report from the country of : Wwaffcction to the gov-
ernment, lack of harmony in Larllament, mutiay in the.ar-
my 
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rumors of plot and intrigue everywhere, all comming as they 
did/ when England was on the verge raf/war with France and a wldo spread rebellion in Ireland- arousHr^hlm £e a senss 
of darkest apprehensions, "Sfhat I^move", he exolaime4"ie 
for the king and the nation."' The houee would eoon ad-
journ and what would the king do if this bill be not pass-
ed. Dangerous persons would be delivered out of prison, 
to aot, pcrhajBB to the subversion of ths government. If 
the peopleHBfonepite, the king could not keep them in pris-
on for look of evidence, since they must be released on 
writ of Habeas Corpus. 
Hampden shared this feeling with his party. Of 
the twenty-two persons reported to heve paken part in the 
debate on the Habeas Corpue, May £2-24-26^ twelve urged 
its sueponeion and ten opposed it. The former without 
excoption, I find, wore tVhigsf the latter Tories, These facts are significant as showing a change in the / 
relation between the two partlee einoe March, as we nave 
already seen, practically the only opposition to the first 
aot of suspension was on the question of the privilege of 
Parliament. On this point there had been no party devis-
ion,as both ppjgtiwe had unanimously supported an amendment 
providing for that privilege. It was the Tories who had 
changed their position. Tho reason for this change le not 
difficult to find. Though the Toriee had been liberally 
remembered in tho appointments to offices in the govern-
ment, the iVhig held a dooided majority in the frivy Coun-
cil. Little was made of this foot so long as harmony ex-
isted between the two parties. In ..pril and Pay, however, 
they had unhappily split on the bill for Indemnity for 
ofleneej committed before the Revolution. ,xs many of the 
leading Tories had figured prominently in the miogovernment 
under James, that party offered its party support to this 
bill. The .Vhigs on the contrary believing that an ex-
ample* should be mads of oertain offender^ refused to eup-
portrunlees a long list of exceptions aemade.* This aot-
lon on the part of the Whigs was received by the Tories as 
a direot blow*xhomselvos. In returning to the bill under 
consideration, it should bo borne in mind that a Sus-
pension of the Habeas Corpus authorizes ths Privy Council, 
ac well/ as the king/to make arrests on suspicion. Since the .hies practically controlled tho Councilt the Torioe vo very naturally hesitated to place in the hands of their 
political enemies such an extensive power over their lib-
ertioe as the bill proposed. Tho former had juet refused 
their 
£0, aesent to tho Tory measure for Indemnity; the latter retal-iated by determined opposition to the proposed Suspension 
AOt. The debate was not roraerkahle for clear, or convinc-ing arguments on either side. Jjoth partioe had evidently taken a predetermined positioner the question and were re-solved not to be influenced by the appeals,or throate of the other. The .Vhigs insisted that the present unsettled condition of the state and*as they declared, the existanoe of a Papist plot, neceeslta'xod the proposed measure.H The bill was obtained with great difficulty," said Henry Cap-el, " to stop the hands of pereono from violence, but in such a conjunction as we are now in ,to be tied up not to do for the ooramon safty, that people cannot be preserved by the Government, that will loose the people's heart."*' Ho dangerous preeedent could be established by suspending the statute by action of Parliament, eo long at least as that body wae freely eleotod. 
Having changed their entire front in the past few weeks, the Tories not o££y%enied the neoessity of suspend-ing the Habeas Corpus,but deolared that such a course would be productive of most dangerous results. In reply to the assertion that "Suspension was neoeesary as long as the government Sir Robert Colton warned the .louse that Louie/It of Prance desired only liberty to ralee money till next sit-ting of Parlement. But he never called larlemont and they have raieed money without Parlement ever sinoo.̂  Others believed that the Act of 1679 itself wae defective. "The Habeas Corpus1, elad Sir Prancis Hussel, " was already the law before the passage of the etatute bearing that name, /hen we have better judges, that law will have its course." It seemed to him that there was a defoot in the government, if a law must be euepended when not needed. To insure the better operation of the Habeas Corpue, he would prefer that the ,c of 1679 be taken away altogether, rather than pro-long ite suspension"" This proposition was immediately denounced by Bosoowen, who belie^^jjaj(^ev regê l of the 
At length Sawyer, Tredenham and Cotton,asknowlcdg4ag the real motiavfor the Tory oppoeition,attacked the bill on the ground that it permitted the irivy Council to com-mit on bare suspicion, persons might be imprisoned without ever knowing why they were suspected. Under gulce of sus-picion, the Council might make arrests wholly by reason of private or politioal resentment. Tredentam, however, would warn the Privy Council of the fate of the Booleeiaatioal 
i ObJ Mr/Lf. air. 
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Commission, "I have great rospeot for those who are to have 
thle power," he Bias.;"but such extraordinary authority has 
always been found fatal to those who havo executed it. 
There is a trust Implied in thess grants and they are an* 
swerable to the legislative power for their action.Sir 
William Williams,who had again returned to the side of the 
ardent Whigs, supported tho bill, hs slid,on the very 
grounds that the Tories opposed it. He argued with Tre-
dentara that the Privy Councillors must hold tho execution of 
the proposed aot as trustees of tho kingdom. They might 
commit on the least suspicion of treason, it was true, but 
if they should have no reason for what they should do, if 
the oaass wore not just, ho would toll themjto their fasa 
that they must answer for it to tho laws and^Parliament. 
For that reason hs believed that tho dangers{5 resulting# from ths aot wsrs not so great as ths Toriss had assumed. 
This view of the question seems to have had considerable 
influence. The Tories wsrs lead to believe that the Privy 
Councillors would bo hold responsible to Parliament for any 
abuse of the power granted by ths present measure. And 
mors important still, they saw that ths Whigs were deter-
mined upon the passage of tho bill, and tho big majority 
of tho latter rendered farther opposition useless. On 
May 25. the House passed the bill by a final vote of 126 
to 88J*'Sy its own provision, ths aot was made to expire 
Bovembor 1, 1669, covering tho recose of Parliament. 
This proved to bo tho last aot in the first period of suspen 
oion. Althought a serious attempt was made the following 
Spring to renew the suspension,*1 seven years happily elap-
sed before Parllamsnt felt the necessity of again jeopard-
ising the liberty of tho subject to protest the state. 
„ Wo are now in a position to review briefly the first 
period of suspension. During tho progress of ths Revolu-
tion many persons had bsen apprehended and detained in 
prison on suspision of treason. Whils ths courts of justice 
were closed these persons had boon unable to secure their 
release on writ of Habeas Corpus. Anticipating the near 
opening of tho courts, however, tho king in March had asked 
Parliament to adopt measures whereby those suspsoted fersons 
might bs legally retained* in prison. We have seen how both 
Houses,regardless of psrty lines, had responded to this 
appsal by suspending ths Habeas Corpusffsi* weeks. Soaroely 
/ (PaaJI aLu- // a *t 
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had theee six weel: expired when the interception oJLeortain 
trf-a> Cseaeenable letter$pLoa.d Parliament in haste to renew 
the suepenBicn act for perhaps four weeks longer. In 
spite of increasing dangers of invasion and plots for the 
Stewart restoration,by the latter part of May confidence 
In the new government ha^been greatly increased. The old 
political partiee had dffiog onoe more to split on questions 
of state. The more conservative Tories now took the posi-
tion that the dangers whioh had threatened the king's per-
son and his government were no longer imonent ae to Just-
ify a prolonged infringraent upon the guarantees of personal 
liberty. In spit of the Tory opposition, however, tho 
Whigs had forced the passage of the third bill by contin-
uing the suspension of the Habeas Corpus for One hundred 
fifty-nine days longer, the reaeons for suspension in each 
of the thsoe oases were praotioally identical. Threaten*̂ -
-t*9 invasion from Franco .mi Ireland and Scotland in revolt, 
and wide spread dissatisfaction affecting numerous olassea 
of people rendered the activity of certain persons of quest-
ionable motives dangerous both to the king and his govern-
ment. Yot laok of positive evidence in many eenes made 
prosecution useless. ftIfc#was for the purpose m* retaining legally theee persons^th&t the first three acts of sus-
penelon were passed. 
In oonnoction with the first poriod of Suspension, 
I roust take up for a biiof consideration, a question whioh 
I shall attempt to disouse more in detail at the close of 
this paper. Prof. A,V.Dicey in his admirable book entitled, 
"The iiaw of the Constitution," takes the position that an 
dot of indemnity le the natural and in most cases the nec-
essary scquenoe to an Aot of Suspension, that without assur-
ance of the former, the latter muet proovo ineffective. 
The reasons he advances in support of this view I shall 
speak of later. It is important, however, to note hie asser-
tion that, "An Aot Suspending the Habeas Corpus Act, whioh 
has been continued for any length of time has constantly 
been followed by an Sot of Indemnity.M/ Thie statement aa 
we shall see is not true for all periods of Suspension. 
In 1689 although the Habeas Corpus Aot was suspended for more 
than seven and a half months, no Act of Indemnity wee passe*!. 
It is true that the king as early as tlareh £5, 1639 had 
urged upon Parliament^ the wisdom of euoh a measure to 
quiet the discontent within the country.*- The proposed bill 
was made the subject of a bittor and Prolpnggd^isoussiejL^^ 
during tho latter part of tho session andlLrar rnto the«§w ' 
year, but was never passed. The purpose of this bill, howT over, was something wholly different from that suggested 
by Dicey. It wae intended to sesm as a pardon to those 
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Tories who had participated in the misgovornment under 
James and many of whom had at first opposed William* e 
authority. It is even interesting to note, that a resolu-
tion was psasd by< the House providing that the/ "Requiring 
of excessive bail,* imposing excessive fines, g i v i n g excess-
ive damages and using undue'means in levying suoh finss and 
damages, and inillotlng oruel .and unusual punishment,'' 
were crimes for which no i n d e m n i t y should be allowed/ To 
quiet tho fears of the Tortos and to ssttle ths violent dis-
pute oesasioned by the proposed measure, the king in tho fol-
lowing Spring issued a proclamation, of Grace.*- Tho above 
was the only bill for indemnity introduced at this time. 
Hot only did it fail to beoorae a law, but its purpose as 
ws have Boon was wholly alien to Suspension of tho Habeas 
Corpus *ot. 
AS has been said, an ineffective attempt was mado In 
the Spring of 1690 to -suspend aggmJ;ha HftDBftB Cnrpiis//2>/- * 
Sinoo 'the rupture of the two uartios on tho qusstien of in-
demnity, the ./higs had grown moro and moro violent in their 
attacks on certain Tories. Practically the entire second 
.session of Parliament was wasted in impeachment and invest-
igation of ©embers. January 27, William in disgust dissol-
vsd ^arliamont and ordered^ now election.* In tho new 
House which met 2-laroh 20(fcfthe Tories.had a neapsotable maj-
ority.*5 The :724g minority, hoping to plaoo the Tories in 
a bod light at onoe introduood a bill of Objuration * Ac cor d-
ed to require anyone wlialn the Kingdom to take an oatn 
abjuring James sod on refusal to order their arrest. Lany 
of the Tories, while4 supporting william were unwilling to 
humiliate themselvos by abjuring James. Tho king solved tho 
delicate problem of the^Torie&hyj^ettdtg it be understood 
in Parliament that he mt&tm x&xrfr nor teat be imposed 
on iiie subjeotB-^ Ths M&Lthen turned to a Jusponsion a%t 
But tho real motive havin?Tlready exposed., the motion was 
immediately voted,down. 
P. p^JU^f VS* If. *'Sf-#*> 

Though many dangers continued to imperil the safety of the 
kingdom after !Tov. 1 # 1689, the Eabeae Corpue Aot waa held in-tact for nearly seven years. Within two yeara William had 
crushed all opposition to his authority in Scotland'and Ire-
land T In hie struggle on the oontinent however, he met with 
uniform failure till by the capture of iiaraur in 1696 he broke _ 
the spell en Joyed bu the Prench arms for mors than fifty yearB ? 
In the meantime the king felt himself obliged to rely very 
largely on hie Butoh Servants. His distrust inrthc former and 
confidence in the latter, cost him much needed popularity. 
Large grants of land/yttr<foreign favorites 4mk not intendcff 
-to ameliorate this feeling. The vast expendituresj^teoesssry 
to carry, on the campaigns on the oontinent, had alienated to 
a very considerable degree the induetrial classes.v Since 
their defeat In the naval battle of La Hague, 1698. the Jac-
obites had given William little trouble. But.Mary*S death ^ 
Dec. 1694 marks a rcnew^of^tntriguos and plots to rostore 
tho Stuarts.*" It was not however until the king's return 
from the continent 'in the following Oat obex that the Jacobites, 
hoping to profit by William's increased: unpopularity of the 
moment ventured to strike the blow. ^ , 
A double'pibt was carefully laid. Having; won Louie XIVs 
promiee of aid. James commissioned the Dues Berwick to go to 
London for the purpose of communitatisng with the Jacobite 
nobility and <gnutry, and %o fix with them a date eSTe gener-
al apprising, trench veeeels and French troope would be ready 
to tome to their assistance at the flret newe of an insurrec-
tion. To one, Sir George Barclay, a Scotchman was assigned a 
mere dangerous, more despicable role. whioJMpns no less than 
the assassination of the Xing cf England, r.elj. supplied with 
gold. Barclay reached London in January ldfd and in a few * 
days had , * h i r e d aa assistants to his perilous 
undertaking some thirty men of most desperate chhnactor. After 
many schemes had been suggested, they reeolved to strike the 
fatal blow /'Saturday, Fab. 16, as ths king waa going with a 
small body of retainers through a narrow pass between Turnt-
am Green and Brentford. The night before the royal tragedy 
was to have been perpetuated, William wee warned through Lord 
Portland by a reliable Cathoiio priest, lendergrass, not to 
venture abroad on hie customary Saturday hunt. Though placing 
little reliance in the warning, he remained et Kensington and 
the plot had to be postponed to Feb. 22. In the meantime 
Berwick had oalled several secret meetings of the Jacobites. 
Still thsy hesitated to take up arms before the French troops 
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ioue credible sources the details c% the phole conspiracy. 
Pendergrass and Be la Rue had been prevailed upon to give the 
namee of the principal conspirators. Instead Of going forth 
on Saturday ££, the kinf issued a proclamation for 5 the appro-
hcnelon of the 29 eonapiretora. By noon 20, had been placed 
under arrest. The Couneil had been hurredly cnHec In'thi 
early morning, moseengere had been dispatched to Flandere bear-
ing orders for the immediate return of the English*re 
while HuesSl had "hastened to assume in person the cor 
the fleet. Having summoned the Common! to appear in 
of the Peers. William on the 24th, acquainted tbe$ bod$ with 
the timely discovery of a plot for the assassination and an 
immediate invasion of the country Ho had already given such 
orders to the army and navy as would be sufficient to defeat 
the attempt of the sasfQr. Although many of the oonopiratore 
were under arrest and the warrants were issued for the aprehon-
elon of the rest, he trusted that the present occasion would 
be eo improved ae to provide greater security in the future 
agalnet pernicious practices and attempts of the enemy. "Hav-
ing now aoquanlted you with the danger which hath threatened 
ue", he eoneluded, "I cannot doubt of your readiness and zeal 
to do everything whioh you shall judge proper for our oom-
mon eafety: and Z persuade myself we must all be a&£> sensible 
how necosvary it is in our presnt circumstances that all pos-
sible dispatch should bo given to the business before you."' 
In the evening, both Bouses 
sington. In a joint address they con̂ rnruulatea nim̂ Jtoxaice 
more than ordinary eare for his person in the future, since 
the safety and welfare ef the nation depended much upon hie 
life. "We make it our doeire," they concluded,"for your maj-
esty to eeise end eeoure all porsone, horses and arms, that your 
majesty may think fit to apprehend upon this oooassion. " 
In the laet eentenoe, we find the substance of a Suspen-
sion of the Habeas Corpus. Baring the day the House had 
given leave for the introduction of two very important biller 
one providing that in oaee of then King's death, the existing 
Parliament should continue until dieeelved by the next heir 
succeeding in accordance with tho Aot of Settlement ;rthe other 
authorizing the king,"to eeouro and detain such persons, as 
his majesty should suspect of conspiring agalnet hie person 
and government"f" in other worde a Suspension of Habeas Corpuŝ c*" 
The bill last mentioned introduced by Poltney wae road the 
flret and Second times on 25th and 26th respectively. On 27th 
the House empowered the Committee of the whole, "to receive 
% u * .,^r<9,<-, ^j^^^Wl^ /ov~~>. 9*vtv& 
should land. Louis in his turn refused to risk 18 or 15.000 
soldiers in England before he had positive assuranoe than an 
insurrection was a fact. James, however etood at ths head of 
£0,000 troop at Calais ready to embark in the French fleet 
at the flret news of Williame death. 
By midnight of the Elet, Sill̂ am had learned through ver-
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a clause to secure horses and arms, as well as persons." The 
proposed amendment as aooepted hy the House on the 29th auth-
orised the "lieutenant of all tho counties of the kingdom,or 
their deputies,or agents until tho first of September 1696,"to 
seise the horses of such persons as they shall judge to be 
dangerous to the peace of the kingdom?"*"!4aroh £ the bill was read the 3rd time passed and seat to tho Upper House for oon-currenoef <HPhe dayHgoJJjistfngjthe Lords took up tho hill for the first reading/ Head the senond time on the Stir and third time on 7t2r, the House bill was passed without amendment. Lat-er d£ tho earns day the king in presence of both houses signed the bill suspending the Habeas Corpus probably till Sept. 1, 
1696. *•7' 
If the bill met any opposition, it la no where recorded. 
The King's narrow escape from a violent death and the revela-
tion of a carefully laid plan for a Jacobite invasion to fol-
low the assassination aroused most intense Reeling in Parlia-
ment. Instructions wore given for a more effeetua^raising 
the militia.J In an humble address /ths king was asked to is* 
sue his Royal reclamation to banish all Papists from the cit-
ies of London and Westminster to a distance of ten miles and 
to instruct the Judgos of the consult to jplaoe in execution 
all laws against tho Papist and Eonjurss/ A solemn Assosiation 
Signed by all but 9E Commons and 15 Peers recognized William 
as the rightful and lawful king and bound ths signers to stand 
by him against James and his heirs/ From the houses of Parliar 
meat, ths Aoseoiatlon was carried to oil parts of tho king-
dom and "was signed J* says Cobbo*t/hy all sorts of people, very 
few only excepted. Hto a Bill for the security of his Treaty's 
person introduced^pr 11 2nd and signed by the king.^pril 27th 
no person was permitted to hold any office of profit.or trust, 
osv 11 or military, who had not signed the Aseeciation. Any per-
son who ehould by writing, or otherwise declare that William 
was not the rightful and lawful king of the realm, or that the 
late king James.or the pretened rrinoe of Wales, or any other 
person , not provided for b£ the Aot of Settlement, had a 
right to tho drown, was mads subject to a penalty/ 
It is an Interesting and,If I mistake not,a unique faot 
that both houses in their address^eb. 24th eounoilod the king 
to put into operation tho provisions of an sot not yet passed. 
So artfully had tho plan for assassination bee* laid, that 
not till the very night before the tragedy was to have been 
perpetrated r did the first knowledge of the exiotanoe reach tho ear of tho king, and then from tho month of one of the 
conspirators. What assurance had tho government that the hppos 
of the Jacobites would not yet be realized through other means. 
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This amendment Apparently like similar ones on subsequent 
suspensions,merely enlarged authority to apprehend on suspdoe 
ion. If suoh is ths ease,then the aot of 1696 very likely 
expired September 1st of that year. 
Tho excitement into whioh the nation was thrown by tho 
re violation of tho plot for assassination and Invasion was 
intense in tho extreme. The very suggestion of violence 
dealt by treacherous msans has always aroused in the English 
a dsep sense of abhorrence, while the reward of Ono thousand 
Pounds for ths apreheneion of tho prinoipil conspirator ad-
ded a peculiar flavor to the higher motive for action. 
To meet this impending invasion the militia flew to arms from 
ono end of tho country to tho other;the fleet put to sea, 
while tho polloe system of surveillanoe>uoniciliary visits 
was imported to apprehendKthe conspirator. Tho gates Of all the principal cities were dosed while an active searoh was 
mads for mil who had esoaped the hands of ths law. "During 
a few days," says Maooulay,"it was hardly possible to perform 
a journey without a passport, or to procure post horses wltout 
the authority of the police."7 Some were taken while in bed 
others in carriages attempting to make good their escape, 
through meansof disguise. Porter and Keyoi were taken only 
after n^tfurrfcy pursued by tfce Muc and 6Vy. After the close 
of^ession^pril £7th, many arrests wers made. ity worn 
fslt tfhr those whose offence was purely of a polltlcaljoatmoe; 
but for Bar day and his miserable band of aesasslns^as 1 
shown. Of the ten who were tried and convicted, eight were 
executed. "It^is somewhat remarkable." writes Soraervills 
who was Sfat^che time."that all the persona apprehended upon 
suspicion, wsrs convicted upon the clearest evidence and ac-
cording to form of law. exocpt Sir John Fenwiokf in whose case 
the government found it necessary to have recourse to a bill 
of Attainder."*-In tho last measure he tells us, ths severity 
of the government was generally condemned. 
After tho brief suspension of tho Haboas Corpus Aot in 
1696, nineteen years elapsed before tho guaranteea of that 
fanouo document wore again curtailed. During the remaindir 
of William's reign and that of his. successor, the dangers of 
an invasion, or an insurrection by tho Jacobites wore at n o 
moment so oraminent as to justify any sacrifice of personal 
liberty in behaldf of common safety. In faot ths ill-fated 
attempt in 1696, to restore the Stuarts to the throne by foroe 
of arms 
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convinced the Jacobites that their only hope In that direction 
lay in securing by act of Parliament, a recognition of tho 
Stuart right at Anne's death. The plan proved furtive in 
1701, when the Aot of Settlement plaoed the House of Hanover in 
lino of suocossion, Fortunately, no doubt, for the peace of 
England. James II died in this year.leavlng to a ohild of 
thirteen years his claim to ths English throne. Whatever 
thought of violence which might been recently entertained 
wa«Lj.mmodiatoly forgotten until the Chevalier do St.Oeorge 
as^yonthful heir was afterward called, should he old enough 
to take an aotlvs part in working out his own salvation. 
Fortune onoo more seemed to smile on the exiled family, whon 
in 1710 the Tories again gainod tho asosndanooy in the af-
fairs of state. Tho fooling between tho two groat politioal 
parties was deoldodly hostile. As soon aa it waa generally 
known that Anne's probable successor was an ardent supporter y> 
of Whig principles,the more ardent Tories once more turned J 
to James. Anno herself, personally favored the Stuart cause 
At times it seemed probable, the Aot of Succession would be** 
One almost insurmountable barrier stood in the way. In vain 
did Oxford and Bollngbroko importune James to renounce nom-
inally at least, his adherence to the Oathollo faith. ' 
As ths queen's death drew visibly hoar, prospects of 
Jacobito suooess grew brighter. Ireland was rsady to revolt 
at any moment in the name of Catholicism, while Scotland 
scathing with discontent since the passage of the Aot of 
Union would gladly have taken up arms in the behalf of the 
dessendont of Mary '„uecn of Scots. Bollngbroko, champion of 
tho Stuart cause,lor hope of personal gains had soarcoly been 
mads ohlef minister when*£ugust 1, 1714, Anne passed away. 
"Hover perhaps,"says HaAon."were the most reasonable calculat-
ions of judioioutlsnd reflecting men more thoroughly or more 
happily faloified*at the death of uecn Ann. Looking to tho 
distracted stats of parties in England, - to the storm of 
diaaffeotion ready to burst forth in Ireland and Scotland, re-
membering that ths Hanoverian Succession would be discount-
enanced by all tho Catholio Powers from religion and by many 
of tho Protestants from policy, that Prance and Spain and 
Italy wane as favorable to the i-retendor as they Sared , that 
George's claims would bo promoted only by the exhausted 
republic of Holland, or infant monarch of Prussia, reviewing 
also tho genius of Bollngbroko and his ascendency over tho 
Queen, the demise of the latter could only bo anticipated aa 
t, QtuXC*. .tyst- (>fa. arv - i l l 
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a period of violent struggle end a doubtful victory."' Had all 
the varioue partiee of oppoeition aotod in harmony and with 
decision, the reeult would no doubt have boon quit© different. 
Louie XIV feeling that hie own end waa rapidly approaching/ 
hesitated to give England any excuse for bre&klftg the Treaty 
of Utrecht.* The Pretender himself wlthcratvle&od able iaiti-
a£*»e counoll to direct hie wavering and faultoring policy. 
Jaoobitee in Bn^cndend Soot land ,v;hon notion wae moot neo-
cessary, were by their brilliant prospects of suc-
cess. "Thotr is the best cause in Surope l̂ oot for want of 
spirit,'exclaimed the Bishop of Atterbury.9 While the Jacob-
ite forooa were thue lying drmant, the Whige were all action. 
Aside froma few leolated ineffective rlota all Jacobite recline 
apparently discapjpared. Amid the great enthusiasm shown the 
Protestant claimant/ Scarcely had the quoon breathed her 
last when the Privy Counoll under direction of Duke of Shrews-
bury met and proclaimed George of Hanover the lawful king 
of Great Britian, Prance and Ireland, and; constructs/and in-
terim Government with Whigs in absolute control. The principal 
cities thnuughout theb realm, immediately followed the example 
Bet by privy Council, and proclaimed George, King amid im-
posing ceremonies, * * _ ,*vV , 
George arrived in JSnglnnd September 18/ "Unable to comp-
rehend the working of that Constitution over whidH ho home 
to prlside v> eaya Ifright," and without ability sufficient to 
tarry on a policy of-aim own. he naturally threw ̂ imeelf into 
tho arms of that party to which ho owed his orown. The vnew . ministry** now constructedyproved complete victory for the 
whig party. 
Several months elapsed before the Jacobites reooverod 
from tho lethargy into Which they had been thrown by the sudden 
death of tho late queen. In fact it wae only tho vindicative* 
neee of the victorious Whigs that at length aroused them to 
action* Perl lament had hero dissolved In January as provided 
in ths a c t Succession. In the new house whioh met in March* 
the Whigs had a tremenduous majority/ Still smarting from 
treatment they had received in the preceding reign, the Whigs 
now used the self-same weapons to ̂ uarflsh their former oppres-
oro. Ths plan was soon apparent to all. ̂ flarch ZZCommons 
sppointod a Committee with Walpole aa chairman to draft an-
address of thanks to the king. Following tho example of a 
similar address by tho Poors,they loudly expressed their re-
if, fti«Ln, frf / 
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sentment that tho Pretender should still be permitted to re-
side in Lorrain from whence he was ever striving by meane 
appears therein, that hie hopes wore built upon tho measures 
that had been taken for some time past in Great Britian. It 
shall be our business to taaae out those measures whereon he 
plaoed hie hopes, and to bring the authors of them to condign 
punishment.*"' Though certain reflections upon the late queen1 • 
reign and the reoent peace oecassloned a warm debate, the ad-
dress as prepared by the committee waa received by a eafe 
majority. "This," says Mahon, "was the first authentic an-
nouncement of the intentions of the Ministers to call their 
predeoossorB to account. 
April 9 Secretary Stanhope laid before the Eouss all ao-
oeesable instructions and documents relating to the late 
Peaoo. Becauee of their bulk a Secret Committee of £1, prin-
cipally Whig, wae chosen to investigate theee papere inquir-
ing into the late Peace and management of the late queen's 
Ministry. The Committee, of whom Walpole was mads chairman 
carried on its investigation for two month's with a spirit of 
party zeal and personal resentment. JfcJune 9, they laid before 
the House an slaborate report. As a consequence, Bolingbroke 
Oxford, and firmond wore immediately impeached for High Trea-
aon. ormond following the example of Bolingbroke, in Mareh 
fled to francs. Against thsso fugitives. Acts of Attainder 
were passed with little,or no opposition.while Oxford, who 
had resolved to face the gathering storm,was committed to 
the Tower. At this dietanoe of time theee measures appear 
not only injudicious but extremely unjust. For having drown 
up a trsaty of Peace which had boon received by both govern-
ment oonoerned and passed upon by two different Parllementa 
rwereVthe former mlnletersJ now connected of High Treason. 
The very Vindictivsnsss of the Whig and the visibls 
displeasure of the king turned many a Tory who had a few months 
before supported George, into warm adherents of the Stuarts. 
Bolingbroke. Ormond and liar undertook the direotion of the 
powerful(but hitherto unharmonioueJacobite forces in Prance , England and Scotland rospcotively. In the meantime Tory 
riots were reported from various sections of the country, 
particularly Staffordshire. So serious did this matter be-
come that Parilament felt called upon to revive the Riot Law 
of the time of Eary and Elizabeth. «*« 
t Atkt; ryy +f 
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July s o , ths king appearing before the Peart .thanked 
Parliament fer having provided a law to preveht riots and 
tumultuous prooeedinge. "But," he continued, "suoh a spirit 
of rebellion hae discovered itself, ae leavce no room to doubt 
but these dieordere are eet on foot and encouraged by persons 
dlsaffooted to my government. In expectation of being sup-
ported from abraod.M/ The Pretender,from a-broad and a restless 
party at home acting in his favor, he believed, were the sduroe 
of all the present troublee. He appealed to Parliament in 
behalf of their own security, net to leave the nation in a 
defenseless condition with a rebellion aotually begun at homo, 
end threatened with an invasion from abrosd. "I shall look 
upon ths provision you shall make for the eafety cf my people," 
the king concluded, "as the best mark of your affeet ion to 
me,«vThe address was immediately acjed upon in eaoh houso 
by a vote of ,LiveB and PortunosX^easures o&-w* immediate-
ly followed.* 
Though I can find no positive statement to that offcot 
it Booms to me quite probable that Parliament at onoc passed 
an aot suspending the Habeae Corpus 7 as ths most effective 
measure for Such extraordinary occasions, this aot would bs 
among the first rsvlved to anticipate the impending dangers. 
The first definite statement that such a measure had been plaoed in operation, I find in the. Parliamentary History 
for the date September 21, after tneurrootion in Scotland 
under Lord Mar wae well in progrees. On that date Stanhope 
informed the Commons that tho king having good oauso to sus-
poot that six members of that Souse wore engaged in the design 
to support ths intonddd invasion of the kingdom, had given or-
ders for their arrest. "His Majesty," continued tho Secretary 
rdosires ths consent of ths House to his causing them to be 
committed and detained:if he shall judge it necessary so to 
do in percuanoo ol J&a Iftttr&rU^snt/lflx im power lag file 
shall siMPflot axe oonBPlrlJiK asnlnat his. aaxasn-iuul goveramoat i" 
From the above we eee that the Habeas Corpus Act had 
been suspended between July 20 and September El. For reasons 
whioh I shall presently give, I em led to believe that the 
..ct was passed in the latter part of July just after the 
king's addrees in ths House of Peere^uly £0, warning iar-
1 lament against the impending attacks by^ tho Jacobites. 
S3. 
continuing^tnree mont*.» 
Abingdon offered" a dieeentient, protesting .that continuing an 
Act by reference only; deprived the House of the opportunity 
to donate "freely the" several' parts* of the Act so continued; 
that t|ie ministers were not suffiaiontJLy restalnod in the ex-
ecution of the power,thus grantsd over the liberty of every-
one; that the privilege of Parliament was insufficiently pro-
vided for, that the effect of tie Aot was to limit freedom 
of speech in Parliament,* 
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September 6, Mar raised the standard of revolt in 
Scotland. At first fortune seemed to smile on the Jacobites. 
By end of Ootober. Liar stood at hoad of 12,000 men. master 
of Scotland as far as south as the Forth. Later 4tf Ootober 
a division of the Highland troops under foster entered Eng-
land and marohed south along ths Cheviots in hops of arous-
ing an insureotion. Disappointed in this hope, they meet with 
a fatal repulse at Preston, Hovember IS. On the same day 
Pake Argyle defeated Mar at Sheriffmulr. Apparently the 
rebellion was now broken. Preston had demonstrated the hopless 
nee of arousing an insurrection in England, whlls Mar and 
his ill trained, half starved Highlanders had shown themselves 
incapable of holding what they*won. The arrival of the Pre- s tender/"l)eoember 2 2 , however, changed materially the complewbn 
of the whole matter. At flrst/S5rooeedsag cautiously to make 
sure of his ground; but presently throwing off disguise, he 
assumed royal honors at the royal palaOe of Scone, January 8 , 
issued proclamations of stats and fixed the date for his 
coronation January 2a. The very rashness of the Pretender 
threw the English Government on the wrong track. They-felt 
oonfident that James would not venture upon suoh an under-
taking, unless supported* by.itanoe. ' \ v Parliament which had bo*a. adjourned Lcptonier 21, con-
vened January 8;Apparently the first Act of tfucponeion 
of Habeas Corpus* was soon to expire. Prearful £ST the .worst 
eincp knowledge ef the^PretsMfr'a.,undertaking had reached 
their earB, the iJhigs resolved to continue its. operation 
sometime longer. tWanuarjT 21, the "lords took uj> for oonsidera-
* tioh^a hill from the Cotaaons, .."For continuing the, Aot to im-
T.ower, ̂ Sis Majesty to secure and dotain suspected persons."* 
Certain pf^the Tories endeavored tcr limit the effeoftvenee of 
suspension, lord Hosoourt proposed a clause, "tfor assigning 
the reason,of the committment, and for furnishing Informers 
— J — — * * — n l n n f o r • M r t f t D t -
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The bill, we ore told, encountered strenuous opposition 
in the Eouee of Commons/ Insisting, "That the present sot 
invoded the mots* tfcet valuable right of English subjeots, 
enoouraged malicious information, and gave a handle to those 
in power to oppress the innocent." Shdppen, a consistent 
adherent of ths Jacobite ooouo in the House, moved that a 
olauss be* inserted to prevoat Allegal imprioonment ana for the 
who after showing ths necessity of such a measure in times of 
open rebellion, appealed to the House whether^ the king, or his 
minister had made an ill or wanton uee of the power Intrusted 
to them by Parliament * Shippen'e motion was negativedAs 
was the ease in tho last Act of Suspension in 1609, though 
strenuously ojOTo*a. tho wMgo^ is*, spite of determined oppos-
ition from the Jacobites and Tories forced the Continuation 
Act to its successful passage. 
j/It wae then, as we have seen the impetuosity of the .nigs 
inHspring 1716, that at length aroused into flames of rebell-
ion the emouldering fires of ths Jaoobites and their sympath-
izers!; hJuly 20, the king In, person warned Parliament against 
the impending dangers of an invasion encouraged by malcontents 
from within the realm itself. Xmmedaltely eaoh house passed 
a vote of Lives and Fortunes and together put into operation 
such laws as the emergency seemed to demand.*" As has already 
been suggested, it is quits probable that the Habeas Corpus 
Aot was suspended sometime before the end of July.* If Par-
liament was as thoroughly aroused astheir words indioats, they 
would naturally turn to the above measure as the most effec-
tive to meet the danger. As I have eaid the first positive 
statement that such a law had been passed, I find for tho 
date September 2ist. Addison in the Freeholder for February 
18, 1716 sgps that, "The heoessity of this law at ths time 
arose from the prospect of an invasion, which has since brok-
en out into an actual rebellion. "J r,inoe September 6, is the 
date on whioh Mar raised the standard of revolt in Seotlandm 
the Suspension Aot, if we oan trust Addison must have been 
passsd before this event at least. If the Suspension Act was 
passed in the latter part of July for a termof six months, we 
see that would have expired the latter part of January 1716, 
tho very time when it wae aotually renewed by a continuation 
Act, The latter Aot which continues ths formsr by reference 
merely, was made for a term of three or four months only. * 
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It Is difficult to say Just how effective the Suspension 
of Habeas Corpus proved at this period. As has been seen, 
six members of House of Commode were arrested under its au-
thority.' The action of the king was sanctioned by the House 
September 2 1 . Many persons we are told, wore arrested and im-
prisoned in Scotland, by reason of the Suspension of Habeas 
Corpus in that country.0-According to another duller measurs/ the king was unable to summons to Edinburg&gh all suspected 
persons, and require them to give security for their good 
conduct.**" The Aot put into foreo at once by the Lord Advocate 
proved worse than a failure, sinoe the persons summoned not 
only refused*to appear, but came out openly for James, when 
>Pj?rh§P6 they would havajrsmnined neutral at least."*- At every 
porioa of "uspension tho government encountered very consider-
reJw*$>opillar odium. ThlflLlu&tural feeling was so pronounced 
in 1715 and 1716, tjat vddison, a member of the ministry, felt 
oallod upon to devote one^swtire number of his politioal pub-
lication, "The freeholder" to an explanation of•and a jus-
tification for the Suspension of Habeas. Corpus. 'The eaped-
le£ey*and reasonableness of suoj| a temporary suspension in 
tho present juncture ma$ appear to every considerate man, who 
will turn his thoughts-: impartially to this subject." Then 
followed one of tho beet argnmonts to be found anywhere in the 
support of such a measure. Speaking of the present act at the 
close of hie paper, he says, "?e have already found the sood 
consequences of this suspension, in that it has hur.dered the 
rebellion from gathering the strength it would otherwise have 
gained, not to mention those numbers it has kept from engag-
ing in so dosporato an enterprise, with the many lives it ha: 
freserved, and the desolation it has prevented." Concerning he oxercise of the power thus intrusted, Addison tolls us that the persons confined wore treated with all possible human-
ity, and that nothing but the liberty of hurting their coun-
try was abridged.-* * 
Between the spirit and decision of the government, and 
the, wavering, faltering polioy of the Jacobitee, tho rebellion 
v^7 proved a dioMiad^ failure. Eispairing of further suc-
cess, the Pretender and Mar eecretly embarked for Prance, 
February 4'leaving their troops to escape the arms of justice 
ix&lLcl&/^lc**Ji?£kiL^ F c u r fiayc later the rebel army in grief, 
dT6Ta^oT^t^'eraeeli,v the common coldicrs in their homoe in 
tho Eighlande. while,.the better known fled to the Orkneys, 
or to the Continent. 
^p^^, SSr ^t^r^ H^utxAf -t^T>x-, ̂ Lc*J~ 
Tho punishment whioh followed the suppression of the 
rebellion has often been criticised as heedlessly severe.' 
Yet when wa consider the gravity of the offense and the com-
paritively snail number actually punished, we are forced to 
alter this adverse judgement-. Cf the seven noble prisoners 
six were sentenced, though two only were eventually executed, 
tlany of tha prisoners taken at Preston were summarily tried 
and shot, 600 sent to Chester Castle, and more to Liverpool. 
In Scotland, However, when eomparitlvely few prlsdners had 
bson taken much more mercy waa shown, no doubt for fear of 
arousing the Soots to further resistance. 
Although J&e consideration of Indemnity Acts following the 
Suspension*of Tabcas Corpus Act is reserved for a later dis-
cussion, I cannot refrain at this plaoo from saying, that the 
first aot of this nature was passed in 1716* The exact date 
of its passags is not given, but it appeasr in tho Statute 
at largo immediately following the Septlnnial Act signed ^ 
April £d, 1716, about ths time the Continuation must have 
expired, v/hilo the Suspension of the Habeas Corpus is not 
montionsd, the Aot evidently supplements the sarlisr measurs. 
Xt indemnified all Lords and Deputised Lieutenants, juctioes 
of tho peaoe, mayors, bailiffs of corporations, constables and 
other offloors, who hod apprehended and imprisoned criminals 
and other persons whom. "They suspected might disturb tho 
public peaoe or ferment or promote riots, tumults, rebellions, 
or evil designs, against the government," before anC after 
the rebellion which brolte out in September,or Ootobor 171C. 
They wero indemnified against all personal actions and cuch, 
not only for seizing persons on suspicions but also for seizing 
h- roes, carte etc., and for entering houses and quartering 
soldiers there. ""These sots," says tho statute,"'though not jus-
tified by the strict forms of law wero necessary and so much 
for services of the public, that iarllament ought to indem-
nify them," 
/ /?*. 
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Scarcely had the Rebellion of 1715-16 boon crushed when the 
Whige still apprehensive of their position in spite of their 
apparent success passed the Septennial Aot. The Jacobitos on the 
contrary, although their plahe had been monstantly brought to 
naught, did not despair of restoring eventually the Stuarts to 
the English throne. During the suooeoding three or four years 
ths changes in foreign policy seemed to favor their ultimate 
success. While the HVenoh Regency under the Duke of Orleans 
was led through a policy of self protection to enter into a 
defensive alliance with the house of Hanover, the Swedish nap-
oleon, Charles XII, aoting in harmony with Spain, wers threat-
ening to restore the Stuarte* The project, however, was 
happily brought to an untimely end by the death of Charles Xll/^ 
1718 and the fall of Albersno the year following. The nigs 
had scarcely negotiated the Quadruple Alliance to defeat any 
future attempt by combined power to restore the Stuarts^whon 
the nation was thrown into the wildest commotion by the burst-
ing of the South Sea Babble, the most far reaching, and dis-
asterous financial blunder in English history. The death and 
ruin following its inevitable eollapee occasioned a wide eproad 
discontent and dissatisfaction with*,the government. 
Differing on questions of froelgn and home policies, the *fc 
7/higs at this rtementySpili into two factions;*One headed by 
Stanhope aha Sunderland, vtm other by Valpoe and* fownsend. Tho 
former ia*•centre!* e# the admlnlatxatton during the existence 
*f the South, Sejk^uelOe,. w e r e celled upon toeuffer the odium 
wMgh^tfceMallure of that scheme produced. vrladC« at the heed 
of ooramiesioh f61r the investigation of ths ministers, //alpols 
with.the sid of the public opinion soon displaced hie rivals 
eWaasifesa complete owntrbl. > 
Vorlone slrcums^anees combined to make the-present orieie 
an opportune qpojiê V̂ er t b * Ja#pMtee. I ^ W J ? S L ^ 
party loudly condemned throughout the country for fta apparent 
complicity in the recent financial outrage, was suddenly 
wrecked by violent dieputee between divieione within it own 
ranks, "telpole was known to be an irreconcilable enemy of tho 
Jacobites. The eudden death of Stanhope threatened to disrupt 
the late Quadruple Alliance, one of tho insurmountable barriere 
to Jacobite eubeess. Ths birth of Charles Edward, the Stuart 
heir did more perhaps than anything else could havo done to 
arouse among the Jacobites a personal enthusiasm for/the claims 
of the exiled family. 
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The Jacobite movement began about Christmae 1721. Calls 
for aid were eent ton nearly oourt in Europe, but wore met with 
refusal everywhere/' Soon forced to forsake hope of foreign 
assistance, the Jacobites rolying on their numbers and the 
unsettled condition of the government and believeing that the 
Puke of Orleans would take a neutral position, resolved to 
undertake the enterprise alone.'" A' Committee of Five consist* 
ing of Lords Orrery, Korth, Gov;er, 2arl ,Arran and Bishop Atter-
bury were chosen to direct tho movement.3 Vast sums of money 
were collected, foreign military officers employed and troops 
disciplined,4' 
From almont tho very first, tfalpole tells ub, tho govern-
ment began gathering knowledge of tho conspiracy.5" In his speech 
just before dissolving Parliament Ilarch 10, the king said, " 
"You must all be sensible, that they (Jacobites) are at this 
junction reviving with the greatest industry, the same wicked 
arts of calumny anal defamation, which havo beon tho constant 
preludes to public trouble and disorders,"* In the early part 
of Lay, the Duko of Orleans in whom tho principal intriguors 
had confided their plans, disclosed to George the details of 
the whole conspiracy.f An expedition under James and Qrmdnd 
was to land in England and operating with a general uprising 
among ths Jaoobitee at home /to seize the Bank and ikxheocucr 
and then profiting by the general discontent proolaim the 
Pretender, King of, England.Y1-
Having gathered the details of the conspiracy.the govern-
ment took prompt action to anticipate its fulfillment.*' Tho 
king postponed his visit to the eontinont. k camp was establish* 
sd at Hyde Park and London was guarded by troops. Townaend laid 
the,matter before the ;.ayor of London and the aldermen of that 
city addrcoeing the king expressed their abhorronco of the 
dstestable -scheme and promised to do all in their power to sup-
port* the king? Other cities followed London*o example. Though 
still believeing it imprudfont to publish $he detalle of the 
conspiracy tho government at onoe began making arrests. May £1, 
George Kelley, an Irish clergyman was apprehended/i. In August 
Robert Cotton, Cochrane and Smith were seized and a reward of 
Si000 offered for John Sample and Thomoe Carte. On the 24s* 
of the same month Atterbury, Bishop of Hochoator, was placed 
under arrest. During September tin more persons were taken,'V 
Three of the Committee of Five were now in cuetody. In spite 
of many arrests the conspiracy still continued to thrive. At 
length feeling his inability to grapple the situation, Oeorge 
called a special session of the newly elected Parliament. 
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When the two houses msttSotobsr 9, tho Whigs hold an over-
whelming majority.' The death of 3tanhope and Sunderland dis-
solved the feet lone whioh had recently divided the party and 
made Walpfie complete master of ite now united forces.' 
In an addrosrto Parliament Ootobor llftho king gavo as 
hie reasons for calling a spoolal session, tho existence of a 
dangeroue conspiracy agaisnt himself and the kingdom and in 
favor of the Pretender.** After a brief diaoription of tho 
nature of the plot and the measures taken to anticipate ite 
success he said, "I cannot but believe that the hopes and ex-
pectations of our enemies are very ill founded, in flattering 
themselves that the late discontent occasioned by private loo-
ses and misfortunes, however, industriously and maliciously 
formontsd, ars turnsd into disafoootion and a spirit of re-
bellion. w *~ Though hej>eliewed that tho nation would not submit 
to ths Pretender and MSatholio religion.still he realised that 
the Jacobite agAitation was eeriously crippling industry and de-
manding vast expenditures of public money,. Speaking of the 
prossnt need for harmony and vigor, he said, "Our enemies 
have too long taken advantage of our differ ©noes and AlsadnfcT-
ages. Lot the world see the general disposition of the nation 
is no Invitation to Foreign power to invade us, nor encourage-
ment to domestic enemies to kindle a civil war in the kingdom. 
Ths king and tho Commons having rotirod fnsra the House 
of Lords, the Duke Grafton first dwelling on the necossity of 
placing in'the hands of the king's ministers a power sufficient 
to detect, and suppress the various designs and conspiracies 
against tho king's person and ths government, presented a bill 
for the Suspension of Habeas Corpus for one yearr In spite of 
warm oppoeltion, a motion that tho bill bo read a second time 
carried 67 to £4. Being now read a second time, the bill 
was immediately referred to the Committee of the tfhole when 
the blank for tho continuation of the aot propocod wee filled 
with the words/until the £4th day of October 1722. ** 
An obstinate debate followed the report by tho committee. 
Earls Anglosoa, Cowper, Staffordf Coningsby; Lords Trevor, Batharst and Bingley, while admitting that in case of actual 
rebellion, or intended invaeion. wisdom demanded a momentary 
Suspension of the Kabeee Corpus {Argued that nothing but absolut 
necossity could justify a suspension of tho greatest and strong-
est bulwark of Knglish Liberty, 
% fat, MM; 2r<r.//.**--*?. 
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4 0 . never before had it been euepended for more than six months 
by a single aot. The present set fox twelve months might, they 
feared be taken as a precedent for a still longer suepeneion. 
The government, moreover, had learned̂  of the details of this 
conspiracy for five montho past and had already apprehended 
the principal conepirators. Was it natural to believe that in 
the hands of able mihisterithe present danger threatening the 
kingdom would continue so long as to justify the suspension of 
personal liberty for a year? Kven among the Romans dictatorial 
power was laid aside ae soon as the ocoassion for its exlstanoe 
hod passed. In the following Spring the king would ih all 
probability visit his continental possessions, leaving this 
extraordinary power to" be exercised by ministers who might use 
it for private.or politioal revenge. The fact too, that 
members of Parliament would not ben. exempt from the provisions 
of the act, during the vacation of that body, wou.d>limit mater-
ially their fall enjoyment of freedom of speech/ while Parlia-
ment was yet i# session. Since the present act would cause 
so many inconveniences they would propose that it be limited to 
six months,at. tho end 'of which time it could be extended if it 
was thought advisable.* 
Tho above, objections we are.told were ably mot by Town-
send, Ear court, Carteret, Argyle, Newcastle end others, who 
showed that the present oooassion was more pressing than the 
former ones, that one year would be necessary, sinoe.the con-
spirators would probably lie idle all Winter and renew their 
efforts in the Spring and Summer during vacation of Parliament 
and when the possibility of foreign aid would be more hopeful?-
The report of the committee being now rcoeived^sb* the 3 bill was passed without a division and sent to the Jjower House,• 
all on the same day in whioh tho king had communicatee to 
Parliament the knowledge of a Jocobite oonspiraey. nineteen 
Lord** however, dreg,up a "dissentient" of five clauses in 
whioh they stated in brief their objection to the bill as given 
above. %f 
(flDctober 15th, on motion by Walpole, the Commons took up 
for first reading this bill from the Lords,r In the Committoe 
of the '.'.hole the day following the measure was opposed on very 
much the same grounds as in the Upper House. Spencer Cooper, 
a Whig, moved that the bill be limited to six months. Another 
iThig, Joseph Jekyll, while supporting tho motion added that if 
after six months had elapsed, necessity stilL. required its fur-
ther .suspeneion, it could be easily extended? But Robert Ray-
mond, tho Attorney General, argued that the present conspiracy 
was so wide spread and deeply laid that a year would be requir-





to unravel It. Walpole taking the floor, reveiwed the progress 
of tho conspiracy, showed the necessity of prompt notion and 
urged thatysinoe the Lords had made the bill for one year, it 
would be dangerous at that critical moment to risk a difforonco 
with the Upper House/ The motion that the bill do now pass as / sent down by the Lords, it was carried by a vote of £46 to 193, 
The bill suspending the Habeaa Corpus Aot till Ootober £4, 1725 
was then read the thrid time and passed wltout division. Oct. 
1G, 172£/^fin the day following, the House voted an Address of 
Thanks to the king for calling Parliament in the present crisis 
and promised that they would with their lives and fortunes 
support him against all enemies at homo and abroad."*-* 
s% few days afstitr tho above Act had gone into operation, 
there appeared in a London Journal an article setting forth in 
a clear and forcible manner the reasons which justify a sus-
pension of the Habeas Corpus? After calling attention to the 
general uneasiness resulting from the late Suspension, the 
writer who-signed his name "Britiannicus." says that tho pre-
sent aot ie absolutely necessary to secure the people from 
ruin, and tho loss of the Habeas Corpus Aot itself. In answer 
to the question whether it is fit upon any occasion to suspend 
the ordinary operation of the Habeas Corpus, he said it had 
been constantly resolved withcut hesitation in the affirmative, 
by the wisdom of all parliaments since the making of that act. 
"Their behavior and tho laws made by them.,, have over showed 
that it was determined ease with them, that upon occasion of 
any conspiracy against the state (the execution of which al-
ways depend upon the persons of the conspirators, and the lib-
erty they enjoy to advise and aot) it was absolutely necessary 
to grant to the executive power for a time, a right to appre-
hend and detain the persons of such as should be suspected to 
havo a part in it. v.'hat imports it to have a roll of K 
parohment calico ana, act of larllament for the liberty of the 
eubjo%f\ *ifSat- tftr*oall of imminent danger,*which threatens < 
the distinction of this aot and all aots, there be net a power 
lodged and exerted to confine the persons of some, that the per-
sons of all may not suffer by that liberty which such conspir-
ators enjoy, merely by virtue of this act." 
The writer goes on to say that in his opinion the oppos-
ition to suspension for twelve months came from these persons 
who in reality opposed any suspension, however short. ?&& opin-
ion was no doubt very largely correct. Realizing their inabil-
ity to defeat the bill entirely, they hoped to meet with at 
least a partial success by limiting it to six months. The 
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writer argues that if twelve months be necessary, if the occas-
ion requires and demands such a time, it is as fitting as twelve 
days, or twelve hours, "Something must he hazarded to save all 
and when the whole is danger, a part must not take all our 
care. A power to save is always in some degree a power to 
hurt, K power to do good always carries with it a power (though 
not a right) to do ovil." If the ministers, however, should 
abuse the power entrusted to them, Parliament when it should 
meet again would certainly hold thorn responsible for what they 
had done.' 
Whether the Thigs were justified in suspending the Hab-
eas Corpus for a term of one yesr, it is difficult to say. It 
is true that the klngf had been in possession of the details 
of the conspiracy for moro than five months and that the prin-
cipal conspirators had for some time been under arrest. The 
government was prepared and it seems now quite probable that it 
could havo crushed tho conspiracy by the ordinary processes of 
law. On tho other hand, we must remember that the Jacobites 
had bectfc oostantly intriguing with various fccjrees of success 
for more than thirty years, and had now combined all their 
energies to profit by the unsettlod stato of affairs folowing 
the collapse of the South See / 1 Company, Moved by a 
spirit of vindictivonoss. more' perhaps than by a feeling of 
insecurity, the tthigo hod: resolved if possible to crush out 
forever all Jacobite hopes of restoring the Stuarts. The 
medicine must be of double strength elnoe it was aa* intended t< 
serve not as a mere relief but a complotc cure for future ills. 
Hopooing tho fullest confidence in alpole's ability and integ-
rity they suspended Habeas Corpus for a period twioe as long aw 
as any previous suspension, increased the array, laid a tax of 
file 0 ' 0 0 0 on nonjurors ̂ ordered pr osocuttonr, and appointed a 
Committee of Hine Commons, later anothor of line Lords to pre-
pare an elaborate report on the entire conspiracy. Bills Of 
Pains and .renalties were voted againnt :.ttorbury, !'.elly and 
Plunkst. + 
At length despairing of suooess tho Jaoobites for the time 
at least gave up their late enterprise. The firmness .,ou have 
shown, "said the king in his address to Parliament at the 
close of the session/l'ay 27t , 1723, "must convince all the 
world, how rauct they were mistaken, whoso chief hopes were TOXXNI 
ed on tho disaffection of my people.Before his departure for 
Hanover^June 3, 1723, ths king through a spirit of lleaoy to 
the conspirators orddred tfarl Orrey, Buke Borfolk. Lord forth, 
and four others released on bail.* On £4th Br. Friend was 
similarly released and two days later Atterbury was permitted 
to leave England for Prance R Though troop were stationed 
near London to aot in case of emergency nothing occured dur-
T,*.R.«.„- * ^ * « 
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ths seven months of tho Ring's absence, to disturb the publio peaoc in England, Pari lament7 adjourned'..May 27th, 1723 and convened,again 
'January 9, 1724,*" The Act of Sue pension as had been said expir-
ed*?) otober BV.th, 1723, having been in foroo for one year and 
one week. In vain do we seeroh among the laws af the proceeding 
succeeding session for an Aot of indemnity. Althoughxtbe, long-
est single suspension on reoord, contrary to Dioê r'e statement' 
noAot of Indemnity was passed. The truth probably ie that 
there was probably little need of one. It soemo qtHte prebable 
that few arrests were man* under thejspr̂ ovislone of the Aot 
of Suspension.* Though a very ê tondod conspiracy had boon plan-
ned the conspirators did little after the extreme measures 
for their euppreeelen were passed. The Suspension then at 
this period served ae a prevention rather ,than a- sure -of treas-
onable notion. * 
Before the final dissolution of "the Jaoobttoe who for 
more than thirty gears had raenaood the peace of England, the 
House of Hanover was forced once more to arbitrate by foroo of 
orrae iteffV^claims to the throne. Prom the period just consid-
ered, T.VCL pie was for nearly twenty yeare the sole guide of 
Knglieh pblitios. During this time England consistently ad-
hered to a fortunate #naoe policy, which thanks to 7/alpole, 
did very much to frustrate Jacobite intrigues. In the Autumn 
of 1739, however, the Prime L'inister,yielding to a oowerful 
opposition, reluotantly gave his assent to a declaration of war 
againsw ̂pe>ln.' Unable to prosecute with .success a war ho 
believed unjustifiabla,<X«^P<>^lr«ei5no4^'ol)^»ary 1 7 4 2 » l o a v " lng the^affairs of government to a ministry anything but har-monics* meantime the war with Spain had beeomo entang-led with tbVfcurofeiin £S of the* luatriau Suooesston. Depart-ing form tha pelloy CMsaas and Stanhope. England and Franco arranged themselves on opposite sides;!* the'great oonWovorsy. 
Vith W v l e w of embarrasing her old time ENEMY, iT&npfeOnae 
more eopoueed the Stuart cause. Cardinal Tduoln* who*Buoceed-
od Floury,*, the PEACE MILIIETER. felt HIMSELF under great obliga-
tion to Charlee ISdward, through whose influence, it is said 
ths former had obtained his oardinal'e hat/ TheKngllSh 
Administration too^ was not *€ a oonciliatory TMB* England 
wantod war and the ministers were strongly inclinsA to comply 
with the desire.. Hoping to strike the first blow, ! arshal 
Saxe durine-tfce "inter collcctod 15,00f " troo^at Dunkirk 
an immodift% descent on England/ 
'2f."--̂ sWa. J S ^ * * * * 
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Aftsr many rumors of a fronoh invasion to be supported 
by the Jacobitss at borne and abroad, reached the king's ear, 
George II laid before Pari lament January 15, 1744 a opeoial 
mossags warning that body against the impending danger and urg-
ing vigorous and i mediate legislation/^During the next month 
tho various rumors, and probabilities of invasion were thtwuu<;h-
ly investigated." February 20, the Chancellor informed tho 
House that the king having good reasons to subject James, Karl 
of Barryraors of treasonable practices,* had ordered hie arrest 
on warrant for High Troaeon/ But out of rue, cot for the priv-
ilege of tho Houee, he desired their express approval for what h 
he had done. AS on similar occasions in 1715 and 122 the re-
quest was immediately granted.1* 
On the same day, February 23, the Attorney General Intro-
duced Into the Houee a bill/Suspending the Habeas Corpus two 
months. The only opposition,the bill enoountored, I believe 
was on political grounds. George Oronvillo, Polham'e rival 
warned the Houeo against ths dangers of entrusting their lib-
erties to an incensed and mal-adminletratlon.' There wae no 
cause of alarm, he argued. Franco intended merely to frighten/ 
not attask England. The Chanoollor, on the contrary,assured the 
members that the government remained quiet until rumors of in-
vasions had boon supported by many concurring trustworthy in-
formers/ Bosides the short time for whioh suspension was ask-
ed attested the î pod faith on the part of the ministers. 
On the ̂ BffiSglwT̂ Pobriiary 29th, Lord Barrington, Admiral 
Vernon and Sir John Philipp strove to secure a weekfe delay for 
a fuller ooneideration of the bill: Their motion loot 101 to 
03. Most of the Torloe, wo are told voted in the affirmative/ 
while Pitt and certain of hie adherents declined to express 
their opinion. The bill wae then paseed and eent to the Lords. 
Chesterfield tells us thore wae no disposition toward opposition 
among the members of tho Upper House. f If the bill was passed 
as introduced, that is for a period of two months, tho Lords 
probably suspended the ruloe and put the bill to its final pas-
sage on the day it was sent to them, for according to tho prov-
ision of the Aot,*Persons in prison may be detained for treason 
or suspioion of treason until the 29th of April 1744. "' c-
For the moment party strife was praotioally forgotten. 
Every effort was made to anticipate the treatening invasion. 
Forts wore strengthened: troop recalled from abroad; Kentish 
/, <KU 4£UT- W,'3 /J a v/ ~¥* - 1 t y ' J F . TI TZS 
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militia placed under arms, and the Patch States Qeuatal re-quested to furniah 6,0C0 men.' In the meantime. thex French fleet put to sea. 'But ah had BO fortunately happened in times past, the elements tberasOlvco came to Snglahd'c rescue. Over-taken at sea bya violent,storm the N̂ reneh \Vessela were hopeless-ly scattered.while the English fleet promptly completed the work of destruction. *the fate of England a* tola junction," says '.ahon, "hung suspended on the winds and the waves; had these not favored ua. the cause of tho Sturata might, nny must, for a season have prevailed; hut as with the Spanish Araada'fl&yJLi. 
agnflL ATaianlteonttrit'.w ̂  - t Aolicved for the moment at, least from all fear of invasion, Parliament suffered the Suspension Aot to expire without being renewed,'realising that the'erisifirTtheugh eevere,would-Lo*$as8-ôd̂ thâ > fca&sjntspensod the Habeas Corpus Act for only two months The danger boing removed̂ they felt that eo active a Measure was no ardugeT̂ aeeo.suv- While It ls-tru/that î anjio had formally 
feclare£ war aĝ inat Kngland on March 20f'aiid England against ranee eleven days later,* the Bonnes Of war Would for some time to eome be far from <;roat Britain.- An. Act of rather an extraor-dianary character, howeverr wae passed the following month, making it High Treaeon to hold correspondence with the J?re tender er*s son. \ - V r X • • ?e shall not attempt to traoe England's varying fortune in the war on the continent. According to an emminent Snslish,, Historian ."'Robert Walpole lived just leng enough to see the" dangers* hs hae> kept aloof for twenty years, gathering around England. He diedj.u Uareh ̂L74p. leaving England plunged deep in a continental war, with constantly increasing grants for military service and ooneequently increasing financial difficul-ties and on the eve of the most determined and dangcroue effort wfiich the exiled family ever made for the recovery of the" orewii:>t> *-• * N > -. x , * >> •  '*  \ the. English defeat at the Battlo-of J?ontenoy, May U , 1746*,' Charles Edward wae encouraged to put fortji one more last effort for tia throne of\hie father** Disappointed, but not dlsheartoned by the disasterouo failure, of hie expedition the previous yedr*? tho Young tretonderlanded on the soil of Soot-land^ul^ £dth, with only seven followers with whl'cH to meet the army of Co or go 11/ "A wilder or more hopeless* enterprise," says Xoeky "ITeVer convulsed a nation. "* Eo preparation had been made by the Jacobites,clthdr in Scotland,6r England. The bitter lesson*$f 171S and 1722 were etill fresh in their memer-iee. Charles Edward wao determined. He lying for help on the Highlanders which formed only one twelfth of the peopleof Scotland, the I ret end er raised his standards at GlenfelStWS? 
6 xa^»^. -H, 99?. 
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..OOORDÎG to THE STATUTES AT LARGE, THO FLRET Act OF THIS SESSION was OVERSPENDING THE HABEAS CORPUS#£FLTS DATE HOWEXOR, IS NOT GIVEN. THS PREAMBLE READS, "WHEREAS A WICKED AND UNNATURAL REBELLION IS BEGUN, AND'NOW CARRIED ON, IN that PART OF THIS, KINGDOM CALLED SCOTLAND, by DIVERE OF HIS MAJEST-y'S SUBJECTS ENCOURAGED BY HIS ENEMIES ABROAD ; FOR THE BETTER PRESERVATION OF HIE MAJESTY'S FEACRED PERSON, AND THIS SECURING THE PEACO O£ THE KINGDOM IN A TIME OF SO MUCH DANGER, AGAISNT ̂11 TRAITOROUS ATTEMPTS AND CONSPIRACIES"WHATSOEVER: BE IT ENACTED'̂ TC. HOS CHARLES ?:DWARD CROSSED THE BORDER OF ;:NGLAND#7RC>V EMBER 8,7BAD MARCHED RAPIDLY AS" £AR NOUTH SS* DERBY WITH 6,0R0 TROOPS IF THE SUSPENSION ACT HAD NOT BEEN PAC-SED TILL AFTER THIS INVASION, CERTAINLY THE PREAMBLE WHICH EER-VED TO JUSTIFY THE PASSAGE OT SO EXTRAORDINARY A MCAOURE>WOULD HAVE MENTIONED THIS FACT.. AGAIN THO STATUTE, WE ARE TOLD, WOULD ©XPIRCLPRIL 19, 1746. THERE IS RIO^ PARTICUL̂ JR̂ MON̂  FOR DESIGNATING THAT PARTICULAR cay OF THE MONTH7,̂NL'E'OS~RT* BO THAT THAT̂ ESX ON A day A GIVEN NUMBER OF MONTHE AFTER̂ PASSAGE OF THE BILL. IF WE COUNT BACK SIX MONTHS, WE ARRIVE AT OOTOBER 19, 1746, TWO DAYS AFTER THE SPECIAL SESSION HAD BEEN CALLED. 
6-,/?, ̂  ZZ< CA/. /, 
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AUGUST. 19.7 THE VERY BOLDNESS OF THE ENTERPRISE AND THE WONDER-FUL PERSONALITY OF ITS LEADER, AROUSED TJSF ENTHUSIASTIC SUPPORT MANY V:HO WOULft OTHERWISE ̂AVE (AT LEAST TREUALNO&L,AOUTRAL. AT FIRST THE, SUCCESS OF THO ENTERPRISE SOEMED COMPLETE, V.'HEN LARLIAMENT METOCTOBER 17, 1746; CHARLOC HAF "DEFEATED THE 
English ARMY AT PRESTON. PANS, WAS PRAETIOALLY THE MASTER OF SOOTLNND AND WAS HURRASDLY PREPARING TO INVADE KNGLAND ITSELF. «xt FIRST STRANGELY INDIFFERENT TO THE PROGRESS OF THE REBELL-ION /THE ENGLISH PEOPLE WERE SOON BROUGHT TO AN ACTIVE REALIZA-TION OF THEIR REAL DANGERS.* THOUGH I OAN FIND NO PDSITIVE EVIDENCE OF THE FACT, I AN QUITE SURE THE HABEAS CORPUS ACT WAS SUSPENDED SOMETIME DURING THE LAST OF OCTOBER-OR AT THE LATEST, THE OCRLY PART OF HOVOM-BER. THE REBELLION HAD RAPIDLY ASSUMED SO GRAVE, PROPORTIONS THA THAT THE KING HASTILY CONVENED LARLIAMENT IN SPECIAL SESSION, OCTOBER 17. IN AN ADDRESS AT ITS OPENING, THE KING CALLED AT-TENTION TO THE*NECESSITY OF ACTIVE ̂MEASURES,NOT ONLY TO CRUSH TH< THEL̂ REBELLION,BUT TO PROTECT THE PERSON ANA GOVERNMENT. A .̂FTER A LONG AND' HEATED DIE MISSION IN WHICH MANY RIDICULED THE ICING'S FRIGHT, BOTH HOUSES IN SEPARATE ADDRESSES, CONDEMNED IN UN-MEASURED TOME THE ACTIONS OF THE PRETENDER AND PROMISED TO PEAS EUOH MEASURES AS THE OCCASION DEMANDOU/ 
^ ^L-^^^ ^R-TI^U-Y ^C>/ X^U^ ^*^^_C£$; 
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Six months wStfl? iovorite period for suspension. It ie for 
hteBe reaeone that I Bay the Aot passed probably October 19, 
1745 suspended the Habeas Corpus for six months. 
Sever, perhaps, in all their attempts to regain the 
English crown, did the Sturats' fortune appear brightor than 
during tho month following the battle at Preston fans. Throe 
days before the Suspension Aot expired, however, the Pretender 
was hopelessly defeated at Culloden L'oorsfApril 16, 1746,' 
The unsettled condition of the country, the presence of a large 
number of rebele within its borders, and the fact that Charles 
Edward wee still at large ready possibly to appear at any 
moment at the head of a new army, convlnocd Parliament that 
the Suepension Act ought to becontinued. Accordingly a 
Continuance Act was passed, extending the Suspension tilt 
Eovember 20, 1746.* 
During the Summer of 1746 peace and order wee gradually ros 
tored within the realm. Yet the fear that the rebellion 
might be renewed while Sngland wae still engaged in the war on t 
the Continent-caused Parliament when they met /November 18, 
1746-̂ to extend the Continuance of the provioue Spring. On 
the first day of their meeting, the Lords passed a bill Sus-
pending for three months. In the Houee of Commone, John. Cotton 
and Sydenham oppoeed the measure on tho ground that since, " 
,rThe rebellion being extinguehed there wea no occasion for 
such a violent stretch of lew, as the suspension of the great 
and sacred bulwark of our liberties."* On the foooud reading 
there wae a division, but tho mlnisters'we are told^Vavar * 
agreement with thoLordeA carried the bill 134 to 25/ Ui the 
zicth the King affixed his signature to the act ̂ continuing 
Suspension to February 20th 1747.^In February, there being no 
sauss for ite farther oontinuatden, the Suspension^fas allow-
ed to expire after a prolonged oxistanee of 16 months, which 
with the exception of the period juet following the i'rench 
devolution wee the longest euepensien in English History. 
Sometime between the latter part of April 1746 arid August 
12; when Parliament adjourned for the summer ant, aot was pas-
sed indemnifying Lieutenante, Juotioee of tho ieace, I ayors and 
other officcre who between the months of July and August 1745 
and April SO, 1746 $ad aided in suppressing tho rebellion. r 
As in 1716 "certain of theee of floes* reads tho statuto/had 
arrested persons on mere suepicien that they might"disturb 
the public peoco,or promote riot; had seized horses and arms an. 
appropriated them to the public service, had ontored houses. 
/ &UJF /A 07. 
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and nuartared soldiers thsro and and dona "divert aote whioh 
oould not bo justified by strict forms of law, snd yet wero 
accessary and so much for the service of the public, that 
they ought to bo justified by aot of Parliament and the per-
sons by whom they were transacted ought to be Indemnified." 
The probability is that while civil war was raging in Soot-
land and its rebels had penetrated far into England itself > 
that the above officials had found themselves forced from 
necessity to resort to measures not authorised by law. 
This Act it will be noted was passed shortly after ths 
Continuance Aot of April 1746, and at least three months before 
its expiration^ Bovember 20, 1746. when it was renewed three 
months longer, {February 20, 1747,0 Indemnity then must cer-
tainly have been passed more than six months before this, fin-
al expiration of the Suspension of the Habeas Corpus. Further-
more, it indemnified only those acts whioh had been committed 
before Apill 30, eight months and a half previous to the date 
HHO Suspension Act went out of force. In ths statuteTnot tho 
slightest suggestion is made to Suspension of Habeas Corpus, 
for reasons whioh I shall give later, I sans I il HI1 and regard 
an ict of Indemnity as I bavealr^ady, said/ £t most only sup-
plementary to,not as iJicoy i^Ot%S^M*tSr^&^entir,i to a Sus-
pension Act, Both are extreme measures justified only on 
very extraordinary oooassions. The fact that they are some-
times employed for the same general purpose, does not in the 
least prove that one is essential to the other. The Suspen-
sion Aot ontRttsts to public officials for a limited time pow-
ers whioh publlo necessity can alone justify* So long as these 
officials, however, do not go beyond their customary powers 
and those authorized for tho special oceaseion, no civil,or 
criminal prosecution can be began against thorn. The Act of 
Indemnity .on the other hand/furnishsa protection to those per-sons who in ths execution of their duty have stepped beyond 
their legal authority and have incurred civil, or criminal 
liability, even while acting in good faith and for ths publlo* 
safety. A Suspension Act then Increases for a limited time ait 
officer's authority while an Act of Indemnity virtually pardons 
him for having gone beyond that authority. 
Thus ended tho final attempt by tho Stuarts to rsgain ths 
English orown. Pive serious trials had resulted in utter fail-
ure. Though Jacobite sympathy existed for years to coma in 
the hearts of many an Scotch and oven an Englishmen, It would 
have been utter folly to put that sympathy into aotion. 
4 9 , 
These fiy*\er^d>a of Jaopbite aotivltjr^ere its occassion 
for tha fivaNBua?ensipn of Habeas Corj»*eTMn t|i»Weaenoe of 
danger^? apombined Invasion A^^T^RRI^^^PQTFONE ill 
dos^OTedA^r the\ government worse ê nroê or ohnstanK approhono*< 
ion. N ^ i X liberty CTTUJJZL ~V7T 1 of tho\king\nd In thai 
event,\uite likely I: Y^T*^ of »AQ reigning house. 
Tho oponiag months of the Seven Ye are war brought to 
England a long train of reverses, iainoroa fell into the hands 
of the Frenoh; Braddook's\orm/*wWhot>elee8ly defeated. In 
June 1757, however, Jilliam Pitt assumed direction of foreign 
affairs thereby opening perhape the most glorious, if not 
the most successful administration in Enfclieh History. In-
fusing hiB own spirit into the very lifo of the nation, ho 
immediately turned the tide of fortune. Abroad, victory 
took tho plaoe ef defeat: at home, :perty contention disapear-
ed in presence of a universal feeling of patriotism. During 
tho fifth cession of the eleventh Parliament which begah 
sitting December 1, only ono discussion arose to disturb Its 
harmony. 
The discussion arose out of an incident which had accrued 
sometime during tho recess of Parliament, or just after the 
opcn|ng of the session. Under authority of a Force Act passed 
the proceeding Spring, a gentleman had been presaed and con-
fined in tho Savoy. Convinced that the detention was illegal, 
his friends in his behalf, demanded a writ of Habeas. Corpus. 
The question at once arose; was the tifentleman in the prosont ca. 
caeo entitled̂  to the writ. The judge of who$ the writ was 
demanded«*nat the Act 31 Chas. II Csap.S, provided only for 
cases of imprisonment en criminal(or^suppoeed wlminal charges and that the statute dispiaoed the Common Law provision con-
cerning Hebeae Corpus, B̂efcWe the question was definitely 
settled the gentleman had secured his roloase on application 
to the -secretary of War/ Though no hardship was suffored 
An t^awrejient °*6t„ the incident served to * call public at-
tention to what was then popularly believed to be a defect 
in the law on Habeas Corpus.** If Instead of supplmenting tho 
Common Law provisions,the Habeas Corpus Act had displaced them, 
then the former was much to be preferred to the latter. In 
tho light of suoh intreprotatien the Foroe Aot might easily 
bo made a dangerous machine for arbitrary o preosion. 
AS the fooling of uneasiness concerning the application of 
the Habeas Corpue Aot of 1679 rapidly took poeeeslon of tho 
people.the question very naturally came up for discussion 
in Parliament. On February El, 1758 the«Commone gave their 
/CX^CAUA. -vAAHUf a£j6Ck\A*-*£*-** 
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consent for tho introduction of a"bill providing a wore speedy 
remedy to the subject ̂"Sho writ of Habeas Corpus^^pnder the 
direction of the new attorney general, Irott, Xa^rTord^Cam-
den, a bill was drafted and read before the House, Karch 8th. 
Having received several amendments it was passod April 21 
and sent to the Lords/**" 
After calling attention in the preamble to the fatal con-
sequences which might attend the delay or refusal to issue the 
writ, the bill proposed that the several provisions of tho 
Habeas Corpus Aot of 1679 be extended to, "all oases where 
any person, not being committed or detained for any criminal, 
or supposed criminal matter, shall bo confined, or restrained 
of his,or hor liberty under any color or pretence whatsoever. 
Upon* oath by the prieoner, or by anyone in hisror her behalf, that there was a jgase of actual confinement or restraint, but 
to the best of taSSr knowledge n̂d belief, it was not by vir-
tue of any commitment, or detainer for eriminal, or supposed 
criminal'matter, a writ of Habeas Corpus must be awarded in 
the same manner and under the came penalties as prdvided in 
31 Charles II, Cap. 2. Writ too, must issue during vaoation as 
well as during term of oourt. The purpose of the bill was 
then to provide a statutory declaration of the vague uncertain 
Common Law guarantee to writs of Habeas Corpus not covered by 
tho Act of 1679. ±SF 
•Ye are told that^he House the above bill was opposed by 
Henry Fox, but supported by the two highest authorities in 
that body. Secretary Pitt and speaker ftaslow/ The latter 
endeavored to proove that the denial of tho writ in the test 
oaso and tho assertion that the Habeas Corpus had displaced the 
Common Law provisions wore in direct opposition to the spirit 
of English institutions. Inverting to the famous 30th article 
of iviagna Charta, they showed that an explicit declaration 
had been perverted by the Stuart jurists through their dan-
gerous doctrine of State Law, which permitted the king and coun-
cil to make arrests without opacifying any cause for the same.? 
Tho otition of Right called forth by the arrest of the five 
members had repudiated this pernicious doctrine. It was for 
the purpose of defeating further attempts on the part of ad-
herents to absolute r^rogative of tho king when evading the 
intent of the law by refusing return before the Alias and Plures 
had issued, that the ct 31 Charles II had boon passed. This 
Statute, argued the supporters of tho present bill, was not 
intended to abridge,or extend any previous right, but to give 
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more speedy remedy for reeovery of a subsisting and acknowled-
ged right."7 Literally oonstrued, it confined the remedy to 
criminal,or supposed criminal eases, but , "at a remedial 
act/' (it) "ought to be oonstrued liberally."' It would be 
very strange that tho aot ehould afford relief to persons 
under confinement for criminal offenses, and at the seme time 
deny the relief to such as shoutl bo confined without being 
charged with any effeneo at all. **• It aid bean ttaid down AS a 
fundamental maxim/ "that acts of Parliament must be bonetrued 
in such a manner that nn innocent man may receive,damage t>y 
a literal construction. "*< Tho Press Act by its very exceptions,, 
they declared, confirmed tho right of Habeas Corpus by is*" 
plication. Although, there should be no question aa to the right 
of every subject to demand relief by writ of Habeas Corpus 
in all eases of illegal Imprisonment, still since many men of 
ability and unquestioned Integrity did entertain wth doubt^, 
it was the duty of Parliament to make a public declaration of 
tho law.5 For this purpose the present bill was urged. 
Pretending to construe Pitts' remarks as an attack on 
the Fores Act;F Henry Fox a loading opponent of the bill in the 
House, plunged into ancient history for arguments to support 
his position/ Ho endeavored to proove that from earliest 
times It had been the duty of every subject to furnish mil-
itary aid. If one were unablo to provide money, or assist 
in ths affairs of ths government, the stats was privileged 
to demand his personal service. He Insisted that sufficient 
remedy was provided for oases of Illegal Imprisonment under 
color of the Foroe Act, but for reasons of public safety this 
remedy must be of a summary character, eino© if everyone 
pressed were privileged to an appeal to the King's Bench, the 
necessary delay might not infrequently defeat the purpose for 
whioh the Act had been passed, namely to secure soldiers im-
mediately to go on come expedition, or anticipate a sudden and 
imminent danger from abroad. Turning from consideration of 
public interest, Fox attacked the bill on grounds of privato 
wrong or inconvenience His objeots from this direction, wore 
weak in the extreme. He supposes the caso of a wife who 
having T>ssn confined by her husband has obtained her release 
on writ of habeas Corpus and than throws here elf Into the arms 
of a debaueher: again ths case of a person on board a quaren-
tined vessel, who after release might spread a dangerous dis-
ease. Ho respectable person, ho believed, need fear ths 
Force Act, since the recruiting officers for the most part 
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impressed men found only in brothels, gambling houses, etc., 
liko Maohiaveli, ho was of tho opinion that it wae a good 
polioy to purge a community of suoh pernicious persons/ 
So far as I oan learn, these wore the only objections 
the bill encountered in the Houes. As could have been easily 
forsoen, Pitt and Onslow, loot little time in tearing apart 
this flimsy argument. *- Fox's interpretation of history was show* 
to bs flaws. Military-service,contrary to the Foroo Act ha«T 
been from earlieet times limited and. do finite. Ho men could 
bo compclod against his will to serve outside the country, 
(law of Sd.III).* Ihe advisability of leaving questions of per-
sonal liberty to the summary disposition of a Justice of tho 
Peaoe and THAT without a chance of appeal was properly held 
up to ridicule. The powere of the oommleeioners were limited, 
net discretionary and if they should oxcood their authority 
by impressing persons excepted by the Act? such persons were 
without remedy for if they had not the benefit of appeal, 
the authors of their injustice would be sols judge in their 
own oauBo/ "In few words", the speaker concluded," unlosfi 
subjsets restrainsd of their liberty, have the benefit of the 
Babes* Corpus Aot all provisions of the laws in their favor 
era nugatory and void." "The Habeas. £orjpclAot should be ex-
tends* to every commitment,or restraint of liberty whatover, 
but in thoee oaees whioh theypisvo properly exonptoeV v 
^On the/whole the bill waaJJME oppose/in the Houss. 
Fox assumed his position more as a matter of custom^hampering 
his old political enemy. Pitt, than by reason of a sincere 
dielike entertained against any principle involved in tho 
proposed measure. The House of Commons has always been found 
ready to paes any bill whioh had for its purpose a groater 
degree of personal liberty. The Houee of Lords,\ON ths other ha 
hand, has svsr manifssted a marked spirit of conservatism, 
Tho Lords, with scarooly an exception have looked with diafovor 
on an# measure which proponed a change in old established 
systems, beliovelng that nothing but harm oan result from 
attempt to improve on time honored institutions, to have 
already seen how tho Upper Houss during the reign of CharlosII 
had year after year, rejected Habeas Corpue bills sent them 
by the Commons, and how the Aot of 1679 had succeeded only 
through means of a trick.r The proeent oass was no exoeptlon 
to the general rule. 
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AFTER tho SEOONS! READING OF THE BILL IN THE HOUSE OF LRDA 
DEBATE 2F» - HIS REASONS FOR DPPDTLING ̂THO MEASURE, WERE MUCH MORE COGENT THAN THOSE ADVANCED BY FOX. V£E_ ENDEAVORS* TO SHEW THAT THERE WAS » OECAE*ION FOR PASSING SUCH A BILL, SINCE THE JUDGES, BAD ULV AYS EXEROISODXDISCRETION IN CAEOS OF AWARD-ING WRITS OF HABEAS' CORPUS* NOT ARBITRARILY, BUT ACCORDING TO LONG ESTABLISHED RÛ EF. OF LAAV THE PENALTIES PROCEED BY THE PRESENT BILL WERE VAGUE AND INDEFINITE. THE PROVISION WHIOH OBLIGED JUDGSA TO ISSUE A -WRIT ̂WHENEVER ANYONE SHOULD DECLARE ON BATH THAT ANOTHER WAS IN CUSTODY, WOULD PLACE IN THO HANDS OF MSNYF HE BELIEVED, S POWER TO PUT A HUSBAND, A GUARDIAN, ETC.. AT NEEDLESS EXPENSE, IN OASES WHEN IN REALITY THERE EXISTED NO'GROYIARIJO. FINALLY HE PRONOUNCED AS DANGOROUS, THO L̂ OVLBIPN̂ WOLOH THE JUDGE ISSUING THE WRIT IN VACATION TO MALES SUMMARY EXAMINATION OF THE FACTS AS SOT FORTH IN THO RETURN NADVRÊ OAAE\ BAIL, OR REMAND: THE PRISONER AO%ORD:LNG"AS JUSTICE REQUIRED. .THE EARL, HOWEVER, DID SEE ONE DEFECT IN THE HABEAS CORPUS*HOT AS IT" STOOD; THE LOOK OF POWER ON THE 'PART OF THE JUDGE TO ENFORCE AN IMMEDIATE RETURN TO THE WRIT DURING VACATION. THIS DEFECT, HOWEVER, HE FAILED TO ONE I*?O~ VIDOD FOR IN THE PRESENT BILL/ A SPIRITED DISCUSSION FOLLOWED R.ARDVZICK'S REQUEST TO PROPOSE TO THE JUDGES THREE QUESTIONS TOUCHING THO LAW AND PRACTICE OF HABEAS CORPUS. TEMPLE, TFCÊ  OPPONENT, YIELDING ON THE UNDERSTANDING T̂AT HE TOO AHTWFT* **±+4J-
PTOPEMKCERTAIN "qussTi6NS. "EY UNANIMOUS CONSENT THEIR QUESTION! WER$ UNITED IN>A L|S| OF TEN.*' AT THE INSTANCE OF THO CHIEF -JTTFETLOE\ THE THIRD, WHICH ASKED what EFFECT WOULD THE PROPOSED BILL HAVE IN PRAOTIOE WAS STRICKON OUT/ HAY 25, 26 AND 30TH, THE JUDGES RENDERED THEIR OPINION SERIATIM ON THE REMAINING NINE QUOOTIONÔ JSFEPUGH CONFLICTING IN CERTAIN PARTICULARS THSSO OPINIONS•xTcm1 THO HIGHEST JUDICIAL AUTHORITY IN THO KINGDOM carry MUCH WEIGHT. ON THE FIRST AND SSCONT QUESTIONS .THE JUDGES IN THSIR SEVERAL OPINIONS DECLARED THAT IN THEIR JUDGEMENT, "IN CASES NOT WITHIN THE AOT 31 CHARLES II, WRITS OF HABEAS CORPUS, BY THE LAW AS IT NOW STANDS, OUGHT NOT TO ISSUE OF COURSE, BUT UPON PROBATE EAUES VERIFIED BY AFFIDAVIT," AND THE SAME, "MAY ISSUE IN THO VAOATION BY FIAT FROM A JUDGE OF THE OOURT OF ICING'S BENCH, RETURNABLE BEFORE HIMSELF." THE FIFTH, SIXTH, SEVENTH AND EIGHTH WUOSTIONS RELATED TO PRAT 1 OE OF HABEAS CORPUS AT COMMON LAW AND B OF ORE THO PASSAGE OF 31 CARLES II. THE FORCE OF THO ANSWERS MADE TO NOOSE QUERIES LEY IN THE FOOT THAT THE COMMON LAW PRAOTIOE OF 
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Habeas Corpus at Common Law and before the passage of 31 Charles 
II. The foroo of the answers made to theee queries lay in the 
faot that the Common Law practices of Habeas Corpus still ob-
tained in all oases hot of a criminal nature. The objoot of 
determining what had been the practices in criminal proooedure 
before the passage of the Habeas Corpus Act wae largely for 
the purpoee of Knowing what waa, the status of-Baeeae Corpus 
in oases net criminal. »i;khv j#*£e. exception?tho judges stood acroed that Judgee at Common Law had not been bound to issue 
writs on demand made in vacation,<-that re4nu& to suohwrits 
could not be ©nforood immediatoly; that no* recourse at law 
oould be had against a judge so long as he sas ̂anting within 
his judicial capaoity^that before the time of the Habeas 
Corpue X*t return?- to the writ oould not be^snforced till-after 
Aliae.and Pluree had been issued. Jilmot added that even 
now dbadienoe could not be enforced ta, writs' 'directed return-
able ifflfaeaaCtely in case not within £1 Charlee II. 
Onxthe ninth question which related to the test case, 
ths the judgee agreed that the provision of the Habeas Corpus 
*ot did not extend to the oaee of a, *»n compelled agalnet 
hla*wlll to serve in t&e of peaoo, either in the land,or wat-
er sorvico, NOR to any ease of imprisonment, except when the 
commitment XB for criminal, or supposed criminal matter. Bath-
urst added, however, that the judges have in oenformity to 
that statute extended the same relief to all cases of impris-
onment . . 
The opinion of the judges on the last question is per-
haps ths most significant. I have already called attention 
to a serious defect in the Habeas Corpue Aot ae paeeed under 
Charlee II; namely the power of the judges to question tho 
truth of the faote as stated in the return to tho writ. Strange 
as it may seem this defect apparently had not been detected by 
anyone till the present ocoasion. Hoel, Bathurst, Leggs 
Billis agreed that judgee were not in all eases so bound by the 
return to tho writ, that they oould not discharge prisoners, if 
it should appear moet manifeetly to them by the clearest and 
undeubtable proof that such returne were false in fact and 
that the person so brought up wae rffl&lned of hie liberty, 
by the most unwarrantable means and direct violation of law and 
juetioe. If the above opinien was correct, we see that the 
judges could question the return only when evidence of false-
hood amounted almost to proof, ^ilmote and Craytho denied the 
right of a judge to lay aside the facte ae eteted in the re-
turn exoept toon verdict of a jury. Adams, however, went 
farther and declared that, "In all oases whatsoever, when the 
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matter oomea before the oourt eingly upon the return made to 
tho habeas Corpus, if that return containe a sufficient and 
Justifiable cause of restraint, the judges must determine upon 
tho oause as it then appears, and cannot -Soar any proof in 
contradiction to it, but are so bound by the faote set forth 
therein, that though they be false, in faot, and the party in 
truth restrained of his liberty by the most unwarrantable 
means, and in direct violation of iaw and juetioe, they oan-
not discharge HIM."' If Adams' wiew was the correct one, and 
he is supported by euoh later writers as Hallam,£oertainly 
the Habeas Corpus Act oontalned a dangerous defect. In the 
light of later dlBoueslon, Adams was certainly right, if the 
etriot interpretation of the Act were followed. Vhy this de-
fect had not been detected before and why not seen by all 
the judges at this time is inexpldbable. 
After the above opinion had boen rendered a motion was 
put to question the judges whether in case a person made 
affidavit of another arrest and that the arrest so far as he 
knew aae not in virtue of any criminal.or supposed criminal 
matter, but should deolare that he could give no material 
information relating thereto, would such affidavit be suffic-
ient to cauee the issuance of the writ of Habeas Corpus.9 The 
motion being last, further discussion of the bill was deferred 
till the next Friday. ̂ Juno B, after a long debate on the 
motion for commitment, the Lords decided in the negatlveyand the! 
then passed a motion to reject the bill altogether.'" 
On June £, Lords Temple, Talbot and Stanhope spoke for, 
and Lords Norton. Hardwloke and i:ensfield against the bill. 
It was duo mo** to Hardwloke*s Influence nose than anyone 
else that the bill was lost/ He pointed out the inooneietency 
of the adherents of the bill in thoir anxiety to secure its 
paeeage / In the first place they had assorted that the Habeas 
Corpus Act applied to all oases of restraint, but that tho 
judges had unwarrantably narrowed the right. Being unable to 
maintain THEE poeltlon they conceded that the .xot applied to 
criminal commitments only, but In all other cases the judges 
oould not issue writs during vacation. It was to correct this 
defect, they said that the presentn bill was urged. Hardwloke 
then attaoked the bill iteelf . r According to its provieions, 
he said, the writ wae to issue on demand as a right of course. 
This he showed to be op,©sod in principle to the spirit of 
the Habeas Corpus Act, whioh required that a oopy of the ware 
rant of arrest.or an affidavit that such warrant had been 
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refused, accompany the de«anA'for the writ. The adherenta 
of the hill had citod from the journals of both houses in-
stances where the ,Lords and Commons had declared the Wit 
could not be denied/ Hardwicke, reviewing each instance 
cited, showed clearly that these statements must be received 
in the light of the special occasion which had called each fort! 
and not construed as declarations of fundamental principles. 
Unfortunately only fragmente of Hardwicke's epooches On the 
bill have been perserved. Contemporary writers , however, 
assure us that he demonstrated great ability in dealing with 
the subjeot and that the bill failed primarily because of his 
influence.** 
Horaoo Walpole, writing to General Conway to days after 
the bill was defeated said, "The Habeas Corpus is finished 
but only FORVthis year. * &erd**eKple threatened to renew It the 
next."* To prevent a division, Hardwicke had secured tho pas-
sage of a motion authorising the judges to draw for^tho 
next session of Parliament a bil3, extending the right of Habeas 
Corpus to all eases of imprisonment, to make provisions for en-
forcing obedlenoe to writs Issued during vacation, and to insist 
a clause declaring whether facts set forth in the return might 
be be controverted by affidavit.4* Whether the Jfiarl was acting 
in good faith in this instance may be doubted. Probably he 
thought the preeent agitation would have subsided by the next 
seesion sufficient to permit a permanent defeat of the proposed 
measure. If such Wab his expectation, HE was not disappointed. 
To arc told that Temple had prepared a long flaming protest 
ready to be signed by thirty Lorfio in cose the bill was de-
feated. Hopes of obtaining i t s passage at next session, how-
ever, caused Temple to change his violent protest to a tem-
perate "dicseoiont."3 . 
Although there are evidences that a bill was actually 
drafted in accordance with Hardwicke's motion, it was not intro-
duced at the next session of Parliamentr Public agitation of 
the question, as the Earl had no doubt forseen, had rapidly 
subsided and the people became aboobod In the progress of the 
war on the continent. Though the defect in the practices of 
Habeas Corpus, hod been clearly pointed out on this oooasion, 
tfcSy seon&to have been elmoot immediately dropped from the minds 
of not only the public, but of the loading jurists as well, 
Even Blaoketone who wrote his "Commentaries" during the next 
decade, declared in tho course of his discussion of the Habeas 
Corpus Act of Charles II that. "The remedy is now complete 
for removing the injury of unjust and Illegal confinement. 
In thie ease^ae la almost the univereal rule, defects in laws 
/ <?CC<J, TEOC/ FRRFR *// ?AA 
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ORE NOTICED AND CORRECTED ONLY AS INDIVIDUAL OASES ARISE TO 
SHOW THEM. ,<C havo seen THAT THE DENIAL OF THE WRIT of HABEAS 
CORPUS TO A GENTLEMAN ILLEGALLY IMPRISONED AT THE Savoy, had 
SERVED TO DIRECT PUBLIC ATTENTION TO A DEFECT in A LAW hith-
erto SUPPOSED TO be COMPLETE. BULLING TO OBTAIN a REMEDY AT 
THIE TERM; LARGELY I THINK, BECAUSE THE MINISTERS AND THEIR 
ADHERONTS in PARLIAMENT DISLIKODTO YIELD TO THE WISHES of THE 
PARTY in OPPOSITION THIS DEFECT WAE SOON FORGOTTEN AND MORE THAN 
F I F T Y YEARS ELAPSED BEFORE ANOTHER R.ROOIAL CASE AROSE TO RECALL 
PUBLIC ATTENTION TO I T S EXISTENCE. THE REMEDIAL DOT AS FINALLY 
PASSED, 56 GEORGE I I I , WAS ALMOST IDENTICAL WITH THE B I L L . 
LIARDWIOKE HAD DEFEATED in 1758.' — ~~~/ 
<J$T~ JACOBITO HOPE OF THE RESTORATION ,of THE STUART FAMILY TO 
V^THE THRONE OF ENGLAND, PERISHED FOREVER WHEN CHARLES MWARD 
FLED UTTERLY DEFEATED FROM CULLODON i/oor^APRIL 16, 1746. FOR 
MORE THAN F I F T Y YEARS THE JACOBITES HAD BEEN A SOURCE OF CON-
STANT APPREHENSION TO THO CROWN, AT HOME AND ABROAD, THE 
STUART ADHERONTS HAD ANXIOUSLY AWAITED THE MOMENT R̂ HON BY 
TAKING ADVANTAGE OF SOME MOMENTARY EMBARROSMCNT OF THE ADMIN-
ISTRATION THEY MIGHT,THROUGH THEIR COMBINED EFFORTS,REESTABLISH 
THEIR FAVORITE HOUEE, FIVE TIMES HAD THEY TAKEN UP ARMS TO 
AOOOMPLIOH THIS END. ONCO AT LOAST in 1714-15 THO LACK OF 
OAPABLC LEADERS AND AN UNNECESSARY DELAY HAD ALONE RENDERED 
THEIR efforts F R U I T L E S S . 
THEEE RIVE PORIODE OF JAOOBITE ACTIVITY ARE MARKED BY 
THE F I R S T FIVE PERIODS OF THE SUSPENSION OF THE HABEAS CORPUS. 
THO REASONS FOR SUSPENSION IN EACH COBC WERE IN TFCE MAIN IDEN-
TICAL. The DANGERS OF AN INVASION FROM ABROAD, ACTING IN CON-
JUNCTION WITH AN UPRISING WITHIN, DEMANDED IN THE NAME OF SMS 
PUBLIC OAFETY THAT EXTRAORDINARY POWERS BE GIVEN THE MINISTERS 
TO APPREHEND CERTAIN SUAPEOTED PERSONS. THE CAUSES WHICH LED 
TO/AND J U S T I F I E D . T H E S E EARLY SUSPENSIONS PASSED AWAY FCREVER 
AFTER THE JACOBITE DEFEAT IN 1745. S T I L L THERE R E A I N E THREE 
PERIODE YET- TO BE DISCUSSED. FOR THESE LATER ACTS OF SUSPENSION 
WE SHALL BE OBLIGED TO FIND OTHER CAUSES. 
THE PERIOD to WHICH WE NOW DIRECT OUR ATTENTION I S THAT 
of THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. I F WE WERE TO ADHERE STRICTLY to 
THE T I T L E OF THIS PAPER, WE WOULD PERHAPS OMIT THIS PERIOD 
ALTOGETHER, SINOO THO ACT OF SUSPENSION AT THIS TIME, OSTEN-
S I B L Y AT LEAST, APPLIED ?.? NOT TO ENGLAND BU*TO THO HIGH-SEAS 
AND THE AMERICAN COLONIES, S INCE, HOWEVOF>, THE ACT WAD CCN-
ELDORCD TO MATERIALLY AFFECT PERSONAL LIBERTY AND SINCE ARRESTS 
WERS ACTUALLY MADE WITHIN THE KINGDOM UNDER THE PREVISIONS OF 
THE ETATUTE, A L I T T L E SPACE MAY WELL BE. DEVOTED TO I T S OONEIDER-
ATION. WoJ^*< 
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ahoytly after the Christmas vacation of iarliament, 
lord north ~the chief minister in a* speech before the House 
on February 1*77„.said that Hsin«e the be,ginni$g of the war in America, several perosns had boen apprehended who had 
actually committed High Treason and there were> several others GUILTY, of the name offense who might be taken, but'who for" 
want of evidence oou$fc not be kept in "gaol/ Admitting that 
there was no danger-OF invaaion, or*iosurrectlon.he still 
thought that the present ooaaoion wouldf justify a Suspension of 
£ho Habeas Corpus, since, Sit* was not possible at present 
ofiolally to apprehend the mo sir suspected person,The laws 
^fsrhtermora, provided that rebels taken in America, or pirates 
taken, on the High .Seas could be legally confined only in the 
common gaol. * ItHwas "necessary f or̂ -tho crown to .have a. power 
OF oonfinin* thesrlike other prisoners of* war.*'On the fol-
lowing-def, lord ;A6RMOJRAB*px,eoonted,'•'a bill to orapowor his 
majest* to secure and.jleteJn persons charged with, or suspect* 
*ed of the crime of High Treason cotnmlttell in Ubrtn*America 
or. on tho KAgbSeaa* ox_tfc$ orima of piracy," A The M i l ̂pro-
vided, Nthst persons apprehended on the above charges on B U S -picions should bo committed to*cdmmon gaols or any ̂other-place 
directed by the king undert the sign manual. To such persons 
ths right of bail, .or/mainprise should be denied; nor should thoŷ T̂̂ O%FIIR-TIIF̂ oî  trlaF SOO>t by o*der OF ths M v y 
Council.^ 
P Opposition to ths bill, as ̂everyone acquainted with *ho 
history wouTd s«|fs»sê  OAJSR frW *ho **nti-u$uri party.* The 
kinfe\wi'ih tho-aiduof-HIO PRIUIE minister,, north*, who was a mere-TOOL in his hand,was ateedily extendingHhe royal iter-
ogativo by airebtint lOgislat 1 ^ .olthwr tfcrougĥ epfea* of ̂re-
warmer fear, of theJdbig1 A. displeasure-* Whilatho COURT par-
ty was decidedly in the perponderance, ̂ the smallor!party 
woo no leas active and, spititod, IF thair .aciaehes .jaayjbe 
taken as an index to their snirit-and activity. 
Fox and his party who had steadily sppoW the war in 
America. attaoHpd tho measure.v Questioning the motives of tho 
minister who had urged the bill, Johnston and Dunning declared 
that it was in reality directed against persons who had nev-
er sosn America, that under its protection, private and polit-
ical grudges would be satisfied/ i?ox in his characteristic 
way said tho present policy resembled the first scene in the 
fifth aot of a tragedy. "The plan had been long visible — 
it was nothing lecs^robbing America of her franchises; as a 
previous stop to tho introduction of the same system of govern* 
Y ^Ll/ A/OKJ, &T/,L*^/ 4-/4 
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ment into this country." ' Suspioion# lie believed, would be made the excuse for moot flagrant abuses. Johnston urged that 
±i» Americans had the spirit of Britons; that they might be 
ledt but he was satisfiedthey would never submit to be driven, that consequently the bill would only serve to widen the 
breach between America and the mother country.*- The motion 
for a second reading, howeverm passed 195-45.5 
On the 13th the bill went before the Committee of the 
TThole. The opponents of the measure/disparing no doubt of 
their power to defeat the bill altogether, introduced several 
amendments for the purpose of limiting the efficiency of the 
proposed law. fielde urged that a difference be made between 
persons actually taken in arms and persons who had merely sub-
mitted to the government under whioh they lived,even though 
that government be of doubtful authority.*' To this motion 
Lord Korth yielded his assent, but *io far as I can determine 
the motion was never put. At any event that distinction was 
not embodied within the bill. Demeter moved for an amendment 
limiting the purpose of the bill."for the better protection 
of the inhabitants of Great Britain,"** north argued that this 
limitation was unneoesnary, since the people of Great Britain 
would not be affected directly by the bill. The Attorney Gen-
eral, however, admitted that aooording to the bill ae it then 
stood.arrests might be made within the country under its au-
thority* * B&t Instead of regarding this as a defect, he was 
inclined to favor that application of the measure. It would 
be strange, he thought, if persons furnishing the enemy with 
information could be arrested when committing that offense 
in America and not when committing the same offense within 
tho kingdom. "If there wore men in the kingdom answering any 
such description that was one very principal motive, in his 
opinion,for passing the bill.''His motion, however, waa lost 
126 to £6.7 
Shea the House mot the next day, a petition wae presented 
from the.citizens of Lendon, requesting that the bill under 
conoideration be not passed.**Like the members of the ..nti-
oourt party in arliament, they apprehended that the power 
conferred by the bill would be eo far abused, as to plaoe at 
tho mercy of the minister.all those against whom the members of 
the administration have any private.or political grudge. 
When wo raoall how the ministers within tho past decade had 
so often strutohod and distorted the laws and customs of the 
country for the purpose of extending unduly tho powers of the 
crown, we con easily see that their fears were no wholly 
unfounded; even though they were certainly much magnified, 
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We are told, however, that aside from tho oitizens of London, 
there wee praotieally no opposition to tho king's war policy 
from ths people at large,' The feeling wae almost unanimous 
that ths Americans must early he brought baok to absolute 
submission* 
The London petition waa a signal for a renewed attack by 
Fox and hie party. J?owye moved the amendment ti«att "Ho person shall bs secured — by virtue of thie aot for High Treason, 
or euspioion of High Treaeon,unless thaf pereons shall be 
charged to have been locally resident in his Majesty's said 
Colonies,or plantations in America at the time he shall be 
Charged with,or suspected of committing High Treason. "̂ -It was 
howovor, pointed out that a man who had never been out of 
England might still be the author of an aot of treason in 
America, The euggeeted provieo while not affording any protoot 
ion to an innocent man, might easily be mads fJA screen s 
guilty person. The motion failed by a vote of 49 to 14. 
Gh February 17th, lyj^vthe bill was taken up for a final read 
ing. Though knowing -JEHL well that their efforts were "Vain, 
the opposition could not resist the opportunity of firing a 
few shots at their political enemies. Fox. Punning, James 
Luttrell end Viilkee loudly charged the ministers with the 
most heinous motivee for urging the present measure, and de-
nounced the war policy in etrongest terms.4" Resting in full 
assurance of success.through their overwhelming majority,the 
party of the administration listened in disdainful silence to 
these ineffective attacks. Pretending to see a fatal incon-
sistency between the preamble of the bill and the enacting 
clause, Banning offered the following amendment, "irovided 
also and be it hereby declared that nothing horeln contained 
is intended, or shall bo construed to extend to any other 
prisoner, than such ae have been in some one of tho colonies 
before mentioned, or on the High Seas, at tho time of the 
offense wherein he shall be charged. 'v*- Cornwall while denying 
that tho provisions wore ineonsistont with themselves, said 
he would give his consent to the forgoing proviso with the 
following amendments: In place of tho olauce, "in some, 
or ono of tho colonies.or on tho High Seas," he would sub-
stitute tho words, "out of tho realm" and add 'or of which 
they shall be suspected."4 aikes followed with a better 
diatrieb against the ministere at whose hands he had already 
suffered/ Thie attack called forth a reply from Higby who 
declared that the present bill was more necessary than in 
1745. beeauee the rebellion wae then open/but now the rebele 
skulk around awaiting their opportunity and opposing every 
measure brought forward by tho ministers, inning's motion as 
amended by Cornwall seems to have met with little opposition. 
a <?hd/ //W. /Y<s^s 7> ftua.Mf*. 
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In fact Horth ©ran urged the fr Lends of the bill to rote 
for tho measure/ Tho amended motion then passed without a di-
vision. Ths final vote was next taken on the bill itself 
resulting, 118 in ths affirmative to 33 in the negative.*• 
Ths bill enoountered little opposition in the Upper 
House. The lords were almoet unanimous in their support of tho 
king's war poller. Coventry, however, did ask what was the 
natnsn and extent of suspicion required/ The lord Chanoellor 
replied, that law and justice demanded that the prisoner be 
released iif proper feeis of his innocence be authenticated 
before the magistrate/" But in hie opinion the mageetrate had 
a right to inquire into and determine upon* the degree of 
credibility to whioh the oharge or ground Of suspicion may be 
entitled. February 24th, the bill reoelved the lords aesent. 
Abington, however, offered a protect condemning the principle 
involved, cherglng the ministers with corrupt motives end 
denouncing the entire war policy of the adminis teat ion. The 
bill was made to continue 1TI fossa till January 1, 1778/ 
Aa ws hsve already eeou/the bill as originally drafted by 
the Attorney General waa intended to apply only to those poreon 
who had been charged with or suspected of .the crime of High 
Treason In the American Colonies, or of Piracy on tho High 
Seas. Yet by Thurlow1 a own admission, persons who had never 
seen America, or who had never been on the High Seae might 
be arrested.without the benefit of Hobeae Corpus, if it 
could be shown that the aot of which the person in question 
waa the author, had been the effeot of treason in America.* 
If this interpretation had been given, the bill to that extent 
would have amounted to a limited suspension of the Haboaa 
Corpus in the kingdom regardless of the purport of the pre-
amble. By the adoption of Dunning*e amendment, however, this 
Interpretation was rendered lmpoesible. Still arrest could 
bo made in the kingdom under the provisione of the aot, if 
It oould be shown that the suspected had been in America, or 
on tho High Seas at tho time he was ouepected to have com-
mitted the offense. Thue in faet it wae a very limited 
Suepeneion of the Habeaa Corpus in lingland itself. 
Shortly after Parliament had convened for the fall sessior, 
the Attorney General, the author, of the Suepeneion Aot call-
ed attention of the Houee to the fact that the above statute 
would expire of ite own foroe in January and urged that another 
bill for ite continuation be introduced/ Admitting that there 
wore circumstances which sometimes justify a suspension of 
?, fa*J, OU/-, 0«F/ 9 *</*€I 
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the Habeas Corpus, Baker said he would like to know what evils 
had the present act prevented inthe -past -nine* months. If. 
none could be shown, he for one would oppose any farther 
suspension/ He was later answered by KlUs. The effective-
ness of -the aot had been considerably limited by a cartel 
which since the billys paeeageVhad been established in America 
for the mutual exchange of prisoners ? with the result that 
persons detained in America on suspicion might and very likely 
ddd secure their release in the mutual exchange of prisoners, 
while persona, detained in the . kingdom on the same charge 
could; not,Npbtain their liberty at all. Thinking 'tun* this 
results In^an arbitrary eonfl let! on -of laws , Burke urged 
that out of consistencŷ  either the cartel,or the Act of Sus-
pension she3|d bo abolished.**'He Want on to say that he knew of 
many porsonsbeing detained in America and in the kingdom under 
the authority of the Aot of* Suspension, but had not heard 
of one of one being brought to trial,* On the day following, 
Cooper Introduced a bill in accordance with the Attorney Gen-
eral's suggestion; .Usher arguing that the inquiry of the 
House should be oo-exteneivo with tha power granted by the 
orown/^noved that, an address be presented the king asking 
far a"obrreet return and tho full description of all 1 
prisoners with an account of the prisons^p In whioh they are 
confined*in'Amorica as well as Great iritain, t ©gather with 
copies of their esversl commitments and the' TAXL7Te*e*.: f of-fered for their enlargement* and ALL other nroeeodinga of his Majofty'A Privy Council, in consequence of the" GDWERSREATED 
i# them BY the late BILL for the 3ttepensfonxof the Jiabeaa 
Cotfpua.Act, to be LAID before ,tbo ̂OUEE.n̂ ihe reason for the 
motion he. said was his belief THAT NO native' DF Cftreat- BRITAIN 
had boon arrested in the kingdom under, the AUTHORITY of the 
pro sent .aot. If ouch BELIEF,were true there was no* occasion 
Ior granting feuct OXVAORDIHAVY power. F Hills argued that 
the measure was INTENDED,not SO muoh AS A cure, AS A prevent* 
•tive of crime; THAT THE xaw had discouraged persons for trensoi 
who might otherwise have BEEN- GUILTY.̂  The farther discussion 
in THE Louse and the king's return concerning THE prisoners 
held in America and ireat Britain arc not accessible to tho 
present writer. The BILL extending Suspension one year longer 
(January 1, 1779) WAE paseed was=3gftCflftd.by THE House within A 
fortnight. 
^i)ooember Oth, THE Lords TOOK up the Eouee BILL. Dukes ̂  
Richmond and f'anchoster spoke warmly against the bill, making 
2, 'R << " /9 /! . 
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much out of tho Tlatt case.^THE Chancellor, however, main-
tained that the ACT WAS the only sa*j« policy to fol&ow. HE 
urged that it was necessary THAT some punishaant be inflicted 
upon perasns taken in arms against the government, THAT it wouia 
not be expedient to discharge them on the one hand, or on 
THE other to put thorn to death, since the enemy holding pris-
oners too, must be expected to retaliate by inflicting tho 
same extreme punishment.* The bill wae passed and AT once befcamc 
a law. s 
So far ae I can determine.the question of continuing the 
suspension after the expiration of THE second ACT, NEVER came 
up for ooneideration. The probable reasons one that the 
Suspension had not proved so successful as it was at flret 
hoped; thdt It had been.largely Ineffective in America by the 
existence of the cartel; that while there wae little real oc-
casion for It in England; at the aamo time it continued as 
a source of oonetant irritation to the people who felt that in 
some way their personal liberties WERE nnneoeesarily endanger-
ed. 
The reasons for Suspension of tho Habeas Corpus at thia per 
lod are radically different from thoee whioh had led to the firs 
five periods of Suspenelon. There was not tho slightest dan-
ger of an invaelon and ae little likelihood of an insurrection 
at home. The aot wae SIMPLY a war measure,' one among many 
extreme laws passed at the time against the Coloniste to re-
duce them tc submission. Whether the policy persued by the 
government against the government was prudent, or not, ie 
wholly outeide the eeopo of thie PAPER. BUT the war once under 
way, Xarliement certainly had tho right AND I believe wae 
justified in passing the measure for the purpose of aiding the 
government in detaining thoee PERSONS AGAINST whom no posi-
tive proof OI treasonable DESIGN lay, BUT who wore recognized 
aa conniving agalnet the notion in the rebel's BEHALF. 
JAul A4*J-. IF 
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Certain philosophers have advanced a theory which they 
call Compensation. The historian*\whose material is faots and 
whose speculations seldom venture beyond the causes and effects 
of these facts usually, passes with a smile theory, such abstract 
ions. Still when discussing the status of personal liberty 
in England with that in Franco during the decade following the 
fall of tho Baetile, he finds such a theory very oonveniont. 
Hevor had Englishmen enjoyed in so full a degree personal 
liberty, freedom of sheeoh, thought and action, as they had 
enjoyed dning tho thirty years proceeding the outbreak of the 
Prenoh Revolution, r/ithin tho next ten years, however, those 
cherished rights euffered greater violetione than at any time 
under the Stuarts. Burks sounded the keynote of this sudden 
rstroat when he wroto his "Reflectione*" 
Strangely enough England wae SO peculiarly circumstanced 
at the moment that tho ideas ominating from Prance produced 
upon her a moot profound impression. Political parties were in 
a stats of utter decay: the principles on which they HAD boon fo 
founded HAD long eince become absolute. The sense of stabil-
ity whioh often results' from.olosely constituted and well def-
ined parties was sadly lacking. Yet1, the very want created its 
own remedy. As ths ?renoh Republicans quickly went from ex-
treme to extreme, the more conservative from the two old par-
ties unitsd to form a powerful Hew Tory Tarty, whose avowed 
object was ths preservation of the old constitution in its 
entirety./ In their anxiety to attain this end, however, thoy 
withdrew temporarily many of ite most important guarantee8 of 
liberty. Pitt and his party were not ooneolously arbitrary. 
Still because OF their fear that tho French Revolution might 
epread to tho English shoree, they were guilty OF MANY an arbit-
rary and tyrannioal aot. Only a fow pereone, it would sesm, 
notably Sheridan, Pox and Grey in the House, and Landerdalrand 
Holland among the lords saw ths folly of this fear,' BOW that 
the very difference in the basic principles of tho TWO countries 
rendered a comparison botwocn themp/ , useless; that lug-
land was in more danger from tho arbitrary meaeureo of the 
frightened administration than from any Revolutionary tendency 
of the i&igliSh people,though epeeking on every oeeaeion, they 
exercised littie,or no influenoe beyond that of delay since ' 
the followore of thie Hew Whig party were but a mere handjf^l 
of men agalnet the HOBTE of their ties political opponents. 
Ths French Revolutionary ideas did find a welcome among 
certain olaeees of Snglieh laborers.* Those were the vietime 
of the severe induetrial oriole following the inoeption of 
faotoriee in England. 3/agee had suddenly declined, while the /. buy frtf*.//. /62 ~/79. 
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THE P R ^ O A _ Q F FOOD PRODUCTS HAD A S SUDDENLY ADVANCED aa ^ A E E -
AATLT -QFIE WROPL F A I L U R E S : ) A N D CHANGES I N I N D U S T R Y * T H E Y WERE S C A R E O -
L Y A B L E TO S U P P L Y THEME E L V E S ? ; I T H THE N E C E S S I T I E S OF L I F E . 
T H E I R S U F F E R I N G WAS I N D E E D S E V E R E . AS HAS SO OFTEN H A P P E N E D , 
T H E S E UNFORTUNATES B E L I E V E D THEY SAW THE C A U S E S FOR T H I S S U F -
F E R I N G I N THE GOVERNMENT'R* THE I D E A S O F " R I G H T S O F MAN, " U N I V E R -
S A L S U F F E R A G E , S O V E R E I G N I T Y O F THE P E O P L E P O E L S S E D FOR THEM, A 
CHARM. AS I N FRANOE, S O C I E T I E S WERE FORMECLOR OLD ONES R E V I V E D 
FOR THIFT P U R P O S E O F S P R E A D I N G ^ D E M O C R A T I C I D E A S AND D O C T R I N E S . 
C H I E F AMONG T H E S E E O C I O T I E O WERE THE LONDON CORRESPONDENOE S O C -
I E T Y AND THE S O C I E T Y FOR C O N S T I T U T I O N A L I N F O R M A T I O N / P R E A C H 
OUSTOME AND F R E N E H PHRASEOLOGY WERE A P E D TO A R E D L E U L O U E D E G R E E . 
ALTHOUGH NUMBERING ONLY A FEW THOUSAND AND R E C R U I T E D AND D I R -
E C T E D WITH A FEW NOTABLE E X C E P T I O N S L I K E HORN TOOKE AND P R I E S T -
L Y , B Y I L L I T E R A T E AND U N E X P E R I E N C E D P E R S O N S , T H E V E R Y B O L D N E S S 
AND EXTRAVAGANCE O F T H E I R LANGUAGE AROUSED I N ENGLAND A P P R E -
H E N S I O N S OUT O F ALL P R O P O R T I O N S TO THE R E A L E F F I C I E N C Y O F T H E S E 
O O C I E T I E E / A T ANOTHER T I M E , THEY(JGOULD H A V E ^ F E E N / L N A L L P R O B -
A B I L I T Y , TREATED WITH CONTEMPT, I F HOT R I D I C U L E . 
I?OPRD8WN*MEAEURES AGAINST T H E S E S O C I E T I E S WERE TAKEN AS 
E A R L Y as THE S P R I N G O F 1 7 9 2 . # T ! A Y 2 1 E T O F THAT Y E A R , THE K I N G 
I S S U E D A PROCLAMATION V;ARLHG THO NATION AGAINST S E D I T I O U S 
W A I T I N G S , COMMANDING THE M A G I S T R A T E S TO D I S C O V E R T H E I R AUTHORS 
AND P R I N T E R S ' AND U R G I N G THE S F I E R I F F S TO S U P P R E S E A L L T U M U L T S . ' * ' 
WO A R E T O L D THAT A V E R Y C O N S I D E R A B L E ATTEMPT WAS MADE AT T H I S 
T I M E TO O B T A I N a S U S P E N S I O N O F THE HABEAS CORPUS A G A I N S T THE 
MANY F O R E I G N E R S WHO HAD S E C R E T L Y COME TO ENGLAND.- 9^ THE M A T T E R 
HOWEVER, WAS NOT TAKEN U P I N P A R L I A M E N T . OTHER PROCLAMATIONS 
FOLLOWED. BUT THE A D M I N I S T R A T I O N DURING THE NEXT TWO Y E A R E 
C O N F I N E D I T S E L F TO P R O S E C U T I O N S FOR L I B E L AND E E D L T I O N RATHER 
THAN THE YAEEAGE O F EXTRAORDINARY L A W S . THE P R O S E C U T I O N S WERE 
CONDUCED W I T H MUAAH S P I R I T AND THO S E N T E N C E S I M P O S E D WORE S E -
V E R E I N T H E E X T R E M E . CONTRARY TO E X P E C T A T I O N S T H I S P O L I C Y 
E E R V E D OFLLY TO AGGRAVATE THE A C T I V I T Y OF THE S O C I E T I E S & A 
S Y S T E M A T I C D I S T R I B U T I O N O F REVOLUTIONARY L I T E R A T U R E WAS U N D E R -
T A K E N , ; T 4 * 6KW**# M * A A r Y*JPT AND MORE V I O L E N T I N T H E I R LANGUAGE. 
A F T E R THE GENERAL M E E T I N G OF THE LONDON CORRESPONDENOE 
S O C I E T Y AT CHALK SARM.RTLPRLL 1 4 „ 1 7 9 4 , WHEN A CALL was I S S U E D 
FOR A CONVENTION TO B E HELD AT SOME CENTRAL P L A C E I N ENGLAND F 
W I T H I N E L X W E E K S / F O R P U R P O S E S , B U T VAGUELY S T A T E D R ^ B E M I N I S T E R S believeing THAT THE EXAMPLE E F THE J A C O B I T * C L U B , I N PRANCE WAS 
ABOUT TO B E R E P E A T E D , ORDERED THE S E I Z U R E A F A L L P A P A R E AND C O R -
R E S P O N D E N C E B E L O N G I N G TO THE S O C I E T Y , AND S E N T SOME DOZEN O F 
I T S MEMBERS TO THE TOWER TO AWAIT T R I A L FOR T R E A S O N . ' - ON MAY 1 2 
THE K I N G I N A FTSEEIAL MESSAGE TO BOTH H O U S E S , A S S O R T E D THAT A , 
" C E R T A I N S O C I E T Y wae P R E P A R I N G A GENERAL CONVENTION O F THE 
P E O P L E I N CONTEMPT AND D E F I A N O E O F THE A U T H O R I T Y O F P A R L I A M E N T A 
AND D I R E E T L Y T E N D I N G TO T H E ^ I N T R O D U C T I O N O F THAT S Y S T E M 
O F ANAROHY AND CONFUSION WHICH HAETTATALLY P R E V A I L E D I N P R A N C E . " 
HE ONDED B Y U R G I N G PARLIAMENT TO P A S S ADEQUATE L E G I E L A T L O N TO 
FU*J &?/<Z ; 
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to meet the impending danger. The following day the payors 
and correepondonee of the London Society were laid before 
Parliament Vid on the 15th referred by that body to a secret 
committee of 21 chosen by ballot/* 
TIH Kay 16, 1794 the Secret Committee in an elaborate report 
showed the working and̂ objeots of the London Society aa set 
forth in ite*'eorreepondenee.v It rauet be confeeeed that the 
society certainly had something MORE in mind than mere Par-
liamentary reform, or even universal suffrage. TheSTesolution 
abounded in vague threats and lmpasaionate appeals. A resolut-
ion flga^particularlv note-worthy/adoptad at a general meeting 
hold at the Globe Tavern^anuary £0, 1794. "Resolved that dur-
ing, tho ensueing sessioBTof Parliament the general Committee 
meet daily to watoh prooeedings. Upon the firet introduction 
of any bill imioal to the libertiea of thejaeoplCySueh aa 
landing foreign troope in Great Britain, or 1*Thtroduotion of a> 
bill for Snapending the Habeas Corpus, for proclaiming martial 
L A W , etc., the feneral committee issue a proclamation to the 
delegates of each division, to the secretary of the different 
eooletlee to etc., forthwith to call a general convention of 
the people to bo held at such time and place as shall be mention 
ed in the summons, for the purpose of taking such measures 
undor consideration, "*" To be cure nothing directly Revolution-
ary oemfe be prdved by this resolution: but when read with 
othere,, condemning in violentb terme the ministers and judges, 
lauding the efforts of the French Assembly and when It WAA 
known THAT arms WERE being actually collected, the House Was 
frigthened into belleveing that Sngland hereelf WAB oh the 
verge of blood-ehed and violence.* But granting that the 
eoolety were contemplating violence and such an inference 
could eaeily be drawn, the mere handful of ite member8 and the 
almost unanimous condemnation of ite principles by the people 
at large rendered all chances of success nihil. Theee persons 
should have been cloeely watched, it ia true, but nothing 
unlawful had yet been attempted and should such an attempt be 
made the lawe on sedition and treason would eertainly have 
been adequate for the occasion. 
Fright, however, influenced the better judgement of the 
miniatere. Scarcely waa the report finished when Pitt roee 
and after declaring the neceasity cf arming the exeoutive with 
extraordinary power, caked leave to introduce a bill for the 
Suspension of the Habeae Corpue.4 Sheridan and Fox who alone 
eecmedl to have graeped the true situation/endeavored in 
vain to ehow that nothing unconstitutional had ae yet been at-
tempted, that the<?SSm&elr of the societies ronderod any sueh 
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i t s o l f . ^ t m o i T d a n i n r e p l y s a i d t ^ ^ c o n s i d e r e d t h a t i t was 
j u s t s u o h m e a s u r e s as t h e VRTEQPL*&&***£^ c o n s p i r a c y . * Fox 
o b s e r v e d t h a t p e r s e c u t i o n h S S ^ e e n s u c c e s s f u l i n e x t i r p a t i n g 
opposition to any system either religiousror civil. This measure, he believed would encourage the French Convention, 
that "Barrere would hold up thie measure and eay, that it wae 
obvioue there muet be a formidable party in England in favor 
of the Frenoh doctrines, when one of more beautiful branchee of 
our constitution was to be lopped from the tree.%' In spite 
of the determined, we might eay stubborn opposition of the half 
dozen Whige, the bill at length passed the Houee by a vote 
146 to 28, three o'olook Sunday morningftlay 18. 
On the 19th the bill and reports were laid before the 
Upper House whan they were at once referred to another 
Seorct Committee of Bine5- Throe days later the Committee 
reported that they werê satisfisd that a traitorous conepir* 
acy existed and recommended the immediate passage of the 
House bill/ Lord Grenville was enthusiastic in its defense. 
A /^CA e V / S/ *6 F, 





attempt ueeleea and t net efficiency ef--the e,os*i»g--3*»wg., Ee 
denied tho assertion made Pitt and tho Attorney Ooneral 
that precedent favored the present hill for in the formor ^ 
suspension!,the American Revolution alone exeeptedy^^ attempt-ted invasion noting in harmony with a powerful insurrection at 
homo. Uererthelese JPitt'e motion carried 201 to 39/ Antio-
ipating hoete, Grey moved, that,tho hill he deferred a fortnight* 
but hie motion was lost/EorttfSg. The gallery wae then clear-
ed and the bill waa read the first End second times and passed 
upon by the Committee of the whole* The Souse must have been 
convinced that the immediate passage of the bill was necessary, 
for it continued^In Beaaion till 3:30, in the morning, bofore 
adjourning to tho following afternoon.. The last vote showed 
146 for and £8 against the measure./ * 
"FAIN the House again convened, the passage of the bill 
was oertain, but the opposition offered a vigorous protest. 
GrsiU-ffl* end Sheridan endeavored to throw/, the ministers in 
a bad light by showing that they too had once* pressed for just 
suoh measures as ths London Society wore now laboring to ob-
tain; they oharged the ministers with indecent haste and with 
ulterior motlvee. Dundee on the side*of the administration 
argued that the dangers which threatened the country were 
more serioue than at any other period of "uspension, since form 
sadly the attempt had been merely to change the crown from one 
head to ̂ notjfceĵ but now it wae the change of the constitution 
^AA&^+t , -<T~" -^E^+^CJ ^Uu^^^JL J ^u+R ^^CAAJLA\ '' 
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Stanhope andLeadoraale, representatives of *the ?/htg party in 
the Upper KoUse, howeves,. made vigorous speeches against the 
hill, using for the most part the some objectionsHXrged by 
Fox, Sheridan and Grey in 'the lower House. Kxoepting Grenville 
and the Attorney General, the Tories confident of success 
said liltle. That their were vc;ry much*in ©arteest ie e^lncpd by 
tho fact vtha* the S ^ W R ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J M ^ 1 1 ' its final pawagjr NH^WTR^NUITTTTLILIIWH lex p a c k a g e < o i | e m u aa,y u a ivs lirproaucTioir ai 
a vote ef flfi to 7/ The bill recoivod the Icing's signature the 
foliowingd^hereby suspending the Habeas Corpus Act till 
February 1, 17s&. • /•>.'-*. ^ 
parliament having jouohed for the exiotanee of a traitor-
ous conspiracy sate gin duty bound to discover ite character, 
nature and extent, and proceed to crush it at once,-* The Secret 
Committee in the .Commons on June 6;, and that of the Lords the 
Tollowfnfc dayf laid before their res^active huuees reports, 
carefully explaining1 the organization, aims and objects''Of the 
Revolutionary Societies. The Societies were loudly .condemned 
in a«d ̂put pj larliament. Prosecutions for libel were conducted 
withvjgeiv out I n dplte t S f ftftcnee public fcoliug against these 
eo oaiLScd reformers, the government failed time after time to 
obtain judgement . In the late Summer and early Autumn.the 
state trial took on a new and more serious aspect. Robert Watt 
and David Downie wore tried in Scotland for High Treason and 
sentenoed to death. The former suffered the penaltyv the lat-ter was, pardoned. * 
Acoording to the tertes of the SuspensiouAjtet persons ar-
rested on suspicion o£ treason might be brought to trial 
any time war during the continuation̂ 1 of5 the a&fc only on o^der 
by* the 'PtxVy" "Oouilcil̂  The commission £or {he trial of the 
leadersInvthe supposed conspiracy wee granted in October, T Indictment? for High Treason wasUbrough^ln by the Grand "̂ |ry 
against*Thomes Hardy, John fisa^xs^ Dome Tooke, Thelwald and nine 
othe^ members of, t^e^o societies previously mentioned. Tho 
eecusoa ŝ ood: *ire Very orltical position. Their connection w*e-
w1th the societies were unquestioned and Parliament had just 
averted that a conspiracy dUclstedV in tHe-farcQttS trial which 
folxbVod,- the brightsst jurists of| 3n|land took the leading 
part. Thomas Hardy, the secretary of theHondeu Correspondence 
Sociotir VasVf irst tried.. If -this conopiraoyvreally existed. 
Hardy was cdrtaialy guilty1. , Tho government in its anxiety |to 
Secure conviction; spared neither time or money*,, But it appeared 
from the testimony that .although many bold and rash statements 
and resolutions had been adopted, no overt as* of treaeom 
had been committed. HaTny was according acquitted. Tooke and 
Thelwald being noxt bx-ought to trial, but with no better Sue-
XG 4*4*^ "^%CR 6~ 
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The effect produoed by these 'trTalVtris de-
sirable for the ddminiatration/* It afforded a popular cre-
dence to the charge brought by the ;.hige that the ministers 
were ^RMLOTA^ Jjjeyhajy lastily pronouncing treason what 
at worst l ? M T R F L^e^^ Acting under (thoir 
advios. Parliament had suspended thes< Habeas .Corpus Aot when 
existing, .laws would have been adequate. The WhfgtBfc accepted the 
jury»C aoquital S T S oo^lusss^rafatatxon to thfis charge of 
aa^tralterpus conspiracy. In a debate before the House on a 
bill FOR preventing cTaMsstias ̂ altswr^ss. .Oheridan^ecom-
ber SO. 1-794< gavoHActIwer that he\had in mind the introduction 
of a bill to repeal the Statute suspending the Habeas Corpus 
Eo did not believe that the aot under the existing circumstan-
ces-should die a natureIdeath. Ho waa supported by fykyll 
anfî Fox who argued that tho Act*>o#v Suspension should be re-
peated aincV) the reason for %M passage, t&e assumption that a 
traitorous oonspiraoy existed, had been conclusively disprovod. 
In opposition Pitt expressed nis, fear that suoh a measure 
woulu serve, to discredit the Ministers unjustly* 
%When Parliament ma,t\on January 5, 1995, Sheridan as he 
Vhad.promised introduced his ztoti&a for a repeal of the .tot 
of Suspension. In a Specfch.of n^clvvigor, full of wit and 
sarcasm, he reviewed carefully the State trials and Showed that 
in spite of every \effort by the administration to1 secure con-^ 
viotion, nojone person hodfcbeen sentenced for treason.* Ho dl* 
not deny that the 8°3i£iijg|^2I»LJPILT;' o f libellous and even 
seditious utterance 6^FR44^M.WW jury's decision did negative 
the charge of treasonable aotion on their part. Ho argued with 
much foroe t ha tit had the jury been oonvineed that a trait or oua 
conspiracy exieted, Hardy musth have boen convicted. Tho very 
reasog for whioh tho Habeas Corpus Aot had been suspended 
having boen diecredited the act should be repealed at once. 
Ho ended by charging the ministers with inconsistency and 
venality and pronounood a soathing criticiem upon thCir entire 
epy system.* iSrskine who had defended Hardy,Tooke and Tholwold, 
in the etate triale, while supporting Choridans motion took 
a more conciliatory position.^ He argued that on receipt of the 
king's message.Far1lament had suspended tho Eaboaa Corpus, not 
on proof that a conspiracy actually existed, but until suoh 
a timo that its existence could be proved,or dieproved. 
Agreeing with Sheridan that the only conclusion that could bo 
reachod from the jury's unanimoue aoquital of all the prison-
ers brought before them was that the conspiracy was an illusion* 
/, Q*SJ. ^ 3/ ^ 996" * 
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he believed the.aot undeir ooneideration should be repealed. IN 
THO .oduree of tho debate- much bitternee was shown ON either 
oido AND jaorsbnal allusions woro freely indulged. Adair made 
tho best* speech for th©\, Tories.v He endeavored t^ minimise the 
importanoe of the Act of, Suspension and denied that the verdict 
of the jury negatived the exietanee of A bonepi¥aey. Thoy HAD 
acquitted tho prisoners for reaeone of humanity tand; doubt of guiltt JUT even granting t&at the Petet'Jury had'been con-vinced that there wae no case of conspiracy, the judgement of 
the two Houses and the verdict of the Grand Jury In hie mind 
wae of equal or oven greater weight. Sheridan1 e motion wee 
lost at three in the morning by A vote 1 8 5 to 41 .** 
Ae Sheridan and fox had fô feoen, the Attorney General on 
January 16/asked, to brinjB in a bill to continue the Suspen-
sion of the Habeas Corpue Aotf Ar ho anticipated considerable 
opposition he believed that two weeks would be needed for a 
full debate. The bill was introduced the following day. and 
given its first reading.4- On January £ 3 it was taken up AGAIN. 
Lambton, in a speech full of fire, blood and devils charged the 
mini st era with- ttaehiatellisnr. Parliament and the admi .sitration 
with rank/corrupt ion f Though the debate was long t£fTd heated 
the reasons POO end̂ ŶAT weroMn the main the same as thoee 
advanced^elx months before.*" Tho Whige -.however;, continued to* 
maintain XHAT the "veHiot of the jury disprovod tho exist anoe 
OF conspiracy and demanded FROM the ministers farther proof 
6f ANY there be. Asserting that the societies had not oeascd 
their ACTIVITIES,THO Tories doclarod THAT THE reports made the 
proceeding May-WERE sufficient >ground for̂ further suspension. 
THE MOTION FOR second reading CARRIED 2 3 9 TO 6 5 / The report 
FROM THE COMMITTEE of THE Whole woe MADE* en flanuary £ 0 , and THO 
B I L L WAS PASSED THE DAY following. ON February-3, the Lords 
TOOK UP the* KOUSO B I L L F OR SEPARATE reading; AS passed by 
THE COMMONS THE RIOT WOULD, EXPIRE ON THO LAST DAY OF the seeeion. 
ONM motion by Lauderdale THE datewas ehanfeed to July 1 , 
Greenville, P I T T , Auckland AND T8£K spoke warmly IN defense 
OF THO MEASURE WHILE LASDORDALE AND SODford'ALONE it appears 
.o^OKE IN opposition. The B I L L WAS HURRIED TO I T S final pas-
SING AND became A LAW FEBRUARY 5 , FIVE DAYS AFTER tho proceed-
ING ACT BAN EXPIRED. 
The ARGUMENT ON EITHER SIDE IN BOTH HOUSES WERE carried 
TOO FAR. TO DENY THAT THERE WERE SOOITIOUS tensoneiea wae 
rash, TO AFFIRM THE* THERE WAS ACTUAL: treason practiced wae 
EQUALLY RASH. THE ACQUITTAL b$ the JURY established thel lat-
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tor.but certainly did not prove the former. Had THE opposition 
rested their "argument ,cn* this ground, they .would have had more 
of foot; while both Bides by going TO the extremes exposed them-
selves to a chssgwod insincerity,'<»-
Apparently Jfddk(UUTN 0J1 T&RN, 3 D somewhat subsided toward 
the" ssd of the session. 5t any event the Suspension'Act was > 
not continued, and contraryNTO statements found in the hooks * 
was not renwwed until^ three yeore later. As we shall present-
ly see,- however, its place was taken by a series of measures 
equally, if not mote oppressive and arbitrary. 
The fall of 1795 found large masses of the English POP-
ulation in a seething state of discontent. The war had brought 
I T attendent financial disturbances. Failure of crops served 
to increase the alroady high price of food stuffs, while the 
administration had rendered itself odious by repressive meas-
ures and continued proseoution.^ On October 26, a meeting of 
the London Correspondence Society was held at Copenhagen House 
whonemore than 150,000 people listened to violent speeches . 
Three days later the king was attacked by a mob and shamefully 
misused while on hie way to the Parliament/ In thie state of 
affairs, the need of act lea measures'tfnly too apparent. On 
Hovember 4, Crenville laid before the Lords a bill for the 
"preservation of his Majesty's person and government agaihst 
treasonable practices and attempts."* Six daye later P I T T _ 
introduced in THE House a bill to prevent seditious meetings. 
THE above bills based ON measures forgotten in England sine 
THE days OF THO Tudors were severe in tho extreme. The for-
MER gave a dangerous extension TO THE existing LAWS by dispen-
sing WITH THO PROOF OF AN overt act TO establish a case of trea-
son. Any person compassing and divising THE DEATH, bddlly 
HARM OR restraint of THE king, or his deposition, OR levying 
WAR UPON him IN ORDER TO COMPEL HIM TO CHANGE hie measuree 
OR COUNCIL, OR WHO SHOULD EXPRESS ouch DESIGNE BY any writing 
preaching OR malicious specking SHOULD SUFFER the penaltiee/fef 
HIGH Treason, The writing, printing, or preaching of anything 
WHICH SHOULD INCITE THE hatred OF the people against the king 
OREstablished FORM OF govornmont was MADE High Misdemeanor, 
punishable ON SECOND OFFENSE BY banishment. THIS proposed 
STATUTE WAS TO CONTINUE IH FORCE TILL THE end OF the first 
SESSION OF Parliament AFTER THE KING'S death,' THE seoon B I L L 
REQUIRED THAT WHEN MORE* THAN FIFTY PERSONS SHOULD BE assembled 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF PETITIONING FORMALTERATion OF matters of 
STATO OR CHURCH, NOTICE BE given a MAGISTRATE VHOEE duty I T 
SHOULD THEN be„ TO ATTEND SUCH meeting AND prevent the 
A TRIM*,. W*. -H S N 
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adoption of any reaolution,or petition tending to arouse the 
people agalnet the king, hie government or the constitution.. 
Kajeatratee were empowered tomarreot the pe^XBjOr persons 
making such propositions. Resistance was punishable by death. 
They were authorised to disperse any meeting which they should 
oonBidor tumultuous. If twelve persons remained one hour af-
ter order to disperse, they were made liable to punishment by 
death. Three years were flaced ae the period for that measure.' 
In vain did the Whigs in both houses remonstrate against 
these violent measures.2 If our knowledge of Fox'S publio car-
reer extended no farther than the part he played on this occas-
ion, it would BE sufficient to place him in the firet ranks 
of the ohampions of personal liberty in England. Petitions 
from societies and various groups of men, through the country 
poured into Parliament praying that the proposed measures 
be dropped.7 But all WAA of no avail. * The two obnoxious bills 
were passed BY overwhelming majorities and became laws on Decem-
ber 18, 1796.* 
Though the SUDDEN oreation of crimes and exteneion of 
old onee aroused violent opposition throughout the country, 
theee measures, extreme limitations as thoy were upon long 
established rights of the people, werernof\aftor all?eo arbit-
rary and dangeroue in their very nature ae the Suspsnsion 
of the Habeas Corpus* Under the latter soiqlonĝ  as the stat-
ute WAS In force suspicion took the place of conviction BY JURY, since ANYONE arrested on suspicion of treason could BE 
released or brought to trial only on order by the Privy 
Council. In the HAND8 of corrupt and violent minietore this 
power might even be made tife most destructive ENGINE of tyran-
ny. It WOULD be quite possible that an Innocent man who had 
been ao unfortunate AS to arouse THE suspicion or it may bs 
ths more displeasure of a minister might bo held indefinitely 
in pricon, when if he had^an opportunity, could have PREVED his 
innocenee on trial. Under the MEASURES passednTeceraber 18, 1795, 
while IT is true severe punishments were imposed upon actions* 
hitherto considered rights, the people had nothing TO fear so 
long as THEY re$E*4ained from committing THESE prescribed ACTE. 
Ho one should suffer punishment till found guilty IN court. 
If arrested Illegally*!^ could secure his release AT onoe on WRIT of Habeas Corpus.though both measures wore opposessive^ 
the one was vague and uncertain, the other oertain and cxaot. 
The lews of December 18, 1795 failed of their desirod ond. 
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tor o>ldtviolent ̂lHKtat4r*^o^ttCiMio*ioi' the c&nistars ana 
, thô  whole ̂Jystorn of administration. An heritable flood of 
fib B r u t Correspond eSiee wae\oaririee;.an tfcrouifhoutLrtbe ^ u t l r a 
kxAgdojn with Prance and later with Ireland. On May 19, 1797 
Fox in one of *he ̂ v t W i ^ » 4 a i u ( w f ^ o « « h e e hi», life 
movedjfor the repeal of the statutes passed Deoember 18,1795.9 
ills burning wbrdiljf liberty^ howev&V seamed . to-have fallen 
on deaf ears for his motion lost* 360 to 5£* 
until, 1795, - i t r T M U & X M ^ N & F f u T H a o ^ , ' and-e& 
many* valuable ̂ onoeesiovua JosA succeeded in delayingnthe 
b e a u pursuadod to offer help, in the hope no doubt trf uettfi 
Irelaal a a d stepping s t o a * toJ5»g3.and I t s e l f . Hooae's ex-
-podi&ionj^jantry Bay 179B e n a d e i a clonal failurW; ̂ tzM 
Prance aid not dfspair. I & t h e meailtiBio t h a eeoret societies 
in ^ n g l a h d h a d n h a e n playing a dispicable r o l V . In oonWakt 
correspondence with the power*Ul*ibciety o f Uni&jd Irishmen,* 
t h e j r encouraged' the- r e b e l * to action,holding o u t t h e h o p e ^ o f 
aid Um i l M l a n d i t a a l f , r At thb same time .those a W l i e h . 
Sooietiee were urifhir fordnea t a ^ t a k e W ^ a o t l y e oart in Ireland's 
behalf and did much no doubt, to arouse t h e mutiny vamoxfg the 
v j n g M ^ % J t o i $ e a ^ w b £ c £ eo threatened^the jasvy at the*moment. The government w a s net blind to these secret machliiatio«iJ.* An 
a r m y o f informers k e p t the ministers in close touch w i t h 
every movement*7, OIAIJU^HC 
It was at this juncture o f affairs when in A p r i l 1798, 
news reached the k i n g that t h e e n e m y w e r e gathering troope 
a n d collecting supplies across tf/t,.. ^ 
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the ohaunel for an immediate attack on England. ̂ tfô Xprii fetf, 
he lA±d«\be/ere ̂ ^^itj^T1j|^e^TAJMmessage^ W&n&- t^ C i memh ere against Invasion and adding"the eriemy?was encouraged oy oor-
riJcTpouaê fcc and ce.mmanieatlev̂ AF' traitoteruê andr'dleaffacted 
perepns agLioclfUes in tĥ ese kingdoms/ Promising to uae 
bverjf meaeuri•''•prê deâ jr ̂ liamcJAY'rer tfc*Aihfety of'the 
nation, he en4leV*y» •axi^ttotinnto.ibja. <TTPW*ta3cee J & ,it 
was indespensably necessary to recommend it to their consider-ATE -LAMENT delay1 of'SSLSAH father <; measures a% *a# enable 
his Llajeety to defeat the wicked machinatiaae of disaffedted pewo^wltli!ttt^t»XA R—TKF the fears C:Tt!»PHouwe>wore eeeond 
only to those of THE king and his ministers,* even Sheriden 
apprehensive of the worst,urged harmony and promised his sup-
port to any raeaeure having for its purpose the defeat cf the 
impending dangers.' 
In the meantime the Lords, had hurriedly passed,,and on 
April £2f laid before the Commons a bill "empowering his Majesty to secure and detain suoh persons as his Majesty shall 
suspect as conspiring; against 1&e person and the government.'̂  
The remedy, hewever, was more than Sheridan oould owallow. 
Eo declared that the aot of suspension four years earlier was 
j stifled on better grounds thantfee- siwilar* billlltn&ar consider-
ation, for the former had been passed only on the recommendation 
of the Secret Committee which had thoroughly investigated all 
the evidences to support euch a measure. The House Was now 
acting on / , mere rumor.5/ Pitt naturally defending the bill, 
Bald that be fere ?/hon France was threatening to invade England, 
tho latter $ad relied on the weakness of the former. Put 
now Prance was fully prepared. Itelioved from perplexities 
on the continent, shec was free to direct her combined forced 
against England, The activities of the Secret Societies at 
homo in common with the enemy abroad, rendered the present bill 
necessary as a moans of protection,* A S passed by the lords 
the bill was mads to expire February 1, 1799, Sheridan en-
deavored to have It limited to Hovemberlf, or to 10 days after 
the commencement of the next aaaaion of Parliament. The motion 
loat 113 to 14. The bill ae paaaed by the Upper House became 
a law April £2, 1798/ 
It if now generally recognized, that napoleon in 1798 
had little, or no intention of undertaking an iinglish invasion 
he was threatening that country only to conceal his real plan 
&T an Egyptian expedition* Pear in England rapidly subsided 
after May 19, when Hapoleon act sail from Toulon in a fleet 
oomprleing practically the entire naval etreagth of Prance, 
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and* particularly after tlw'nows'VF IJoloon̂ B ̂ ompi©t«^viotory 
xiA the battle o£ the Û le p&w^gust |1, roeciiacL >#NGTETO&D*TIn THE Meantime, the rebellion tti Ireland Had reooive? its death 
blow, by the eapvue o£ the .REBEL oamptat VinigAr •H113T*9*at2l. 
In the ha*py changi of affairs/.it would EEEM T5HO further j8ue-
•pension of. Habeas 'borpua KWW> um^eweary/* *$aoh^1aow$ter^ was 
Aidaie sof -December a, HILL &>r its continuanoe to Mejr li Wan IVID before the House« On Heoember-'l .Olû HEV and%erne> 
mad> a vigorous'a*tao£\on,*fce BUL^ahAo>ing.$LJ^the,4iaCty8 of invasion whioh had Justified the passage of ouch' a measure 
ih the preceding Apiil no longorieiistad. ainoe ,TĤ  dostrxiction 
•Psf t£e French flee* by Helson. The ministcre too, they urged, had abused" their pbVer.Y* According-TA,̂ theî stats«ANT#Î 2C or 
00 persons had been arrested undet.the authouity^of the VET, 
utit ne <*H* haê eWan̂  brought TR trial? though leevwiO^hekf 
been released, the rest were languishing in cold noifcomo, 
unhealthy colls, fed with miserable food, and placed among 
som^a criminals^itt and the Attorney General urged, howover, 
that the treatment of prldohors Was A* subjeat WHEL̂ ÎIÊ  to 
the present question, that if prisoners were mistreated, com-
plaints should be made to a magistrate, not to the House. 
Several members, among whom wae r;ilberforce, testified that 
ths prisoners were receiving the very best treatment. The 
motion for second reading carried 96 to 6/ the BILL was debate 
again on the 26th and passed on the 27th. The Lords took up 
the House bill f r the third readingOanuary FCTH. Holland 
and Suffolk URN Courtney and Tumey among the Commons made 
much out of the treatment of the prisoners/ They demanded 
that additiohal reaeons for suspension be given/"aut Grenville 
entertaining little fear from their ineffective opposition 
replied that the reasons given the preceding April, although 
somewhat diminished in force were still sufficient ground 
for further continuance and even went so far as to refer them 
TO the report of the Secret Committee made on a similar oc-
casion four years before. The vote on third roading stood 
26 to 1/ 
The snail number of votes cast is explained by the fact 
that a large majority of the members wore absent during the 
Christmas festivitiee. nevertheless the opposition was aston-
ishingly weak. Dangers of invasion had blown over and though 
the Irish were still in arms their ulti-ate defeat wae now 
certain.* Probably the ministers and their Tory adherents _ 
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wearied with, tit p«VEWMOI of the Societies Aed iewolved TO 
continue these oppress^meesur^ u^TN the last veetiges OF 
Jaoobinlsm had been starred hut. For similar reasons ths Sus-
poneien* cf ̂wfce Kabeaŝ Cotpuatr had been continued in. 174$ long 
after any real dangers from the Jaoobiiee had dieappearsT.' 
\ On Jahuarj* 20r-ttr%» the-king la44.ihafera..THA house sov-enad* papers belonging,to secret societies! in England.£ These 
papers were referred TO-a ̂ eowe%*tommif*eefWhi& RENTED* ~ 
Laren Ifi,, tha^svariompersons end soclotile In England and 
Ireland were engaged In a traitorous conspiracy.3 On April 19, 
the House resolved Itself into a Committee of tho Whole for THE 
consideration oX the report/ Pitt, gave notice that HE intend-
ed to lntroduoe TWO remedial bills,- one wis the continuation 
of the Suspenelon of tho Habeas Corpus Aot with the addition 
that his majesty be empoweredvto transfer from the metropolis 
to any part of THE KINLSTOW an^ person for treasonable, OR sed-
itious practices, because ete the law stood, these persons 
could continue their troasonablt prUbtiosa in prison. The king 
should be empowered TO.confine in England^prisoners taken in 
Ireland, under the authority of the Suspension Aet.f The second 
bill would proviso that pensona continuing to DO members OF 
Moieties after a given date should be sub jew'to fine, impris-
onment #or transportation. These |>ills were Jeter introduced and pasfSd with little effectT The forme* one hating the 
date of May 20 1799, continued tho Suspension of THE Habeas 
Corpue Act till llaroh 1, 1800.* ..v , v y * tfhe ̂t$orney^ General on February 13/1800 brought in a 
bill FOR the further continuation of ths Aot of Susponsionf 
He offered as THE justification for suoh a measure the report 
of "arch 15. made the preceding year, aince the conspiracy 
therein mentioned still oontinued, ho said. «indham doubtless-
ly voiced the sentiment of THE House when he said that aa THE 
law HAD proved ' offleacious against conspiracy it should bs 
retained till all such dangers were passed; PranoeB , however, 
complainod THAT many persons had BEEN under arrest from ens TO TWO years, BUT NO one, had BEEN brought to trialf Ths MO-
tion carried 69 TO 9, On the 19th THE Attorney General prais-
ing THE lenienoy OF THE ministers siid that only one Swede, 
one /vmerican AND ONE Irishman had BEEN arTftgfcji cince the 
passage OF THE last aot FT- After Sheridan ̂orrered HIE customary 
protest the motion FOR THE second reading was carried in the 
affirmative by 98 TO 12. The bill waa then hurriedly passsd 
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and sent to the Lords for approval. On the 23rd, Holland and 
King/in the course of their arguments said that there wsse 
then In prison 29 persons arrested on suspicion that certain 
ones had laid there for two years awaiting trial̂ r The bill 
received the royal eignaturerPebruary 27 continuing the Sus-
pension of the Habeae Corpus Aot till February 1, LAOL.-tfith 
the exception of 1722 this was the longest siligle Suspension 
in English History.-* 
On December 11, 1800, the Attorney General once more asked 
leave to bring in a bill for ths continuance of Suspension 
Aot. He expolined that since the present act would expire on 
February 1, and sinoe the Parliament would oonvene but ten day* 
beforexthat datevafter the time required for organization, 
the lihombere would ecaroaly have an opportunity of discussing 
It* merits ̂ nd demerits before the ACT would expire. Sheridan 
gave it as his opinion that %tha. time had come to drop the 
measure entirely? fie deplored the effect such a law would 
have on the Irish.who had\ confronted to the Union in tho hope 
of'ffnding in England peaoe and order/- £itt urged the bill 
on. the grrund that in the present state of unrest in the ' 
eddntry,if the*measure was* propped one more- eevere must take 
its place/ In eupport of th£ a&sertich Tumeyvdemanded that 
prwf"^f" conspiracy be showed. The Habeae Corpuo let had' al-
ready been suspended for nearly two years on th^ strength 
of a report made^fn*lt!99. ̂  ftithia that period, not one person had beejujgrought to trial for conspiracy. ' He bolieved that 
the real idYlve foV4he jraa*nt4.i§JL?<ara8 to be explained by 
thdvf&et that .pertain ̂persons were under arrest wfctfm the min-
isters Would &t 1&6W Sow 4o deal- if.the guarantee to writ of 
these xuurpui-^ereJCifj^red/ ĥe\.motion Wrrie* 5# to 13 W habeas Cerp sV reT *|^r T  ca ri d 1 13*5 thts bill wae accordingly llitrdTOrsd o»->thevfollowing day. In answer to I:elbourn' e assertion that certain persons had 
he*n->suf£«ed to* lay in prison for uesrl^three Ve$re *oa 
charges which ̂ ey> could have easily disproved had they been 
given the opportunity. Kawkeabury expressed ae his opinion 
that had not the Suspension Aot of 1795 boon permitted to ex-
pire much evil would have been averted/ On December 16, when 
the bill was again under consideration Grey presented a 
violent / Petition from l̂ aul Thomas Lo i:aitre, one of 
the sufferers from tho Suspension Act. Owing to the indecency 
of its language, the petition was laid oft the table by a vote 
of 59 to 8.'* Jekyll in the course of a speech against the 
bill said that there wero then 25 perssna in prison who had 
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laid there for nearly two years on suspicion only. The House 
divided 52 to on third reading.* The bill was then passed 
extending tho Act of Suspension till six weeks after the 
rase^tin^ of th% Imperial Parliament;* little opposition was 
encountor|d in the Upper WTTMT aslttb1 3fr$m ,BeMaHd^,s.customary 
attack.*,, , ~ 
Though opposition TT4TTTIIF*t3xr #oitfttnua*oai Q / ;£ho Suspen-
sion*, Aot waa\weal̂ t in Eeeembcr, the extraordinary measure had nearly run its coureeV Intehdod oiily to tidaYthevustion over periods' wf fereat public &AUgsjPî |he law oould NOT be tbldrated 
long after .those da%ersiwere pasisd. ^he Iniok^ebellioa 
had been happily Wieted ANF England had little fear of a* 
French Invasion, The once terror ins^lri** seoret Soolot4es »*T* NOW &AMIA§ to begoneIdereAk in th,ev light of their real ̂mfcbrt-an**P...Ytt would seem that tho mihfstfets themselves were i«et 
contemplaitxng »any very ̂ enaiw^e^ extension of tho Suspension <̂&I$l#» they had asked for the shc%v renewal:*of\six we^ks,^ 
At any ev<*il the last ̂ ct was permitted to oxpire sad no ̂at-
tempt fortefurther extension so far as I CAN discover was made 
at that time. ^ 
HftfrrNso many years of violation, a momentary rw*%tia« SET 
in before the old ̂ onstl̂ utionalXguarantee to personal liberty 
oould be wsestablihhed 4^a poagnanent basis. ?he**iedret< soc-
ieties; continued. It appearŝ vrafHfĉ ter *tha Suspension, Of the 
Habeas Corpus; Aot }*ad expired in March 1001, cosalval meetings WORE held by \hese societies in konox of the release of certain 
OF their'members,> ana toasts, more rash.than dangerous w6re of-FERED IN THE name OF froodTom.Thtese'meetings-v/ere ̂aaads ̂he 
excuse FOR A renewed AT̂ apM ON THO seoret eooietioe. Cn April 1ST, THE KING LAID BEF ORE THE House papwws containing secret INFORMATIONS CONCERNING THE STATE of Ireland AND certain dis-AFFOOTED PORSONS IN BOTH PARTS of THE UNITED Kingdom, A S on PREVIOUS OCCASIONS,THOSE PAPRES were referred TO A Committee OF SECRECY.4 ON APRIL IS, THE COMMITTEE reported THAT it WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO GIVE A DETAILED statement of the conspir-ACIES THEN, but that THE CONSPIRACY reported IN Llaroh 1799 was STILL EXTANT,<Khe ACTIVITY OF THE SECRET societies had greatly INCREASED SINCE THE EXPIRATION OF THE SUSPENSION ̂ ct. The-*-ROCOMMENDED THE IMMEDIATE RENEWAL OF THAT law AND THE statute AGAINST SODITIOUS MEETINGS%\ A MOTION for further consideration CARRIED 120 TO 31. IN ACCORDANCE WITH THIS report,Peltam the FOLLOWING day INTRODUCED A BILL FOR THE SUSPENSION OF the HABEAS CORPUS ACT/ ADDINGTON, THE NEW CHANCELLOR, stud that SINCE CERTAIN SEDITIOUS TENDENCIES PARTICULARLY Jaoobiniem 
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MEAT BE auppreaaed, THE preeent measure wee eeeentially nec-EEEARY/ Theee WORD* called from Bordeil THE queBtioa, "Was it 
Jeoobiiism to ASSERT and ̂maintain liberty* TO keep A JEALOUS 
wye upon the,»JL^EOH^ ?** bj.d JacobinismJf the Conetitution^t* Grey observed that less 
than thirty pensona had been arrested after the supposed eon-
ppiracy of 1799, that with two ezeeptijcnsr these persons had 
come from the lowest station J.n life, and alt had been released 
when the Suspension Act expired/ To the great -amusement of the 
Houso, John Horn Tooke remarked that it had been said that 
ministere and the king were In danger x>S aasaaiiiation.v ;Ec 
would* like to know if noaeaaselaetion waa ever to be appre-
hended from his majesty and ministers. He was under the im-
pression that he'hiraawlf had tĥ a onoe been assassinated. The 
smqtibn for second reading rooeivod 189 "ageUtst- 4S^nd the bill 
was fhen passed? IOK its final passage o*„the same day. In the 
$pper House, Earj. Ko^ra and lords Holland opposed the bill/ 
out It was soon passed and received the king's signature\ 
A^ril »18, H1803b/ tuapending the Habeas Corpus Act till six\ .weeks after the Wetisft of, the next aoasion of Parliament 
which eefrveneo^ETO3E*> * 
. The Committee of Sooreoy on the *«tata,of Ireland and the 
proceedinga of certain disaffected persons In bom parte- of 
the United Kingdom." in a short REPERF on April 27, 1801'and in 
a much TongeV^Poh'Wata-4/daolared that the activity of 
sociotiosxin the two oountrles was on the increaae. !'any bold 
and raah toasts* andrresolutions were advanced in support 
of this atateme&t.^ nevertheless, I believe* tJmt the Committee 
knew that suoh extraordinary measure<ae the Suspension of the 
Eabeae Cprpue Act 'ENDANGERING the rerBonal liberty of all 
must soon be dropped porm^lentiy <Atvthe? and of. their report, 
they reoemraonded ark Act- Of Indemnity for all persons VFHO had 
been concerned in the m&ny>ceifeftmentr"made onvauspicion. the Committee- explained that^nioh of the information on which 
the jovernmont had icted in support of these arrests was of 
such a natural .that its revelation; would, endanger rublio safe-
ty. If prose but ions were brought againsV pUblJjsf off lccrsv this revelation wohld dften" be necessary AE ^.Bo^ure of pro-
toation/* ,%e\Cqmmittcc reported, that Jhejr had. carefully 
investigated the round on which the yrany ̂ rrea%B^of suspicion 
had\kee# made, and assured, the UC»ee, the order for every 
commitment had been fully justified ay previous exemlnewion. 
Uho> roasts why the information on which the government had a 
acted, xr revealed would have been dangerous, were not fully 
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explained, ABide from tho fact that tho miniotsrs dooirod to 
DO roloaoed from prosecution in case even if those prosecutions 
would he useloas, then administration feared that the invest-
igation would dleoloee euoh an extended and far reaching spy 
system se to arouoe a popular indignation. 
On May 27, 1801, the Attorney Soneral, few.in accordance 
with the recommendations of the Committee of Secrecy aeked 
leave to bring in a bill, "for indemnifying such persons aa 
since the first day of February 1795 have noted in the apprehend 
ing, inprieoning or detaining in custody in Great Britain of 
pereone suspected of High Treaaon,or Treaeonable Praotlooa. */ 
After oiting the preamble the varioua otatutae Suspending the 
Habeae Corpue paeeed ainoe 1794 and the reaaona for each Sus-
pension*-the bill oontinued, "Whereee in order to aacure the 
internal peeee and tranquillity of the country and to counter-
act tho traitorous designs in the said acta recited, it hath 
been deemed necessary from time to time to apprehend, imprieon 
and detain in custody, in Great Britain, divers persons sus-
pected cf High Treason on treaaonable practices; and wheraae 
in case the aot and prooeedinga of the several peraona employ-
ed, or ooncernod in such apprehending, imprisoning and detain* 
ing in custody, should be called in question, it would be im-
possible for them to justify, or defend the seme without an*; 
open a is closure of the means, by whioh the said traitorous 
designs wore dieoovered, a W it is necessary, for the further 
prevention of eirailar practices, that those meane of inform-
ation should remain secret and undisclosed." "All personal 
aotions, suits, indictments, informations, or presentations 
heretofore brought, commenced -—- or now deponding, or to 
bo hereafter brought and all judgements thereupon 
obtained — — and all preeentations whatsoever, — former 
on aooount of any act, matter or thing by him then done —-
In Croat Britain, einee the 1st day of February 1793, for ap-
prehending, impriconing, or detaining in custody any pereen 
charged with^Buspootod of High Treason or treasonable 
practices, shall bo discharged and made void and Indemni-
fied as well egaient the king's majesty, his heirs and sue-
cessore, ss against the person and peraona apprehended, — — anfi 
all other persons or peraona whomeoever." * 
Tho great a cope of this act of Oblivion is at once eppar-
ent.** Allf wrongo committed by persons in authority since Feb-
ruary 1, 1793, under serene of acting in defense of public oafs* 
ty, were to bo forgotten, although tho Suspension of ths 
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H a h o a s C o r p u s A c t itself had b e o n i n f o r c e l e s s t h a n o n e h a l f 
of t h a t t e r m . I t i s n o t t o h e w o n d e r e d t h a t the p r o p o o o d 
m e a s u r e brought d o w n a s t o r r a o f o p p o s i t i o n f r o m the tfhige. 
They b e l i e v e d , o r a t least p r e t e n d e d , t o see i n t h e bill t h e 
climax of the arbitrary and ultra-constitutional measures 
empToyofl by the government sarins ,the pest eight yefera, i t , w o u l d 
result i n removing responsibility ^ r o m ministers,and o t h e r s i n 
authority. Tho arguments advanced i n favor &T the bilT were 
practically those used by; the Committoo of Secrecy^' S i t f c * i n 
s u m m i n g up the vlong debate said, "The bill, was not i n t e n d e d 
to secure persons from punishment who had'brOkbn law,-but-to 
protect persons from punishment, who had acted according t o ^ t h e 
laws ant who ,if they should bo accused.oculd not d e f e n d 'them-
selves without disclosing.BQferets,whlon- they could not d i s c l o s e 
without tho greatest danger t o the liberty of individuals a n d 
the S t a t e . O n June 6 t h # six petitiigftŵ MalttSt' the passage o f tho bill were presented (butiyt a n a a lain on the tabled On 
J u n e 11, several more petitions m o t the'same fate/ -WindlWMsi 
defended the spy system as the. only practicable means of .deal-
ing with conspiracy F The report o f t h e Committee of t)ie T h o l e 
was receivod by a vote of 172 t o J5&. Johnson and Sheridan 
labored to limit by amendmont tho Indemnity till the aj.es© o f 
tho war,but the motion lost" 9fi to Itr The bill waf passed 
J u n o - 1 1 , 8,4 to 15.*e r. . , . r • 
The feouse bill wae * taken tip b y "the Lords on June., 19 n 
S u f f o l k , Carnarvon,r.dlr*y.,Thurlowatrongly oppooofc TP*&*& meas-
ure "while H<UT^xA^, , ".'cstmorlnnd and Hosslyn s p o k e i n its defens 
.The. latter declared that "the rninlstorVs^'ftsw'' claim H t e r d^dem-
n i t y f o r themnolvoo, i t i s not possible for them t o be reached 
bA an actionty but an indemnity is necessary to aa,Ve\ harmless 
o t h e r p e r s o n s w h o h a v e necessarily assisted ,1$ the apprehending 
axamln*pf7 Cofitmittrtg t o p r i e d n ; A ftnd! o e t i i f t l n % *ln t?UBtc«r the 
. ers^n8 a^pr.ehcnde^. The emr-loymen| • e X sp̂ eo. aM^nf orraero 
h a s bobn'absolutely necesoiry*van3 " ̂ ver^meftt av a l l times 
bTit.moat eafocially i n these times, h o J i i d not |eeur,o #reSec-
t i o n \O t h o subjoct without tn*eir occassional assistance " 
T h o r p was a d i v i e i o n o n s e c o n d r e a d i n g , 5 4 t o 17, in f-jvor of , c 
t h e bill/ I t was t h t f n p a s s e d a n d b e c a m e a law* June 3 1 , 1801. 
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The p e r i o d in E n g l i s h h i s t o r y roughly U n i t e d by t h e 
d a t e s T8I2 and 1 8 3 0 and commonly known ae the Regency, w i l l 
a lways be remembered f o r u n p a r a l l e l e d i n d u s t r i a l d i s t u r b a n c e s 
f o r i n t e n s e s u f f e r i n g among the lower c l a s s e s and s e v e r e 
governmental oppreeeioni^The encroachment tijrthe l i b e r t i e s 
o f t h e p e o p l e wae the ree 'u l t and not a e wae the c u r r e n t 
b e l i e f the eauee o f the i n t e a e e s u f f e r i n g and subsequent 
d l e t u r b a n e e among the? c e r t a i n c l a s s e s . As we l o o k back from 
from t h i s d i s t a n c e o f time we ean eee more p l a i n l y than t h e 
p e o p l e o f t h a t day t h a t the s u f f e r i n g , d i s c o n t e n t asm 
s e d i t i o n were the n a t u r a l outgrowth o f many c o o p e r a t i n g 
a g e n c i e s , e h l e f among whioh were a long s e r i e s o f bad h a r v e s t 
throughout England and w e s t e r n Europe, the r a p i d e u b e t u t i o n 
o f machine f o r hand l a b o r in menufaotoring l a d u e t r i s s and 
t h e e x h a u s t i v e wars on the c o n t i n e n t . 
I n e p l t e o f a p r o f i t a b l e contraband and exemption t r a d e , 
s a p o l e o n * e C o n t i n e n t a l eyetem and the B r i t i s h Orders In 
Oounoil which had e l o e e d the p o r t e o f F r a n c e and Germany 
t o "English i m p o r t s , had g r e a t l y d e n i a l e h e d the demand f o r 
E n g l i s h n a n u f a c t u r e e l I n consequence , l a b o r wae unable to 
f i n d employment. A long s e r i e s o f poor h a r v e e t e from 1 8 0 4 
t o 1816 had e4||&fcaan*nd a t times t r e b l e d the p r i c e o f 
f o o d e t u r f e d ThrdfW o u t o f employment and obl igued to pay 
unheard o f p r i c e s f o r the n e c e s s i t i e s o f l i f e , the l a b o r i n g 
p o p u l a t i o n were unable t o support t h e i r f s m i l e s . I n c a p a b l e o f 
r e a e o n i n g f a r i n t o the oausee o f t h i n g e , t h l e e t a r v i n g c l a s s 
saw i n the i n t r o d u c t i o n o f machinery t h e i r r u i n . Ae e a r l y 
a e 1 8 1 2 r l o t e had broken out in n o r t h e r n England. Dieguieed 
mobe o f i d l e l a b o r e r s , c a l l e d L u d d i t e s , would e n t e r menu-
f a c t u r i n g towns, b r e a k i n g machinee aad burning p r o p e r t y , " " 7 
By 1814 howaever the government w i t h much e e v e r i t y had 
a p p a r e n t l y cruehed out t h i e movement. S t i l l the s u f f e r i n g 
e o n t i n u e d wi thout remedy. 
The p e a c e o f 1815 wae welcomed by s l l c l a s s e s w i t h 
g r e a t e s t e n t h u s i a s n . A new periodjKT p r o s p e r i t y , I t was 
b e l i e v e d , wse a t hand. Through a c a r e f u l l y o r g a n i s e d c i n t r a -
band t r a d e many merchants had node erne nee p r o f i t . Now t h a t t h 
t h e c o n t i n e n t a l p o r t s were a g s l n thrown open t o t r a d e , 
commerce would l n e r e a e e w i t h l e a p s s a d bounds.*A p e r i o d 
o f w i l d s p e c u l a t i o n f o l l o w e d . C a p i t a l was turned from l e g -
ldmate end l u c r e t a t l v e a r s i s channels t o purchase c o l o n i a l 
p r o d u c t s / But % o o n t r a r y t o e x p e c t a t i o n s the p u r c h a s i n g 
power e f t h e o o n t i a e n t a l c o u n t r i e s was exhausted and the 
p r o d u c t s l a y a t he p o r t e u s s e l d . A e e v e r e f i n a n c i a l c r i s i s 
wae t h e I n e v i t a b l e r e e u l t . Banks e i t h e r f a i l e d a l t o g e t h e r e r 
s topped t h e l e e u e o f pepper money. The r e d u c t i o n o f t h e 
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CIRCULATING MEDIUM IN TURN RAISED THE PRSOEE. TRADE CAME TO 
A SUDDEN STANDSTILL/ 
DURING THE LETER YEARA OF THE WAR, INEPITE OF POOR 
HARVAATS, THE HIGH PRICE PAID FOR GRAIN HAD FILLED THE 
FARMER• E PUREES. THE WAR HOWEVER HAD SAT THE FATAL EXAMPLE 
IMPROVIDENT EXPENDITURE. CAREFUL, ECONOMICAL FANNERS HAD 
TURNED TO SPENDTHRIFTS,WHO LATER FILLED THE RANKA OF SPECULAT 
TORE ABOVE MENTIONED. WHILE THE PRICE OF GRAIN WAE HIGH» 
MUCH AVAILABLE LAND WAA TURNED INTO PRODUCTION WHIOH AT 
ORDINARY TIMES WOULD HAVE FALLEN FAR BELOW THE MARGIN OF 
E U L T I V E T I I N . THE SUDDEN FALL IN THE PRICE WHEAT LA 1 8 1 5 , 
DUE TO A PARTIAL RETURN OF GOOD HARVEETE IN THAT YEAR BROUGHT 
RUIN TO THE FARMERS. THE COAT OF PRODUCTION EXOEDED THE 
P R I C E OF PRODUCTION.*'!T WAE THIA STATE CF AFFAIRE THAT 
INDUCED PARLIAMENT CONTROL/ED BY THE PROPRIETARY ELAEE TO PEEE 
THE CORN LAW OF 1 8 1 5 , P R O H I B I T I N G THE IMPORTATION OF CORN T I L L 
I T E PRLEE HAD REACHED 80 SHILLINGS PER QUARTER.3 THE LAW 
DOUBLED THE INCOME FROM THE LAND TO THE BENEFIT OF THE OWNERE 
KENT AND PRLEEE REEE BET WAGCE OONTINUED UNCHANGEDr THIS LAW 
A I D MUCH TO EGGREVETE THE ALREADY OVERETRAINED FEELING 
BETWEEN THE PROPRIETARY AND LABORING CLASSES. BUT ASIDE FROM 
EMAIL RLOTE AT LONDON, NO VIOLENCE ET F I R S T RESULTED. 
THE SINTER OF 1 8 1 5 - 1 6 VAC THE EEVEREST ENGLAND HAD 
SUFFSRED SINOE I 7 9 9 F HEAVY FROSTS IN THE S P R I N I AND DEATRUCTI. 
TIVE FLOODS IN EARLY SUMMER NOT ONLY IN ENGLAND BUT THROUGH-
OUT WEETERN AND AOUTHEM EUROPE PROMICED A UNLVAREAL FAMINE. 
WHEAT ROEE FROM 5 2 E 9 D D . I N JANUARY TO I 0 3 A . B Y THE OLOAE OF 
THE Y E A R / THERE WAE A AURPLUA CF LABCR IN EVERY INDUSTRY. 
I HAVE EHOWED WHY THE DEMAND FOR LEBOR IN THE MENU FEE TURING 
INDUE TRIES HAD PRACTICALLY OAAEED. THE INCLEMENT WEATHER NOW 
DEPRICVED THE AGRICULTURAL LABORERS OF EMPLOYMENT. REMEMBER-
ING THE CORN LAW OF THE PRECEDING YEAR AND FAILING TO ACE THE 
THIR EMPLOY ERE WERE BEING RUINED TOO, THE LABORING CLAEE 
BELIEVED THAT I T WAE IN THE MIDDLE CLAS STONE CAUEA OF THEIR 
MI AERY WAE TO BE FOUND. THE SUFFERING O F THE FORMER AT THIS M 
MOMENT WAE EEVERE IN THE EXTREME. IN ONE PARIAH OF DORSET-
S H I R E , ^ WAE EALD THAT 4 1 9 OUT OF 5 7 5 WERE ON RECEIPT E F 
R E L I E F . AT SVANAGE,8lx OUT OF SEVEN WERE PAUPERE?WHOLE 
VILLAGES WERE DEPOPULATED,THE INHABITANTS HAVING ELOEED THEIR 
HOUEEE END WERE WANDERING ABOUT THE COUNTRY IN ETARCH E F 
WORK OR HELP WHIOH THEIR PARIAH WAE UNABLE TO G I V E . R 
I N 1 8 X 6 THEN TRADE VAC AT E STANDSTILL9MSREHANTA AND MANF-
FAOTURERA AND FARMERS AAW RUIN ETELRLNG THEM IN THE FAEE 
AND LEBORERE E F ELL CLASSES ON THE VERGE E F STARVATION. 
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IN MAY AGRICULTURAL LABORERS LA THE EASTERN COUNTIES 
BROKE OUT IN SOTS OF VIOLENCE. IN NORFOLK AND SUFFOLK 
NIGHTLY FLREE WERE COMMON OCCURRENCES AND MILLA WARS PULLS* 
DOWN. THE TOWN OF LITTLEPCRT ON THE LELE OF SLY FOR TEW 
DAYA EUFFERED THE RAVAGES OF A STARVING MOB. THE MILITIA 
WAS OALIAD OUT AND MUCH BLOOA WAE EHED ON BOTH EIDEA BEFORE 
PEACE WAE ROE TOR AD.' AA A SSSULT 54 PEREENA WERE EENTEACED 
TO DEATH THOUGH ONLY FIVE WERE ACTUALLY EXECUTED.*-IN STAF-
FORDCHLRE THE DLEEONT TOOK A DIFFERENT FORM. BODICE EF 
LABORINGMEN SET OUT FOR LONDON WITH WAGONE FILLED WITH 
COAL. A LARGE FORCE OF POLLOE PREVENTED WHATEVER VIOLENCE 
MIGHT HAVE BEEN INTENDED AND GOVERNMENT,AFTER HAVING BOUGHT 
THEIR COAL,QUIETLY SENT THE LABORERS HORNS.̂ IN THE MANUFACT-
URING DIE TRIE TS OF THE NORTH THE LUDDITEA OR FRAME-BREAKERS 
AGAIN THREW THS INHABITANTS INTO A ETATE EF TERROR BY THEIR 
EETE OF VIOLENCE/ AT FLRET THESE OUTRAGEE WORE THE DIRECT 
ROEULT OF EDVEREE ECONOMIC AND EOOLAL OONDITIONE. THE 
PARTICIPANTS WERE AEVERCLY PUNISHED BY THE GOVERNMENT. 
WITH THE WINTER EF 1816 HOWEVER THEEE LEOLATED MOVEMENTS 
BEGAN TO TEKE ON A POLITICAL COMPLEOTLON. THE CHANGE WAA 
LARGELY DUE TO THE POLITICAL WRITINGA OF WILLIAM COBBETT.^ 
IN HIE POLITICAL REGIATER HE TAUGHT THAT THE CAUAE OF THE 
AUFFARING AMONG THE VARIOA CLASSES LAY LA MISGOVERNMENT 
AND DECLARED THAT PROEPERLTY WOULD NEVER RSTUNN TILL PARL-
IAMENTARY REFORM WAE AN AOEOMPLIEHED FEET. IN CLEAR,SIMPLE 
BUT REMARKABLY FORCIBLE LANGUAGE HE OOUNEELED THE PEOPLE 
AGALNET EEDLTION AND AOTE OF VIOLENCE .BUT URFCED THEIR UNITED* 
AND CONTINUED EFFORTE FOR OCRTALN CHANGES IN THE AYATEM 
GOVERNMENT. TILL NOVEMBER 2 1816 HIE PAPER WAE TO BE FOUND 
ONLY IN THE HOMEE OF THE MIDDLE AND UPPER CLASSES. BUT BY 
CHANGING ITE PRLEE FROM ONE CHILLING TO TWOPENNY A SHEET, 
IT AT ONCE BECAME THE ORIOLE OF THE LABORING PEOPLEF THE 
EFFECT WAE AT ONOE APPARENT. RIO TO BECAME LEEE FREQUENT 
AND PUBLIC MEETLNGE TOOK THEIR PLACE. THE MOVEMENT BECAME X 
LARGELY PELLTLEAL AND DID NOY CEASE TILL THE REFORM OF 1832 
WAS AOEOMPLIEHED. THE ACTA OF VIOLENCE WHICH WERE THE 
IBBBCDIATE EXOUAE FOR THE ARBITRARY MEAEUREE OF 1617,ALTHOUGH 
ORIGINATED AND CARRIED ON BY OCRTALN PARSONS FROM AMONG 
THO LOWER OLAECEE WERE IN FACT LAMENTED AND CONDEMNED BY 
THEEE ELAEEEE AE A WHOLE. THE GREAT MACE REMAINED UNTAINTED. 
MLAERY ,DLEEONTENT AND DIETURBANCEA HAVE ALWAYE PROVED 
FERTILE IN BRINGING INTO PROMINENCE POLITICAL AGKITATORS. 
WHO IN ORDINARY TIMES WOULD EEAREELY ATTRACT ATTENTION. 
IN T8X6 THE HAMPDEN AND SPENCEAN CLUBE WHICH HAD BEEN ORGAN-
ISED FOR THE PURPOAE OF FUJHSRING POLITICAL AND SOCIAL 
REFORMATHAD FALLEN UNDER THE LEADERSHIP OF A FEW SELF-
FR 
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e e e k i n g d e m l g o g u e s ! S i n c e P a r l i m e n t a r y R e f o r m w a s a p a r t 
o f t h e i r p r o g r a m , t h e s e l e a d e r s r e s o l v e d t o p r o f i t b y t h e 
e u d d e n c h a n g e s o c i a l a n d e c o n o m i c d i s c o n t e n t h a d r e c e n t l y 
t a k e n . T h i s t l e w o o d , t h e t w o W a t a o n e ^ t i o o t h e r m e n o f l i k e 
c h a r a c t e r h a d f o r m u l a t e d a w i l d s c h e m e f o r s u b v e r t i n g t h e 
g o v e r n m e n t . A C o m m i t t e e o f S a f e t y w a s t o b e c h o s e n , t h e 
b a r r a e k e f i r e d , t h e T o w e r a n d T r e a e u r y a t t a c k e d a n d t h e n 
t m e t t o P r o v i d e n c e f o r s u c c e s s ? " A f t e r h a v i n g c o l l e c t e d 
s o m e 2 5 0 p i k e s , t h e s c h e m e f e l l t h r o u g h l a c k o f m o n e y t e 
r e n t a h o u e e i n w h i c h t © k e e p t h e i r e u p p l i o e ? ~ A n o t i c e w a e 
t h e n p o e t e d o a l l l u g ; * * m e e t i n g o f t h e d i s t r a c t e d m a n u f a c t -
u r i n g , a r t i s a n s , a n d o t h e r s o f t h e c i t i e s o f L o n d o n a n d 
W e s t m i n s t e r , t h e B o r o u g h o f S o u t h v a r k a n d p a r t e a d j a c e n t , i n ftp 
S p a - F i e l d o n F r i d a y , t h e 1 5 t h o f N o v e m b e r a t 1 2 0 » c l o c k , t o t a k 
t a k e I n t o c o n s i d e r a t i o n t h e p r o p r i e t y o f p e t i t i o n i n g t h e 
P r l a e e R e g e n t a n d L e g i s l a t u r e t o a d o p t i m m e d i a t e l y s u c h 
m e a e u r e e a s w i l l r e l i e v e t h e s u f f e r i n g f r o m t h e m l e e r y 
w h i c h n o w o v e r w h e l m s t h e m * . * T h e m e e t i n g w a e a c c o r d i n g l y h e l d 
I n f l a m i n g s p e e c h e s d e l i v e r e d a n d t h e n t h e m e e t i n g a d j o u r n e d 
t i l l D e c e m b e r 2 t e a w a i t t h e R e g e n t 9 e r e p l y . O n t h e l a t t e r 
d a t e a l a r g e c r o w d w a e p r e e e n t . T h e y o u n g e r W a t s o n d e c l a r i n g 
p e t i t i o n s w e r e a l l i n v a i n s e i z e d a t r i c o i o r e d f l a g , r u e h e d 
w i t h a m o b e f t h e m e r e d e s p e r a t e t o g u n - s h o p , s h o t a g e n t l e -
m a n w h o d e a r e d t e l n t e r f r e m o n s t r a t e w i t h t h e m a n d s t a r t e d 
f o r t h e T o w e r a n d t h e R o y a l E x c h a n g e . A t t h e l a t t e r p l a t e 
t h e L o r ! M a y o r o f L o n d o n w i t h o n l y s e v e n a s s i s t a n t s m a d e 
& t * a t a m e a H w a s t s h e n p r s n a f t a l e l y a s o p p a s s V e d e m h e r r i o t,, FTM t i n 
s e v e r a l a r r e s t s a n d e o a p l e t e l y s u p p r e s s e d t h e r i o t / I n t h e 
m e a n t i m e H u n t t h s p r i n c i p a l e p e e k e r o n N o v e m b e r 1 6 t h . h a d a r r i 
a r r i v e d o n S p a - F i e l d a n d a d d r e e e e d t h e p e o p l e w h o h a d 
r e m a i n e d . T h r o u g h h i e l a f l u e n d s a n t h e r m e e t i n g w a e t o b e 
h e l d i n t h e e a r n s p l a c e o n t h e e e e o a d M o n d a y a f t e r t h e 
o p e n i n g o f P a r l i a m e n t . D u r i n g t h e I n t e r v a l e s e r e t e o c i e t i e e 
w e r e t e b e f o r m e d f o r t h e p u r p o s e o f o b t a i n i n g a n n u a l P a r i i a m 
1 a m e n t e , u n i v e r s a l e u f f r a g e , v o t e b y b a l l o t , a b o l i t i o n o f 
p r o p e r t y q u a l i f i c a t i o n s f o r m e m b e r s e f P a r l i a m e n t a n d 
p a i d r e p r e s e n t s t i v e e t o t h e H o u e e o f C o m m o n s . ^ T h e m e e t i n g w a e 
t h e n d i s s o l v e d w i t h o u t f a r t h s r d i s t u r b a n c e . 
T h e u n f o r t u n a t e r i o t s t S p a - F i e l d d i r e c t e d b y s f e w 
I g n o r a n t h o t - h e a d e a n d t h e f o r m a t i o n o f s e c r e t s o c l t l e s 
t h r o u g h o u t t h e c o u n t r y f w e r e u n j u s t l y c o n n e c t e d a n d g a v e 
r i e e t o a n I n t e n s e f e e l i n g oM a l a r m a m o n g t h e m i d d l e a n d 
u p p e r o l a s s e s . I t w a e f e a r e d t h a t t h e c o u n t r y w a s o a t h e 
v e r g e o f s r e v o l u t i o n . W h i l e t h e p u b l i c m i n d w a e i n t h i s 
f e w a r l e h s t a t e , P a r l i a m e n t m a t o n F a n u a r y 2 8 t h . 1 8 1 7 . ' I n h i s 
s p e e c h f r o m t h e t h r o n e o n t h a t d a t e , t h e P r l a e e R e g e n t e a l d , 
* ^ /•', \ *S. T. 
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"IN CONSIDERING OUR INTERNAL SITUATION YOU WIII,I DOUBT NOT 
FOOL A JUST INDIGNATION AT THS ATTEMPTS WHIOH HAVE BOON MADE 
TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE DISTRESSES OF THO COUNTRY,FOR THO 
PURPOSE OF EXCITING S SPIRIT OF SEDITION AND VIOLENCE,—I 
AM DETERMINED TO OMIT NO PREEEUTION FOR PREEERVING THE 
PUBLIC PEACE AND FOR CENT ERECTING THE DESIGNS OF THE DLEAFFCA. 
FEE TED?'ON RETURNING FROM PARLIAMENT, THE PRINCE REGENT1 A 
CARRIAGE WAE EURROUNDED BY A CROWD OF DESPERATE PEREENE. 
INSFITXN INSULT A WERE EHOWERED UPON HORN AND ONE OVER SEALOUE 
PEREON THREW A ETONE THROUGH HIE CARRIAGE WINDOW .HA MORE 
UNFORTUNATE OCCURRENCE COULD EOAROEIY HAVE HAPPENED. THE 
OUTRAGE WAE AT ONCE CONNECTED WITH THE SPA-FIELD RIOT AND 
THE SECRET SOEIETIES. IT WAE POURING OIL ON THE FIRESOF 
ALARM. 
THE MOTLVEE WHICH INDUCED THE GOVERNMENT AT THIA 
JUNCTURE TO PRESS FAR EXTRAORDINARY MEAAUREA WERE VARIOUA. 
THE SUFFERING OEEAAEIONED BY CHANGEA IN INDUE TRIAL METHODS* 
BAD HARVESTS,AND THE PAEESGE OF THE CORN LAW;THS EARLY ACTA 
OF VIOLENCE GROWING OUT OF DLEOONT WHICH LATER TOOK ON A 
POLITICAL COMPLECTION AND THE OUTRAGES OF DECEMBER 1816 AND 
THE FOLLOWING JANUARY WHIOH HAD BEEN CONETRUED AS THE FORE-
RUNNER OF A GREAT POLITICAL RSVCLUTION,HEVE ALL BACH DIECUESE 
EED, "PEAR HAD TAKEN POSSESSION OF THE PEOPLE. IT CANNOT 
BE DENIED THAT THE GOVERNMENT CHARED THLE FEAR. BUT THEN 
THERE WERE OTHER REEEOIIE WHY IT AHOULD WISH TO INCREASE, 
RATHER THEN IIEMINIEH THLE POPULAR FEELING. THE TORY PARTY 
WHICH HAD EERRLED ON THE WAR REALISED THAT THEIR INFLUENCE 
WAS RAPIDLY DEEREAELNG. THE GREAT BURDEN EF TEXEE,THE GENERAL 
SUFFERING AND DIACONTENT,AND THE INSEACRETION OF CERTAIN 
LEADERE HAD AROUCED A POWERFUL OPPOSITION. ALTHOUGH ATILL 
IN EONTREL OF PARLIAMENT,THEY NATURALLY FELT THAT THAT TOE 
MUAT EOON YIELD TO POPULAR OPINION. Aa ALERMLST'S PROFRAM 
HAD PROVED CUOCCESFUL IN TLMEE PACT. THE MINISTARE NOW 
HOPSD TO PROFITLAFTALN BY ITE QUESTIONABLE USE.3 
THE INSULT TO THE PRINCE REGENT WAS EONATRUED BY THE 
GOVERNMENT AE AN ATTEMPT AT HIE LIFE. THE OPPEEITION IN 
BOTH HOUEEA AT ANOE DEMANDED MORE ECONOMY IN PUBLIC EXPEND!TU 
TURE. IN REPLY LORD SIDMOUTH SAID THE REGENT WOULD SOON 
PROA ANT AN ADDRSAS CHEWING THAT A LARGE PERT LEA AF THE 
NEOI.ES WARE IN A ETA TO EF DISAFFECTION/ IN PREPARING THIS 
MASSAGE WHICH REACHED PARLIAMENT ON FEBRUARY 5,THE REGENT 
CAVA INSTRUCTIONS THAT THERE BE LAID BEFORE PARLIAMENT 
"PAPERS CONTAINING INFORMATION REEPEOTING CERTAIN PRECTICEE,^ 
MACTINGS,END COMBINATIONS LA THE METROPLIS AND IN DIFFERENT 
PARTE EF THE KINGDOM,EVIDENTLY CALCULATED TO ENDANGER THE 
PUBLIC TRANQUILLITY.TO ALIENATE THE AFFECTLONE OF HIS MAJEST 




T O B R I N G F N T O H A T R E D A N D L E D H T E M E T T T H E J ^ « L * Y E * E * O F E A R 
L E J I S . A N D I F T E X W J ^ O W ^ L L I B O T H H O U S E S T H E M E S S A G E > * S TATAED 
L A T E L Y R O F E N - E T T O I F C C R E T Q P I I L F T V * 
DRAWN O U T , E X T R A V N G E M B R S P O R T S WOJSE 
^ ^ E ^ O N S P I R A ^ „ 
W * O E W > F O V E R T H R E W L ^ B » - S M M U F T A > J * R N > . E * N * R A W N E * R R A « T 
T H E A | U B L L T H F D AOVARNMTNTF.LAWA AND E O N S T L T U T S E N ^ F T H X * tffi&mjtiSi O F T R T O D T I N F E A G E W S L P L U N D E R ANA 
W W T R T X ^ A R I W " ? S C H E M E S TOA,BEENVLAID. P R I E I O H E I 
B O L L B E R A T E D , B A R R A C K S F I R E D T E A W N 4 AND TO^RAR A I L 
A P P E A R S B L E A R X Y T H A 1 M ; A N . A T O J I N E T I S J J Y S O P I E T I E E O P R O L U B A 
TO B A E E T A B L I E H O D I N A L L ) P A F T A A F G R ? A T ' B R I T O N 
£ F P « R L L A M O I F C D R R J W E R M R T E * INFEST..TH*M9to 
A F TFTEV C Q M M I N I £ + - F V » ~ W I T H A S P I R I T O F D I E O O N T E N 
T T N T AND D I S A F F E C T I ^ - - J M . N D ' O T N S I N T I M L * T E * N L I " L A W , R E L I G I O N 
AND M O R A L I T Y , A N D TO H O L D O U T TO THEM T H E P L U N D E R O F A L L P R O P E 
E R T Y A E T H E M A I N O B J E C T O F T H E I R E F F O R T ? 
T H E R E P O R T O F THE H O U E E C O M M I T T E E D E E C R L B E D A T G R E A T 
L E N G T H , T H E O R G A N I S A T I O N , O B J E C T AND END O F T H E HAMPDEN AND 
S P E N E E A N O L U B E . T H E F O R M E R A I M E D A T N O T H I N G E H O R T E # - A 
R E V O L U T I O N . I N B R O A D , S W E E P I N G , B U T T E R R O R I N S P I R I N G S T A T E M E N T S 
T H E Y S P O K E O F T H E A C T I V I T Y O F T H E C O N S P I R E TO R E , T H E N U M B E R 
T H E Y HAD O R WOULD Y E T S E D U C E , T H E I R E E C R E T O A T H S AND T H E 
G E N E R A L C O N F U S I O N , P L U N D E R AND B L O O D S H E D THAT WAS E M I N E N T . V 
Y E T I N E U P P O R T O F T H I S B I T T E R T I R A D E A G A I N S T C O N S P I R A C Y AND 
S E D I T I O N , T H E C O M M I T T E E S COULD P O I N T ONLY TO ONE D E F I N I T E 
A C T , T H E U N H A P P Y S P A - F I E L D R I O T W H I C H HAD B E E N C R U S H E D B Y T H E 
L O R D MAYOR O F L O N D O N W I T H ONLY S E V E N A S S I S T A N T S . 
A R M E D W I T H T H E E E F L A M I N G R E P O R T S , S I D M O U T H ON F E B R U A R Y 
2 1 S T 1 8 1 7 I N T R O D U C E D I N T H E H O U S E O F L O R D S A B I L L F O R T H E 
T E M P O R Y E U S P E N T L O N O F T H E H A B E A E C O R P U S A C T . T H R E E A A Y E L A T E R 
L O R D C A E T L E R O A G H L D L D B E F O R E THE H O U E E T H R E E B I L L S O F A N 
E X T R A O R D I N A R Y C H A R A C T E R . T H E F I R E T WAS F O R A R E N E W A L O F 
T H E LAW O F 1 7 9 7 TO P R E V E N T S E D L T O U E M E E T I N G S AND A S S E M B L I E S ; 
T H E S O C O N D F O R E X T E N D I N G TO THE P R I N C E R E G E N T " A N A C T F O R 
T H E S A F E T Y AND P R E S O R V A T I O N G F K I E I M J E E T Y ' S P E R E O N F A N D T H E 
T H I R D F O R T H E B E T T E R P R E S S G S F L & f c AND P U N I S H M E N T O F A L L 
A T T O M P T E TO S O D U O E P E R S O N S S E R V I N G ? A T O . ^ 
T H E O P P O S I T I O N I N B O T H H O U S E S A G A I N E T T H E E E M E A S U R E S 
W A S D E T E R M I N E D , B U T O F NO A V A I L . TWA LIIISASAGGAA- T H E M I N I S T E R S * 
A L A R M I S T S P R O G R A M A D D E D TO THE W I D E S P R E A D G E N E R A L D L E C O N T E N T 
H A D D O N E I T E W O R K . T H E S E C R E T C M M I T T E E E , R E P O R T S F R U S T R A T E D 
WHAT E F F E C T T H E O P P O S I T I O N M I G H T O T H E R W I S E H A V E E X E R C I S E D . 
T H E P O I R E W H I C H T H E M I N I E T E R S HAD DEMANDED W E R E G I V E N T H E M 
B Y A L A R G E M A J O R I T Y . 4 A L L F O U R B I L L S W E R E P A S S E D . 
/. ?h*+tx~^U**, V^IAU / V 2 . QUJJRL* . ***f.< .4/} 4*s. 
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eeted at Huddersfleld,hut a 
were kept alive. Por June 9th a : 
On June <Uh the" leadeVslJere arr 
aXvhieottn̂ aletarted; eonvlotiene^aeeembled ins lonely TI 
stopping st solitary houses te demand arms and compell their 
oecitpante te follow. At one place s servant was shot/to 
death. By morning their numbers had increased to T50K When 
within six miles from Nottingham they heard that trooue were 
coaming. At once they threw down their arms and fled in 
confusion.6 Thus ended the last of those attempts which the 
government had assured the people threat enedmthe very ex is ten 




The acta for the Suspension of the Habeas Corpus and 
for Seditious Meetings were the ones which met with greateet 
oppoeition and the ones least required. The former went Into 
roroe on March *rd 1817 suspending the Habeas Corpus act 
till July Xst.'̂ The latter did not pass till March ZTST^ 
The repressive measures taken by the government had the 
opposite effect from what had been intended. Public agkitu-
tors found in them much ready material for their haranguee. 
Incendiary fires again became common, Manchester wae the 
point about which renewed discontent was eexiirlng. On March 
3rd 1817 a meeting was held to protect against the Suspension 
Act? It was adjourned till the following Monday when every) 
one wae advised to provide himself with a blanket. On Maroh 
10th 10 or 12,000 persons assembled on Spa-field at Manches-
ter. Their intention was to maroh to London to petition 
in pereon the prince Regont. The night before the meeting 
took place four of the ringleaders had been arrested under at 
authority of the Suspension Act. At Stockport the Blanketeere 
met the Life guards and 40 were arrested. Some 500 did 
reach Macclesfield,but not more than 20,went farther than » 
the bordere OF Staffordehire. Thoroughly'alsheWtWe* with 
hang errand - fatigue, they turned baesv ine more meeting was 
planed FOR March 30th. On THE 28th the Secretary OF State 
leeutd warrahte for the eWwot ef the ringleaders. This aot 
speak presently,and-a few deeper*^ perAOW^he t**PMA 
new demonstratle^ was, planned 
# ' A 
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deluded person* should hove BOON severely punished there oan 
be no question. But TO endanger THE libertiea of all by 
such extraordinary measurg^aa the Suepeneion ofi the Habeaa 
Corpus Act impoaohes the gwT Judgment of the miniaters. 
Early in June the Prince Regent ldid before Parliament 
freah information concerning; the atate of the country. Q„ ma 
^motion by one of tho minietere,the Secret conaaitteea 
Choaon by the two houaea EF the preceding ynxn February 
were revived/ Although the firat report by the Common*a COM-
mittee wae devoted almost wholly tft the Spenoean Club end 
the Spa-Field Rfcot,neither WERE now mentioned in the eeoond 
report. It began with and greatly magnified the importance 
of the Blanketears1 March. Lord Miiton,a member cf the 
committee who HAD disagreed with the majoritythas left en record that, "precautions ware used to prevent the lneertion 
or omlsaion of anything whioh by being inaertad or omitted 
would have the tendency to dlsalarm the country?7In speaking 
of the proposed meeting at Manoheater on March 30,the Secret 
Committee of the House of Lorda said,"a general insurrection 
WAE intended to have been commenced at Manchester, ***** 
This atrocious conspiracy wae detected by the vigilance of 
the magistrates and defeated by the apprehenelon and con-
finement of soma of the ringleaders a few days before the 
period fixed for its execution".*'Both committees agreed that 
the papera referred to them afforded, "BUT too many proofa 
of the continued existence of a treiteroue conspiracy for 
the overthrow of our established government end constitution 
and for tho subversion of the existing order of aoclety? s 
TTie ordinary POWER8 of the law ware not yet euffielemt 
remedy for THE danger. 
A bill for the Continuance of the Suspenelon ACT WAE an? 
accordingly introduced. The Oppoeltion in both Houaea waaH 
again active. Failing to prevent its ultimate paeaage,they 
labored to limit ita duration,and then to except ITE extentle 
to Scotland .PThelr endeavors were invaini The Hudderafield 
Riot and the Darby Inaurrection which unfortunately occured 
at this critical moment were so mangnified by the Secret 
Committeea» reports that opposition wet useless. The law 
bearing THE date of JUNE 30th 1017 continued the Suepeneion 
Act till March let 1818.^ 
The part taken BY Viaccent Sidmouth,Secretary of State 
for Home Affaire during this period of diaturbances,must EVER stand in hiatory as a charge agalnet hie wladom. "Kindly 
ae Lord sidmouth vac by nature,hie admlnletratlon wet EEVERE 
and, during tan yaara of lawlessness and misery,HE ruled with 
unwavering at crimes a?'There oan be no question that HE wae 
I- 4-Y£U4. AT C*Y 3>: OL*JB *~ IXU-T̂ U- W \U^Y, 
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WAS AROUSED TO AN UNDUE SONSE of THE DANGER THE VARIOUS 
RLOTE AND INSURRECTIONS HAD OEOASSIONED. HE WAE CONVINCED 
THAT ONLY THE STRONGEST MEAEUREE WOULD RESTORE PEACE AND 
ORDER. FOR NOTHING HAS HE BEEN CONDEMNED SO MUCH AS FOR HIS 
EPY-AYSTEM. SEORET INFORMATION WAS BROUGHT TM a IN BY DIE-
REPUTIHLE PERSONS WHO WERE ENCOURAGED IN THIS QUEETIONABLE 
WORK BY LIBERAL REWARDE. IN MANY OAEEE THEY INSTIGATED 
THE PLOTS WHIOH THEY LATER REVEALED. OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE 
SPENOEAN CLUB AND ITS PLANS REST LARGELY ON CAETIE WHO HAD 
TAKEN AN ACTIVE PART IN THE SPA-FIELD RIOT/OLIVER and HIS 
REPRESENTATIVES CERTAINLY DID MUCH TE ENCOURAGE THE VANCHSSTS 
TER AND JMIDDERSFIELD KIOTO AND THE DERBY INEURRECTION?-!T 
WAE VERY LARGELY EN THE EXAGGERATED ACCOUNTE OF OLIVER AND 
OAETLE THAT THE SEORET COMMITTEES HAD BAEED THEIR REPORTS 
IN FEBRUARY AND IN / m e . 
THOUGH SUCCESSFUL IN PRESSING EXTRAORDINARY MEAEUREE 
THROUGH PARLIAMENT,THE GOVERNMENT MET A LONG SERIES OF DEFEAT 
AT THE HANDE OF THE COMMON JURIEE* THERE IS NO DOUBT THAT 
THOSE WHO HAD PARTICIPATED IN THE SPA-FIELD, ANOHEETOR RIOTS 
AND DARBY INSURRECTION AEEERVED SEVERE PUNISHMENT. BUT *x 
THE GOVERNMENT IN ITS DESIRE TE MAKE EXAMPLES EF THESE OFFEND 
ERE,WENT MUCH TOO FAR IN PROSECUTING THEM FOR HLGH-TREAEDN. 
TRUE BILLS WERE BY THE ORAND JURY OF MIDDLESEX AGAINST THA 
ALDER WATEON,THISTLEWOOD AND TWO OTHER PARTICIPANTS IN THA 
SPA-FIELD RIOT. WATSON WAS AOQULTTED BY THE PETIT JURY IN 
JUNE AND THE ATTORNEY GENERAL REFUSED TO PROSECUTE THA REST. 
THESE PERSONS DEEERVED EEVERA PUNISHMENT FOR SEDITION and 
WERE DISCHARGED INEPLTE OF THE FACT THAT THS SECRET CEMNITTEO 
HAD DECLARED THEM GUILTY OF INSURRECTION AND REBELLION. OF 
THE 24 PEREONE TAKEN PRISONERS TAKEN AT HUDDORAFIELD RIOT 
THA ORAND JURY FAILED TO FIND TRUE BILLS AGAANAT ELEVEN;TEN 
WERE DECLARED NOT GUILTY;ONE LIBERATED ON BAIL WHILE THS 
REMAINING TWO WERE HELD IN PRIEON WITHOUT BAIL OR TRIAL 
UNDAR THE AUTHORITY OF THE SUSPENSION ACT. HAVING COMPLETELY 
FAILED IN THEIR EFFSRTE TILL NOW,THE GOVERNMENT REDOUBLED 
THEIR ENERGIES IN THE STATE TRIALS AGAINST THE DERBY INEURREO 
R*C TLCNISTE. THESE MEN HAD COMMITTED A GRAVE OFFENSE. BUT 
TT INETEAD OF INDICTING HIM AND HIE ASSOCIATES WITH MURDER, 
THEY WERE CHARGED WITH,"LEVYING WAR AGAINST THE KING? BRAN* 
DETH AND TWO OTHERS SUFFERED THE PENALITY FOR HIGH-TREAEON; 
ELEVEN TRANSPORTED FOR LIFE,FOUR FOR 1 4 YEARS AND FIVE WERE 
IMLRIAONEDR THIE MARKS THE END OF THE ETATE TRIALS AGAINST 
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persons who had taken part In the disturbances beginning 
with Spa-Field Riot of December 2ed 1816 and oloclng with 
Derby Inaurrection on June loth 1817. In writing of thermae 
Martinaau says:"We know the executions at Derby -with the 
exception of Brandeth who had dyed his hands in blood—- * 
left a permanent conviction upon the minds,not only of ttee1^-^ 
persona,but of tho best informed and moat influential in 
the midland district fihat these unhappy man were atate. There 
was a peefouna belief that the ignorant vilence of theeefhexn 
deluded creatorea was criminal,but that it waa not High-Tree 
•on?' 
In tho meantime another series of etate trials hed done 
more than those above mentioned to discredit in the mlnde of 
the people, the ministers .especially Lord Sidmouth. A heet 
of libellous indecent writers had sprung up. Prudence would 
have coneeled the government to leave these persons to the 
public condemnation which would, have aurely followed,and not 
to hove honored them by atate trila. Sidmouth however had 
determined to atrike at what he considered to be the root 
of disorders by a regid enforcement of the laws respecting 
the liberty of the press?'It was with thia object in view 
that he issued on March 27th I817,his Circular Letter advic-
ing the Justices of the Peace to prevent the circulation 
of libellous and blasphemous matter. Ha said that In the 
opinion of the law officers,"a Justice of the Peace s*y 
issue a warrant to apprehend a peraon charged before him upon 
oath with the publication of libels of the nature in question 
and compcll him to give bail to anaver the charge? The Lerd 
Lleute%nants were requested to read the Circular at Quarter 
Seealon and to urge the magistrates to act accordingly? Thia 
interpretation of the law by the Secretary of State wae 
condemned in both Houaea of Parliament.14 
In tho prosecutions for libel the government met with 
uniform failure. Scurrilous writers were brought into 
public view . Ths most noted perhaps of thaaa trials waa that 
of the profane parodiat William Hone on December 16-19-20 
T8I7. Inspite of the vigorous offorts made by Justice Abbott 
and Lord HIlenborough,the Chief Justice,who presided et the 
trial,Hone was acquitted on each of the three counts brought 
agalnet him. The hall and street rang with his praise and the 
public went so far as to raise a liberal subscription for 
horn and hia family^ Lord Bllenborough felt so keomly thle 
defeat that he at once tendered his resignation.^The almost 
uniform failure to obtain conviction in the atate trials 
bothfor libel and for treason threw much discredit on the 
administration. Matters were at thia paaa when Parliament 
met on January 27th I8I8.fe 
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THE RETURN OF GOOD HARVESTS IN 1017 HAD DONE SWEB TO RELIEVE THE SUFFERING EF THE PREVIOUS YEAR. LABOR FOUND EMPLOYMENT*WAGES ROSE AND PRLOEE FOR THE NEOESSITIEE OF LIFE FELL. THE OUTRSGEE OF A FEW MSGUIDED WRETEHES HAD AROUSED ALL CLASSES AGAINST SUCH ACTS OF VIOLENCE AE THOSE WHICH HAD CHACTERISED TITS END I816. AT THE OPENING OF PARSISMENT, THE PRINCE REGENT CONGRAT-ULATED THE NATION SN ITE HAPPY RETURN TO •PEASE AND TRANQUIL-LITY ••IMMEDIATELY AFTER THE READING OF THA ADDRESS,THE OPPOSITION IN BOTH HOUSES DEMANDED THE INSTANT REPEAL AF THE SUSPENSION ACT? ASSURRANEE WAE GIVEN THAT A MOTION TO THAT EFFEOT WOULD BE INTRODUCED THE FOLLOWING DAY. THA BILL WAE S PASSED BY THE LORDS ON THE 28TH, BY THE COMMONS ON THE 20TH, AND REOELVED THE KING'S SIGNAYURE ON THE 31ST, FOUR DSYE AFTER THEXTXXAXXXXXEXA*XX*XX)UANNQP>XAX OPENING OF PARLIAMENT. IT BEING, •DEEMED NO LONGER NECESSARY FOR THE PUBLIC EAFETYF THE SUSPENSION WAS REPEALED ONE MONTH BEFORE THE DATE FIXED AT LTE PASSAGE ON JUNE 30TH 16X7.VIN BOTH HOUSEE THE OPPOEITD TLON DENIED THE NECESSITY OF THE EXTRAORDINARY MEASURES AND CONDEMNED FART THE GOVERNMENT HAD TAKEN IN THE ETATE TRIALS. LORD LANSDOWNE DECLARED THAT THERE HAD BEEN NO CONSPIRACY,THAT THERE HAD BEEN NO GENERAL DISPOSITION TOWARD INEURRECTION,AND THAT THS HERBY INEUAWECTIEN WAS THE ONLY APOLOGY THS MINISTERS COULD OFFER FOR THE EXTRAORDINARY MEAEUREE. IT WAS NOT THE SUSPENSION OF THE HABEAS CORPUA AIT THAT HAD PREVENTED THA SPREAD OF DISAFFECTION,BUT THE DUE ADMINISTRATION OF THE LAWSV SIR SAMUEL ROMILLY,THE OPPOA ITIN LEADER IN THE HOUSE,SAID,"THAT THE LATE SUAPENAION OF THE HABEAE CORPUA ACT WAS A MEET UNNECESSARY AND MISOHEVIOUA MEASURE? AND WOULD FORM,*S MOST DANGEROUS PRECEDENT?0 THE EXTRAORDINARY MEAEUREE EF THE PRECEDING YEAR,WAS PRACTICALLY THE EOLE TOPIC FOR DISCUSSION DURING THE FIRST 
SIX WEEKS of THE SEEEION. THE REGENT LAID BEFORE THE HOUSE OF OMNONS ON FEBRUARY 2ED AND BEFORE THE LORDS THO FOLLOWING AAY,GREEN BAGS CONTAINING PAPERE RELATING TE THE STATE OF of PUBLIO AFFAIRE.7 THE PSPERE WERE REFERRED TO SECRET OWN-NITTEEE COMPOSED FOR THO MOAT PART OF MEMBERS WHO HAD SERVED IN A LIKE COPAOITY THE PRECEDING YEAR. ON FEBRUARY sa-l t THE COOMITTEES LAID BEFORE THEIR RESPECTIVE HOUSES ALMOST IDENTICAL REPORTSIF FOOLING that THEIR REPUTATIONS WORE AT STAKE,THEY NOW ADHERED TO THEIR EARLIER ACCOUNTS. THEY ADMITS tod HOWEVER THAT SEDITION hod BOON CONFINED TO THE XOWEOT ARTISANS,THAT THEIR NUMBER HAD BOON GREATLY EXAGGERATED BF tt» LEADERS WITH THE VIEW OF ENOOUGERING THEIR FOLLOWERS, X * H?# REMAINED UNTAINTED. STUL THEY CLUNG TO THE IDEA THAT A GREAT DANGER HAD CONFRONTED THO 
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t h e D e r b y s h i r e r i s i n g s a i d t h a t en a t r o c i o u s s p i r i t had been 
m a n i f e s t , t h a t t h e i r o b j e c t waa the over throw o f t h e e s t a b l i a h 
ed government and l a v a ? 7 The r e p o r t o f t h e t o w e r House wae 
c h a c t e r i z e d by s t r o n g e r e t a t amenta. I n t h e o p i n i o n o f b o t h 
tho v i g i l a n c e o f tho p o l i c e , t h e d e c i s i o n o f the government 
t o g e t h e r w i t h a marked improvement i n i n d u s t r i a l o o n d l t i o n e 
had a l o n e c r u s h e d out s e d i t i o n . C o n s i d e r i n g t h e n a t u r e C f 
t h e o f f e n c e s and t h e v a s t powers which had bean i n t r u s t e d 
t o them, they b e l i e v e d t h a t the m i n i s t e r s should be p r s i a e d 
f o r t h e i r l e n i e n c y . Tn view o f the Suspension Act which had 
been a e p e c i a l o b j e c t o f a t t a c k , t h e y found t h a t a s i d e from 
t h e peraona who had been i n d i c t e d by t h e Grand J u r y , w a r r e a n t e 
had been Signed by t h e S e c r e t a r y Of S t a t e f o r t o n p e r a o n a 
who had n e v e r been a r r e t t e d , and f o r 44 who had n o t been 
b r o u g h t t o t r i a l . Of the l a t t e r seven had been r e l e a s e d e n 
e x a m i n a t i o n w h i l e t h e remaining 37 had been d e t a i n e d o n l y 
i n consequence o f c h a r g e made under o a t h . * " 
On the 2 5 t h o f F e b r u a r y t h e r e waa l a i d b e f o r e t h e horde 
a b i l l e n t i t l e d "An a c t f o r indemnifying P a r s o n s who s i n e s 
t h s Twenty S i x t h Dey o f January One Thousand e i g h t hundred 
and e e v e n t e e n have a c t e d i n apprehending, lmprl eon I n g , o r 
d e t a i n i n g i n cuetody P e r s o n s s u s p e c t e d o f Hlgh-Troaeon o r 
T r e a s o n a b l e P r a c t i c e s , a n d i n the Suppreosion o f tumultuous 
and unlawful Assemblies ^ T h o u g h t backed by the r e p o r t c o f t h e 
S e c r e t Committeoa thejminlatera w i s e l y h e s i t a t e d t o i n t r o -
d u c e euoh a m e e e u r e . l o r d Mont r o s e , Master o f H o r a e , wae p r e 
v a i l e d upon t o u n d e r t a k e t h a t taak. v Muoh determined though 
i n e f f e c t i v e o p p o s i t i o n waa d e v e l o p e d . I n tho Tipper Houee 
L o r d s L i v e r p o o l and U d o n were the p r i n c i p a l s p e e k e r s i n 
d e f e n c e o f the b i l l . Marquee Lanodowne,Lords t r e k l n e and 
H o l l a n d a g a i n s t . T T h e l a t t e r denied the n e c e s s i t y o f the 
S u s p e n s i o n Actend d e c l a r e d the m i n i s t e r s ware n o t e n t i t l e d 
t o eo f a r r e e o h l n g p r o t e c t i o n ae the proposed a c t would 
a f f o r d . Aa on p r e v i o u a o c c a s s i o n a o f Indemnity A o t a , i t a 
e d h e r e n t a agued t h a t without i t a p r o t e c t i o n t h e m i n i s t e r s 
and o t h c r e would bo f o r o c d i n t h e i r own d e f e n c e t o r e v e a l 
I n f o r m a t i o n which muat be dangerous to p u b l i c c a f e t y i f 
d l a c l o c e d . The b i l l waa then paaaed by the Lords on March 
5 t h by a v o t e o f 9 3 t o 2 7 . * On the I 3 t h i t r e c e i v e d t h e 
a p p r o v a l o f t h e Commons 82 t o 2 3 7 a m l became e law on March 
I 7 t h I 8 I 3 . * I n t h e Lower Houee the meeeure was a t t a c k e d by 
S i r Samuel R o m i l l y , Lamb ton and Brougham. I t a c h i e f e u p p o r t e r a 
Samuel Shepard( S o l i d t o r General ) { W i l l ism Garrow(Attorney 
O o n c r a l ) , G e o r g e Canning and Mr. Lamb.* 7 
Thua ended t h e f i n a l perod f o r tho Suepeneion o f the 
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by the Act of 1817. • 5 j j V. u „A 
The- «abeas Corpus has and vi,î  continue to stand ae the 
most effective guarantee :"~ 
thWoibre can be Justify 
danger. That such times >may and have secured,I thinx tn»I 
there ie little queetion. It has been the object of VIFS 
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Habeas Corpus Act in Tfrigland. Though Eaglaad has sonco passed 
though more serious crises than that whoch faoed the govern-
ment in I8I6-I8I8,the greateet of all guarantees to personal 
liberty has never been violated since that time. Much adverse 
critlciem has been pronounced upon the wisdom of its euspen-
eion in 1817. There was not the slightest danger of an inva-
sion,and at this distance of^ime,we can aoarcely conceive 
that prudent men ehould fear'any dangerous insurrection. It 
is true that the participants in the diattirbances at this 
time deserved severe punishment,but existing, lawe were oer* 
tainly adiquate for tho occassion. It cannot be denied that 
tho ministers were unduly freightened at the turn discontents 
had taken,that they felt# that their influence was slipping 
away and finally that they realised that a general alarm 
might be of service to them. On the other hand they certain-
ly wore not guilty of deliberately spreading false reporte 
for purely eelfish motives. Freightened they allowed themeel 
voe to be made the dupes of such disrupltable men ae Castle 
and Oliver and took little peine to investigate tho truth 
of their aocounts. The Act of Indemnity wae the natural, 
though not the nooeeeary sequence to the Suspension Act. 
Parliament now realised that arbitrary meaeuree it had 
pseeed the previous year were over haety and unnecessary 
and that the people would soon demand an Investigation. 
Feeling that they themselves had been very much in the wrong 
the members of both Houses believed that the beet way to 
dispose of the delicate question was to pace sn Aot of 
General Oblivion. 
CJLKAA^CJ-%^ _ _ 
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paper to show what wore the motives leading to suspension and 
what were the results. The judgment aa to whither\Su sponsion 
was Justified by the circumstances in each ease has been left 
very largely to the reader. 
Though itc .'Suspension in Ireland has been frequent, part -
J> y ticuiarily within tho last century I since the passage of the 
Act of I679.it; has beon suspended in England at nine periode 
only. Passing ovor the time of the American Revolution when 
the Suspension Act waa a part of a general war policy against 
the Colonists and affected TSnglish subjects in Great Britain 
but oliflhtly, the first five Suspensions were the work of the 
'Vhigs, the last three,that of the Tories. The former were 
co-incident with, and justified by, the five severe attempts 
on the part of the Jacobites to restore the Stuarts to the 
T£n/;liah throne. In each period, invasion was pending and a 
wide-spread discontent wrra threatening to break out in a gene 
oral insurrection. That the Habeas Act should be suspended 
in case these dangers were really eminent, there can be no 
denial. Whither the government intrepretod aright the extent 
of these dangers has been left to the Judgement of the reader 
throught the light of the preceding dlacuselon. The Whigs 
certainly were sincere. 
During tho poriodt of 1794-90; T798-I80I and I8I7-I8I8, 
the Whlga were Important only as a party of opposition. The 
Toriee therefor were whilly responsible for the last three 
Suspensions Acts. The motives whioh aetuated the Tories to 
employ such extreme measures were very much different as we 
have eeen from those which had influenced the Whigs. Though X 
there may have been some sllgfct apprehenslnn in 1794 and 1798 
that Napoleon would invade England, the fear had little weigh 
Tt wee the epread of French Revolutionary ideas among the low 
er elaeeee and.the subsequent formation of secret Socletiee 
that were the real eaueee. There were sufficient reasons 
for serious apprehensione and strict enforcement of the 
lawe. Rut T doubt that anyone who has carefully studied the 
conditions of the time would defend the enactment of a meaea-
4*i>ro which can be Juetificd only when the very existence ef the 
government is indangered. 
The Suspension In 1817-18 was oven lees justifiable than 
that of the preceding period. Again It was used to crush grae 
social and eoonomle disturbances among the lower classes, 
there was not the slightest danger of an invasion and so 
far as we\ can soe now, no general insurrection contemplated. 
It wae unreasonable fear and hope of profit in an alarmists• 
program that actuated the Tories to their source. The real 
extent of public danger certainly did not Justify euoh extrem 
meaeuree ae tftojr Twtir. I believe that a realisation of tha% f 
foot hae had much to do la preventing ite oubeoquent euepenad 
thought, .though England hae elnoe passed through a number of 
mors eerious crises than that which faced the country in 1816 
I8I8.+ a 

